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ABSTRACT
The present thesis consists of two parts, the first,
biographical part, prefacing the second which is a critical
edition of the actual text of the Idah. Chapter One of
• •
the first part presents the results of the research on Abu 
’All's life and personality. Due to the extraordinary 
scarcity of data, the meagre information gleaned from 
biographical dictionaries which concerns the philologist 
rather than the man had to be eked out by reference to 
contemporary annals. His development was traced from his 
youth in his native Bars over the formative years in Baghdad 
and his stay at the Hamdanid and Buwayhid Courts to his 
death as a revered grammarian in Baghdad in 377 A.H* The 
composite image of his character, reconstructed from 
historical sources on the basis of relationships with 
famous contemporary rulers and scholars, shows him as truth­
ful, generous, of controversial morals, but honest and 
serious to excess in science. He was certainly a Shi’ite, 
and the suspicion that he was a Mu’tasilite is well founded.
On the premiss that an Arabic philologist who attaches 
more importance to authority than originality cannot be 
considered in isolation, Chapters Two and Three examine his 
relationships with other scholars, (a) teachers (b) students 
and (c) rivals such as al-Sirafi, ibn Khalawaih and 
al-Rumman1, as well as his role and position in the 
development of Arabic grammar, showing him to have been not
a "Baghdadian" or "mixer", but a broad-minded and tolerant 
Basrite.
Chapter Hour treats of his works other than the Idah.
* p
Chapter Five is devoted to the Idah. It begins with a
• *
comparative assessment of its value and the importance
attached to it by the contemporaries, including fAdud
al-Dawlah to whom it was dedicated, and proceeds to a
detailed discussion of his grammatical method which is
based on transmission from his predecessors, especially
Sibawaihi, whose role as spiritual father of the work is
given prominence. Also discussed are the use of
corroborative quotations, their provenance and incidental
anonymity, and the long series of commentaries on the Idah
• #
until the late seventh century ^.H. The thesis ends in an 
expose of the editorial method applied in collating the 
"basic copy" with four subsidiary manuscripts.
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PREFACE
As it was my intention to provide my critical edition
of the Idah with a biographical and critical assessment of 
• *
the role of its author in the history of Arabic science, I 
naturally acquainted myself first with the existing two 
modern Arabic biographical works on Abu 'All al-Farisi.
One was an 'Alimi.ya thesis in Cairo by Abd al-Karim 
Muhammad Sha'ban which, however, contained only so much 
factual information as I had already derived from a first 
consultation of the original Arabic sources. Nor was Dr, 
Shalabi's Ph.D. thesis of much help to me as his conception 
differed fundamentally from my own. As I adopted a 
completely different approach, I proceeded on entirely new 
lines of investigation and had, therefore, to do all my own 
spade-work*
In attempting as accurate a reconstruction of the 
story of his life as possible, I was faced with an unusual 
dearth of personal data. The information supplied by the 
sources consisted cf a few identical biographical details 
and more or less stereotyped analogies. It was, therefore, 
necessary to take ample recourse to the history cf his time 
which, due to his extensive and ramified personal relation­
ships with a number of contemporary historical figures, 
enabled me to throw some light not only on certain obscure 
facts of his life and personality, but aiso of his work. 
Thus, when I launched out on the examination of his literary
production with special stress on the Idah, I had already 
convinced myself that it would be of little avail to try 
to analyse his grammatical work item by item in search of 
what could be termed an "original approach". Arabic 
grammarians attached so little value to originality - 
indeed it can be safely said that originality in grammatical 
thought was severely proscribed - and so much to accurate 
and trustworthy transmission, that it would be futile to 
judge the work of an Arabic grammarian without due attention 
to Arabic grammatical tradition as a whole, i.e. to his 
immediate as well as more distant predecessors, his 
colleagues and successors. It was therefore plain to me 
that constructive criticism of his grammatical system was 
only possible on a basis which was both comparative and 
inductive. Hence the great emphasis on the developmental 
aspect of Arabic grammar throughout the whole thesis.
That is the reason why Abu 'All’s immediate philologi­
cal environment, i.e. his teachers, students, colleagues 
and rivals have been given such prominence, and why, apart 
from the actual places in which he lived, taught and wrote,
i
also the more distant philological background of Basra and 
Kufa had to be considered. Finally, this is why not only 
the Idah, but also all the other works of Abu 'All
H ^ ■■ i|«
al-Farisi - all of them as yet unedited, all in the 
manuscript stage and some fragmentary - have been described
9.
and discussed in some detail* to the extent they could be 
made available. Needless to say that this entailed some 
preliminary research and a good deal of travelling.
CHAPTER I 
BIOGRAPHICAL SURVEY
11.
I
Descent and genealogical data 
Little is known of the antecedents of Abu 'All al- 
Parisi whose very identity, in the genealogical sense of 
the word, was established so late and in a form so 
incompatible with previous sources that it hardly deserves 
much credence. Most of the other information available on 
Abu 'All al-Farisi consists of meagre references in the 
biographical dictionaries and historical works which concern 
the philologist not the person. Nothing is said of his 
ancestry except that he was a Persian by origin as is 
indicated by the name al~Farisi and al-Fasawi (from Pasa)- 
and that his mother was an Arab woman from Sadus of the 
tribe of Shaiban,^^ The name of his grandfather is 
related, consistently enough, as 'Abd al-Qhaffar, but the 
form of his father's name varies. Ibn al-Nadlm refers to
— — _ — (p )
him as al-Parisi Abu 'Ali ibn Ahmad. ' Other sources
(3)speak of him as al-Hasan ibn Ahmad, 'still others as
* *
al-Hasan ibn Muhammad, Since both al-Parisi and * *
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol.Ill, p.10.
(2) Ibn al-Nadlm, Pihrist, Vol.I, p.64.
(3) Ibn Khallikan* Wafayat al-A’yan, Vol.I, p.232, Ibn 
al-Anbari Nushat al-Alibba', p.387.
(4) Ibn al-'Imad, Shadharat al-Dhahab, Vol.Ill, p.88.
al-Fasawi are merely derived from the country of his birth,,
and the Kunya Abu 'All is not very informative, the form of
his name is not very helpful in throwing light on his
obscure family connections* The version of his name on
which most later biographical works depend appears very
late in the commentary to Abu 'Ali's grammatical work
al-idah* written by his student Abu al-Hasan 'All al-Raba'i 
• • •
who refers to him as Abu 1 Ali al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad Ibn 'Abd
• *
al-Whaffar Ibn Muhammad ibn Sulaiman Ibn Aban al-Farisil^%
But as has already been stated, the authenticity of the 
patronymics is dubious.
Historical Background
What is generally known about him, however, is that 
his name and fate were linked with two of the most famous 
and powerful men of his time, the representatives of two 
mighty contemporary dynasties, the Buwayhids and the 
Hamdanids.
His friendship with ’Adud al-Dawlah enhanced his 
personal prestige and authority as well as the importance 
of his career which at least at one of its stages may require 
interpretation not only in the context of philology but in 
that of contemporary diplomacy, if it is admissible to apply
(l) Al-QiftI, Inbah al-Ruwah, Vol.I, p.264* 
Yaqut trshad, Vol*III, p.10,
this modern term to the fourth century of the Hijrah. It 
may not he possible to assess his ability as a negotiator, 
but it is certainly necessary, especially in view of the 
dearth of biographical data, to provide sufficient informa­
tion about the political scene of his time and the characters 
of the prominent people with whom he was acquainted* His 
life was influenced by history to such an extent that it can 
almost be said to have been determined by it, so that, while 
direct biographical data are scarce, a wealth of information 
may be gleaned, by inference and analogy, from the annals of 
his time. That is why, in any biographical study of Abu 
'All al-Farisi, historical facts and events will take pride 
of place, and why they will play so extensive a part in the 
present work.
He was born in the town of Fasa, one of the most 
ancient cities of Persia. Known in earlier times as
Basa-Sir, Fasa was situated in the province in Fars, south
—  —  ( 2 ) east of Shiras at a four days1 journey from the latter. '
The most important town in the district of Durabdjird,^^
(1) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, Vol.I, p.232.
(2) Yaqut, Mu*jam al-Buldan, Vol.Ill, p.891.
(3) Istakhri, Masalik al-Mamalik, pp. 97, 127
it was well-built a with houses of clay and cypress wood; 
ruins of an ancient tower formed its centre. It was 
surrounded by a wall, outside which was a market suburb, 
and had, at one time, flourishing industries. It is from 
its Arabic name Pasa, or rather the adjective related to 
it, that Abu 'All derives the surname al-Fasawi, The 
Persians, however, refer to him as Basaslrl (a native of 
Basa) a word of irregular formation which goes back to the 
Persian name of this town.^^ Born in the year 288 A.H/901 
A.D. in the last days of the Caliphate of a1-Mu*tadid, he 
lived under seven 1Abbasid caliphs: al-Muqtadir, al-Qahir,
al-Radl, al-Muttaqi, al-Mutl1, al-Tai! and al-Mustakfi.^^• t t
The quick succession of the different holders of the 
Caliphate indicates that the period in which he lived was 
not one of power but of decline. The last vestiges of the 
power and dignity of the Caliphate vanished with al-Radi 
who died at the hands of the soldiery, and whom Arab 
annalists describe as the last of the real Caliphs. The 
Caliph al-Mustakfi (944-946 A.D.) conferred the honorific
(1) Ibid, p.127.
(2) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, Vol.I, p.108,
(3) Introduction to Ibn Djinnies Sirr-Sina1 at al-i'rab 
written by Mustafa al-Saqqa and others, p.24.
• o
(4) Philip K. Hitti, History of the Arabs, p.470,
title of Mu'i^s al-Dawlah (=he who renders the state mighty)
upon the victorious Ahmad ibn Buwayh. The Buwayhids
gradually worked their way southward, occupying Isfahan,»
Shiran, Ahwas; and Carwan. The disintegration of the
Abbasid Caliphate was complete by the year 324 A,H0/935 A.D.
As ibn Miskawaihi, the historian of the Caliphate states
regretfully: "Pars went to 'All Ibn Buwayh, Rayy, Isfahan
and Jibal to Hasan ibn Buwayh, the Jaslrah to the Hamdanids,
* •
Egypt and Syria to the Ikshidis, al-Andalus to 1Abdal-Rahman 
the Umayyad; Khurasan to the Samanids, and Tabaristan and 
Daylam to the Daylamites; only Madinat al-Salam remained 
in the hands of the C a l i p h . T h o u g h  the position of 
Mu'i^s al-Dawlah was merely that of Amir al-Umara', he 
insisted on being mentioned in the Khutbah and even had his 
name stamped on the coinage. After the deposition of 
al-Mustakfi in 334 A.H./946 A.D., the Caliph became a mere 
puppet in the hands of a schismatic commander of the 
commanders, for the Buwayhids were Shl'ites. During their 
supremacy, which lasted over a century (945-1055 A.D,),
Abu 'All grew up in his native city, Pasa, a provincial 
town of Pars. However, the intellectual life of Pasa can 
hardly have been very stimulating, and there was little in
(l) Miskawaihi, Tajarib al-Umam,_Vol.I, pp. 366-7,
Mafi^ullah Kabir, the Buwayhid Dynasty of Baghdad, p.168*
it to encourage the budding scholar. Besides, political
conditions in Persia were very unstable at that time and
by no means propitious for scientific pursuits. Consequently
Abu 'All went in 307 A.H./919 A.D. to Baghdad^1) to seek
knowledge. Though the 'Abbasid dynasty whose seat it was
was already in decline, the city-was still the indisputable
centre of cultural life. According to a remark made by
Abu 'l~Tayyib al-Lughawi in his collection of biographies
of Basrite and Kufite grammarians, Baghdad had been primarily
a royal city to which science had been transported and
(2)imported for the use of the Caliphs, J and dominated there 
by the people of Kufa.
Formative years
In the science Abu 'All had chosen, i.e. philology, the 
Kufite monopoly established by al-Kisa'i and al-Farra' in
the ninth century had been cut short, by the arrival from
Basra of al-Mubarrad for whose sake many students had left 
the Kufite Tha'lab. However, the students of both masters 
continued to teach in the city side by side. Thus
Baghdad's role in pnilology at that time can only be
described as unique, for it housed simultaneously two
(1) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, Vol.I, p.232.
(2) Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawi, Maratib al-Nahawiyin, p.101.
»
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famous schools of grammar. It car he justly said that the
tenth century was the golden age of grammatical studies in
Baghdad. Abu 'All was therefore able to drink at the very
fount of knowledge* and to establish contact with the leading
philologists of his time. There were at that time in the
capital of the caliphate such famous contemporary grammarians
as Abu'l Hasan 'All ibn Sulaiman al-Akhfash the younger*
Ibn al-Sarraj who introduced the division of logic (taqasum)
into philology* Abu Bakr ibn al-Khayyat* Muhammad ibn
*
al-Hasan ibn Duraid* Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani and others.* *
Abu 'All's stay in Baghdad extended over thirty-three 
years, from 307 A.H. / 919 A.D. to 341 A.H./952 A.D. It
was comparatively peaceful at first* but coincided later 
with well-known series of political, religious and social 
crises. The peace of the city was often disturbed by 
violence* and the dissatisfaction of the inhabitants found 
expression in riot and murder. Puritan Hanbalites tried 
to enforce conformity with their rigorous religious and 
moral standards by inflicting summary justice. These years 
have left such a record of confusion that it is impossible 
to form a clear picture of what was happening in the city.
(l) Ibn Khallikan* Wafayat al-A'yan* Vol.I* p.252.
It is only known that its trade and revenue were reduced 
and Baghdad* which in the early days of Abu 'All's stay 
had been still splendid enough to impress a delegation 
from luxury-loving Byzantium* became so poor that not only 
private houses* but palaces and mosques fell into ruins. 
Conditions of life became almost intolerable* and those who 
had the necessary means left Baghdad for other cities. 
Moreover* intellectual life was almost at a standstill; 
Baghdad definitely lost its position as the hub of the 
Muslim world.
Though the political implications of this phenomenon 
are not relevant here* its cultural significance was of 
great importance for Abu 'All al-Parisi's career. The 
cultural centre of gravity shifted from Baghdad to the 
newly arisen capitals of the former provinces whose rulers 
extended their patronage to scholars and scholarship.
Abu 'All al-Parisi* who was affluent enough to be able to 
leave Baghdad* went to one of these new cultural centres* 
Aleppo in Syria*whose ruler Sayfu'l Dawlah enoouraged every 
kind of literary and scientific activity.
Stay at the Hamdanid Court of Aleppo
Sayfu'l Dawlah ibn Hamdan of the Hamdanids of Aleppo*• *
the most important of the nomadic Arab dynasties which still
held its own in Syria while the rest of the empire was 
passing into the hands of Persians and Turks* succeeded 
for a time to revive the fast decaying and already half­
broken spirit of Arab nationalism. His glorious victories 
over the Byzantines have been immortalized by his poet 
laureate al-Mutanabbi* and his martial exploits were 
enhanced by the energy and munificence with whic h he 
attracted scholars and men of letters to Aleppo. Beside 
his court poet* al-Mutanabbi* who is considered by many the 
greatest Muslim poet* there were at Sayfu'l Dawlah*s court 
Abu al-Faraj* the author of the famous Kitab al-Aghani*
the philosopher Abu Nasr al-Parabi and the philologist Ibn
*
Khalawaih whose lectures were attended by students from all 
parts of the Muslim world. Sayf al-Dawlah passionately 
loved literature* and had a very good knowledge of the 
Arabic language* both in prose and poetry. One of the 
ways in which his generosity usually found expression was 
the holding of literary meetings. These were generally 
held at night. Poets and men of letters assembled there 
and discussed various literary topics. Sayf al-*-Dawlah 
himself took part in these* and besides enjoying the mental 
recreation* judged the merits of the various participants 
of the assembly and loaded them with gifts. Ho fixed way 
of discussion was followed in these meetings. Recitations
of verses* different questions of grammar* prosody* 
rhetoric and lexicography were some of the things generally
courtiers and grandees who imitated him in this respect. 
Literary meetings were also held in the palace of Abu 'All 
Ahmad al~Bazyar* the wazir of Sayf al-Dawlah in which men
Abu 'Ali could not fail to be attracted by the 
brilliant galaxy of talent assembled at Sayf al-Dawlah's 
intellectually stimulating court* nor remain insensitive 
to the lure of his fabulous generosity. In fact* he stayed 
at Sayf al-Dawlah1s court for several years* enjoying the 
p 1b asures provided by the splendour of the environment and 
the munificence of the Amir. He is said to have engaged 
in philological discussions with al-Mutanabbi who was well 
versed in grammar. One day he asked the latter: "How
many plurals are there of the form ?" "Two"*
Abu 'All states that he spent three nights reading 
philological works which had a bearing on the subject in
(1) Muhammad Sadruddin* Saifuddawlah and his times*
Lahore* 1930* p.149.
(2) Al-Mutanabbi± Diwan with Al-'Ukbaris Commentary.
On margin: Yusif al-Badi'i Al-Subh al-Munabbi*
Vol. I* p.63. ‘ *
(3) is the plural of ei— cock partridge)
and the plural of * a word pronounced with
the same vowels as  JLsf* and which serves to
designate a small quadruped emitting a fetid smell.
(Ibn Khallikan* Wafayat al-A'yan* Vol* I* p.63)«
(1)discussed. He imparted his love of literature to his
— (9)like al-Mutanabbi and ibn Khalawayah also took part. }
replied al-Mutanabbi on the spot. M
search of a third plural* but his efforts were net 
crowned with success..
He devoted most of his stay in Aleppo to the 
composition of a grammatical work entitled al-Masa!il 
al-Halabiya* for it was his wont to allude* in the title 
of many of the books he wrote* to the place of their origin.
The happiness of his stay at the Aleppo court was 
marred* however, by the enmity of a celebrated colleague 
he had found firmly entrenched there at his arrival. The 
incessant intrigues* which resulted from the jealousy of 
the great grammarian* seem to have made his life insuffer­
able* and he made up his mind to leave Sayf al-Dawlah*s 
court. According to ibn Khallikan "he went from Aleppo
to Fars where he found himself in the company of 'Adud 
(2)al-Dawla.v ' However* he probably stayed at about that 
time for some indefinite period in Damascus where he 
dictated his Masa’il al-Damashqia. Al-Zubaidi states that 
"Abu ’All stayed at ibn Hamdan's (i.e. Sayf al-Dawlah*s) 
court and al-Daylami ('Adud al-Dawlah) brought him to
(1) Ibid.
(2) Ibn Khallikan* Wafayat al-A'yan* Vol.I* p.232.
educate his brother Khosrae's children. Then he stayed
in Baghdad and then he went to Shiras.M^^ Henceforth, he
remained in Shiran under ’Adud al-Dawlah's patronage,
A friendship developed between the two men which was to
last until % dud al-Dawlah!s death.
Relationship with 'Adud al-Dawlah
«
'Adud al-Dawlah, whose reign falls into the middle
period of the Buwayhid caliphate, the first ruler in
(2 )Islam to bear the title Shah-in-Shah, 'created, by 
uniting under his sceptre several Buwayhid Kingdoms in 
Persia and 'Iraq, a state the size of an empire which 
surpassed, in extent, the dominions of any of his 
contemporaries. There are, in the works of philologists 
and historians, statements to the effect that this great 
Buwayhid Amir, under whom the power of his dynasty reached 
its zenith, who is hailed by historians as the most 
illustrious ruler of his time, not only bestowed his 
active patronage on Abu 'All al-Parisi, but even found him 
worthy of an intimate friendship of many years duration. 
Passionately interested in philology, and later himself a 
grammarian of merit, he became Abu 'All al-FarisI's 
respectful disciple. Abu 'All al-Farisi must have been
(1) Al-ZubaidI, Tabaqat al-Nahawiyin wa11 - Lughawiyin, p.130.
(2) Ibn al-Jawsi, Al-Muntazam, Vol. VII, p. 1131 Suyuti,
P.374.
himself a man of no mean stature to have been able to 
inspire such feelings in a man of the calibre of ’Adud al-
9
Daw1ah.
There are some indications that Abu 'Ali al-Farisi
acted on behalf of 'Adud al-Dawlah in matters outside the
sphere of philology. A number of contemporary sources
contain sufficient evidence to suggest that he played a
leading part in a political move which, had it been entirely
successful, might have changed the course of the history of
the caliphate. 'Adud al-Dawlah was a Shi1ite and was, as
*
such, unable to claim sovereignty over an orthodox Sunni
population. Thus he took recourse to the expedient of
having his authority delegated to him by the undisputed
head of the Sunnis, the Caliph. Having already accepted
the post of Amir al-Umara1at a solemn ceremony of
investiture, he conceived the idea of a much closer alliance
between himself and the ruling Caliph, He thought that a
son of the marriage between him and Caliph al-Tai's eldest
daughter, or of that between his own daughter and Caliph
al-Tai' might be declared the Caliph's successor, and unite ♦
the Caliphate and the Amirate in one dynasty. Thus to
win over the Caliph and his orthodox Sunni followers, 'Adud
al-Dawlah arranged a marriage between the Caliph al-Tai’ and
*
and his eldest daughter,, The magnitude of the event at
(l) "... hoping thereby to have a descendant of his assume 
the Caliphate", Philip K* Hitti, The History of the 
Arabs, p.472.
which. Abu 'All al-Farisi stood proxy for 'Adud al-Dawlah is
indicated by the fact that the wedding gift to the bride
was no less than one hundred thousand d i n a r s . I t  is
obvious that 'Adud al-Dawlah could hardly have given Abu
'Ali greater proof of his esteem and confidence.
He also played a part in the cultural life of the
Shiran Court which was far from negligible. It has already
been stated that, in the course of the process of
re-orientation which followed the disintegration of the
'Abbasid Caliphate, newly arisen provincial courts had taken
over the intellectual and literary role of Baghdad. Shiran
was perhaps the most important among them. One of the most
distinguished historians of that time, Abu 'Ali Miskawaihi,
who was 'Adud al-Dawlah's treasurer and lived at his Court,
has described this glorious period in his monumental
historical work, the Tajarib al-Umam. The bulk of the
production of 'Adud al-Dawlah's proteges still awaits
examination by research students. In the field of grammar,
Abu 'All towers above the philologists who dedicated their
work to the famous Amir. It is for 'Adud al-Dawlah that he
wrote the Kitab al-Idah (the book of explanation), its• *
supplement al-Takmilah, and the Kitab al-Hujjah fi'l-
*
Qira'at al-Sab', a work on the seven different readings of
(l) Ibn al-Jawsi, al-Muntasam, Vol.VII^ p^ . 101; Miskawaihi, 
Tajarib al-Umam, Vol.II, p.414; Yaqut, Irshad, Vol.VI,
p.266.
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the Qur'an which he dedicated to him. 'Adud al-Dawlah
was inordinately fond of reading and knowledge. He is said
to have vowed to give twenty thousand dirhams and fifty
thousand dirhams to charity as soon as he was able to master
Euclid and Abu All's g r a m m a r . I t  is related that the
Kitab al-Aghanl was his constant companion both at home and
(2)on his journeys abroad, ' and that he read a chapter of
Abu 'Ali al-Farisi's Idah every day.
• *
There is evidence to show that he used to discuss
questions of grammar with Abu 'All al-Farisi on walks
through the city of Shiran. It may be of interest to quote
the account of one of these peripatetic conversations. It
is related that he was once walking with 'Adud al-Dawlah
*
in the maidan of Shiran, and was asked by him why the 
exception is put in the accusative in this expression: "The 
people came except Zaid?" to which he replied: "It is 
governed in the accusative by an understood verb." "How", 
said 'Adud al-Dawlah, "is the ellipsis to be filled up?" 
"Thus", replied Abu 'All: "I except Zaid" - "Why not put it 
in the nominative," observed the prince, "and fill the 
ellipsis thus: 'Zaid kept back'?" Abu 'All was silenced by
this remark, and at last said: "This is an answer given in
the square." When he returned home, he
(1) Ibn al-Jawsi, al-Muntasam, Vol. VII, p. 116.
(2) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. V, p.150.
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composed on this subject a treatise which obtained 'Adud
al-Dawlah1s approbation; and he mentions in his Idah that
the exception is governed in the accusative by the verb
which precedes (by the verb’ came') , in consequence of its
corroboration by the word ' except'. ^ ^
With regard to the student-teacher relationship
between ’Adud al-Dawlah and Abu 'All., Gustav Flilgel says
that Reiske communicates from the Raud (Annal Musi.II.,
p.788, note 403) that " 'Adud al-Dawlah read the Idah in
• «
the presence of Abu 'All al-Farisi as a student before his 
teacher, surrendering to him his own seat in the most 
distinguished place in the room while he himself, oblivious
(9 )
of all dignity, sat on the floor like any other student, '
'Adud al-Dawlah is also quoted by al-Q'ifti and Yaqut as
having said: "My tutor in the stars and their stations is
'Abd al-Rahman the Sufi, in the interpretation of * #
astronomical tables (al-ZijJ the Sharif ibn al-A'lam, and 
in syntax Abu 'All al-Farisi".^^
(1) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, translated by 
DeSlane, Vol.I, p.380.
(2) G-. Fldgel, G-ramm.Schuien, p. Ill: "... was Reiske
aus dem Raud (Annal.Musl.il, S. 783*. Anm.403* mittheilt. 
1Adudaddaula las das Icjah in des Farisi G-egenwart wie 
der Schiller vor seinem Lehrer, er liess ihn seinen 
eigenen Sits an dem vornehmsten Plats im Zimmer 
einnehmen, w&hrend er selbst nach Ent£lusserung aller 
Wdrde auf der Erde wie jeder andere Schiller sich 
niederliess".
(3) Ibn al-Qif^i Tarikh al-Hukama*, p.226$ Yaqut Irshad 
Vol.Ill, p.10.
There was in Shiras a magnificent library for Abu 
'All al-Farisi to consult at will during his stay at 
'Adud al-Dawlah's court. The latter, whose ambition it 
was tc collect, for the use of distinguished people able 
to appreciate them, all books in every branch of knowledge, 
had founded a large library in his palace in Shiras. The 
geographer al-Muqaddasi relates that it consisted of a 
large anteroom and a long vaulted hall with rooms on all 
sides. It was housed in a building of its own, and a 
superintendent, treasurer and inspector were appointed to 
supervise it. The books were ranged on shelves in 
veneered cupboards two yards long. Every branch of 
knowledge had its own cupboarc" and a catalogue in which 
the names were registered.^^ It was a superb place for
a scholar to frequent, and there is every reason to ®sume 
that Abu 'Ali al-Farisi made use of the facilities it 
afforded.
It has been said that 'Adud al-Dawlah preferred theo
-  (2 ) society of scholars to those of amirs and nobles. ' He
continued the 'Abbasid practice of evening assemblies; in
brilliantly decorated halls, surrounded by his astrologers,
(  ^)
musicians and favourite boon-companions,w J  he listened to
(1) Muqaddasi, Ahsan al-Taqasim, p.449.
(2) Ibn al-Jawsi, al-Muntazam, Vol.VII, p.115.
(3) Yaqut, Irshad VI, p.254-6.
music and song, recitals of classical poetry and improvisa­
tions of new poems. Among the poets he patronised was 
Abu Hibatah al-Sa'di.
Abu 'All's interest in poetry is beyond doubt; he 
liked it and must have relished the recitals* but though 
he often recited verses in the course of his grammatical 
lectures to make a grammatical point here or there* he 
left none to posterity. He himself is said to have stated 
once that though he liked poetry* he had no gift for it. 
These words have been transmitted by Abu'l Qasim ibn Ahmad 
al-AndalusI* a native of Spain* who relates that once at 
a society where both he and Abu 'All were present* the 
conversation strayed to poetry* and Abu 'All said: "I envy 
you the ability of making verses; as for me* my genius is 
not favourable to it* though I am well acquainted with all 
the sciences which form the basis of poetry". Thereupon 
someone asked if he had never written poetry himself* to 
which he replied: "I know of three verses only made by 
me; they were composed on grey hair(s)* and run as follows:
LUj O! ■>— is?
(1) 1— 1 a C- H  o li 4>' V- I!
(l) IbnJihallikan* Wafayat al-A'yan* Vol. I* p.233; 
SuyutI* Bughya* p.217.
It is also reported that the famous al-Mutanabbi 
whose acquaintance Abu 'All al-Farisi had made at Sayf al- 
Dawlah !s Court in Aleppo, was an occasional visitor to the 
Shirac Court, and was generously rewarded for the 
panegyrics composed in the Amir's praise. An account of 
the second encounter of Abu 'All with al-Mutanabbi, 
related by al-Badi'I, illustrates the relationship between 
Abu 'All and al-Mutanabbi and also indicates that Abu 'All 
found it easy to rid himself of a prejudice when he was 
convinced that he was wrong, Badi'i relates that 
al-Mutanabbi, while he was in Shlras, used to pass Abu 
'All al-Farisi's house on his way to the Buwayhid Court. 
Since the poet was badly dressed and arrogant to boot,
Abu 'All used to deride him, a dislike which Ibn’Djinni, 
a great admirer of his poetry, was inclined to resent.
Thus when Abu 'Ali asked him one day to quote a verse of 
poetry for grammatical discussion, he recited the 
following verse of al-Mutanabbi:
Abu 'Ali was enchanted and asked him to repeat it and 
tell him the name of its author. Ibn Djinni said that it 
had been written by the same poet who had said:
When Abu 'All insisted, Ibn Djinni continued quoting 
different verses of al-Mutanabbi such as
0
and
kiU 3csJl Os-^juA* 2^^^° t3 '^ -Swdd \ -2
and not until Abu 'All had become impatient did he tell 
him that the poet was Abu'l Tayyib, called al-Mutanabbi 
whom he was in the habit of deriding. Abu 'Ali replied: 
"By God, 'you have produced his love in my mind". Where­
upon he went to 'Adud al-Dawlah and praised Abu al-layyib
(1)in his presence, *
Abu 'All al-Farisi stayed at the court of Shiraz; for 
some twenty years. One might wonder, in view cf the 
propensity for travelling he had shorn in his younger days, 
whether he even left Shiraz; during this period for longer 
or shorter journeys. If he did, there is no mention of 
it in any of the available sources. Dor can one find 
evidence whether he accompanied 'Adud al-Dawlah on any of
4
his campaigns, though there is an incident which indicates 
or rather permits to infer, that this might have been the 
case. It is reported that 'Adud al-Dawlah asked him to 
accompany him when he went to fight his cousin Bakhtiyar:
"I cannot see you among those who are in my company",
Abu 'All al-Farisi declined the honour with the words: "I 
am a man of prayer, not a man of combat; may God promote 
the plans of the king, and bring them to a happy end, and 
grant him victory":
(l) Al-Badl'i, al-Subh al-Munabfcii, Vol*I, p.2 1 0.1 *
I am saying' farewell which is not a farewell 
As my soul is going with him,
He is turning aside as his heart feels so tight,
While a tear is trickling down.
Since the campaign against Bakhtiyar began in
366 A.H./976 A.D.i^ when Abu 'Ali al-Farisi had been in
Shiraz for a long time, it is hardly likely that it was
the first invitation of this kind. ’Adud al-Dawlah must
*
have made such requests before and, as an invitation 
extended by a sovereign could not easily be spurned, Abu 
’All will no doubt have accepted. However, there are two 
perfectly valid reasons why he might have wished to stay 
away from this particular campaign. First, Bakhtiyar was 
a Buwayhid, and a powerful one at that, and Abu ’All may
have feared to antagonize him and incur his enmity. To do
so would have been an altogether senseless action in his 
position as a scholar who set great store on the support 
of the mighty. Secondly, Abu ’Ali was getting on in 
years - he was seventy-eight at that time - and had 
perhaps acquired more sedentary habits, so that adventure
(1) Yaqut,Irshad, Vol.Ill, p.11; Suyuti, Bughya, p.216.
(2) Miskawaihi, Tajarib al-Umam, Vol.II, p.365.
had ceased to attract him. Thus, ‘Adud al-Dawlah setf
out for 'Iraq in 366 A.H./976 A.D., while Abu ‘All 
remained in Shiraz. But when the former had conquered 
Baghdad, and the city was pacified, Abu 'All al-Farisi 
followed him in 368 A.H./978 A.D. Henceforth, he stayed 
in Baghdad where the conditions were now sufficiently 
settled.
The controversy about the date of his death
If most historians simply ignore the date of Abu
'Ali al-FarisI's birth, they differ only slightly on the
age he reached. With the only exception of his
contemporary Ibn al-Nadim who says that Abu 'All died
(1)before 370 A.H., y all Arabic historians agree that he
died, almost a nonagenarian, in 377 A.H./987 A.D. Ibn
Khallikan states that Abu 'All al-Farisi was born in
288 A,H./501 A.D, and died on Sunday the 17th of the month
Rabi' II 377 A.H. at the age of eighty-nine,^^ Ibn
al-'Imad al-Hanbali also says that Abu 'Ali was eighty-
(3)nine years old when he died, , but gives the month of 
his death as Rabi' I 377 A.H. not Rabi' the II. On the 
other hand, there is an entry in Ibn al-Athir's al-Kamil
(1) Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist Vol. I, p.64.
(2) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, Vol. I, p.234.
(3) Ibn 'Imad al-Hanbali, Shadharat al-Dhahab, Vol. Ill,
p . 88.
under the year 376 A.II. to the effect that Abu 'All
al-Hasan ibn Ahmad ibn Abd al-G-haffar al-Farisi al-Rahawi,
the author of al-Idab,died in that year, having exceeded
(i)the age of ninety. ' Ibn al-Fida's entry under 376 A.H.
(p) - - -says the same.v ' Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, however,
maintains that he died on Sunday the 17th of Rabi' I 
377 A.H., a date which differs only inconsiderably from 
that given in Wafayat al-A'yan. Ibn al-Anbari, in 
Nuzhat al-Alibba', agrees with al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, and 
so do most later historians and grammarians.
Ibn al-Nadim's statement, which is unanimously 
rejected can be assumed as erroneous on at least three 
grounds:
First, it is incompatible with the established 
historical fact that, as has been stated, Abu 'All 
al-Farisi stood proxy for 'Adud al-Dawlah at the marriage 
ceremony between 'Adud al-Dawlah's daughter and Calipho
al-Ta'i' in 369 A.H./979 A.D.^^ which proves that he was 
alive, healthy and active immediately before the date 
given by al-Nadim.
Secondly, a well-known anecdote concerning his most 
prominent student, ibn DjinnI, a grammarian who later 
attained great fame, is very informative in this respect.
(1) Ibn al-Athlr, al-Kamil, Vol.IX, p.36.
(2) Abu al-Fida, al-Mukhtasar fi Akhbar al-Bashar,
Vol.II, p.131.
(3) Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntazam Vol^VII, p^lOl;
Miskawaihi,Vol.II, p.101; Yaqut,Irshad,Vol.VI, p.266,
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(1)
An account found in Nuzhat al-Alibba' and Wafayat al-A’yan
relates that ibn DjinnI, whose knowledge of Nahw
(Syntax) was at first better than that of Sarf (accidence),
was reading grammar in the Cathedral Mosque of Mosul
surrounded by his students, when Abu 'All al-Farisi, who
was accidentally travelling through Mosul (the date is not
mentioned by Ibn al-Anbari or Ibn Khallikan, but is given
by the editor of Kitab al-Khasa'is in the introduction to(2)the book, as 337 A.H./-948 A.D.)passed 't)Y him and put him 
a question of accidence, which he failed to answer 
satisfactorily. Upon this Abu 'Ali scolded him mockingly 
for trying to teach before he had matured into a scholar:
raisin before being a green grape" or "still a green vine, 
you are already bearing grapes". These words are said tc 
have made so deep ah impression on Ibn Djinni that he 
ascertained the identity of this superb philologist and 
followed him for about forty years, a length of time on 
which most sources concur. This proves conclusively that 
Abu 'Ali survived the incident in Mosul mosque in 337 A.H. 
by forty years,
(1) Ibn al-Anbari Nuzhat al-Alibba, p*48, Ibn Khallikan, 
Wafayat al-A'yan, Vol.I, p.561.
(2) Introduction_to Ibn U^inni's Ehasa'is, written by
Muhammad 'Ali al-Najjar, p.19.*
s
"You have become as it were a dry
The third fact, related by al-Khatib al-Baghdadi is
that al-Tanukhi attended Abu ’All's lectures in Rajab in
375 A.H./985 A.D.i^ which corroborates the data provided
by Ibn Khallikan* Ibn al-'Imad and al-Khatib al-Baghdadi.
Added togetherj these three facts can be regarded as
conclusive proof that Ibn al—Wadim was mistaken,
Abu 'All al-RarisI was buried in the cemetery of
-  (2 )al-Shunisi in the western part of Baghdad* ' the city in
which he spent most of his life* to which he had come as a
youth eager to gain knowledge* where he taught for many
decades and where he finally returned with 'Adud al-Dawlah.
He was affluent and it has been said that he
bequeathed one third of his estate which equalled 30*000
dinars to the grammarians of Baghdad and to new arrivals 
(3)to it.w ' This implies that he was worth about 90*000 
dinars at the time of his death. Who inherited the 
residue of 60*000 dinars is not mentioned anywhere. It 
is possible and indeed probable that it went* together 
with his grammatical works* to his two nephews one of whom 
is said to have studied under him. Little is known about 
his relationship with these two men who inherited his 
grammatical system and are credited with having transmitted
(1) al-Khatib al-Baghdadi* farlkh Baghdad* Vol.VII* p.275*
(2) Ibn Khallikan* Wafayat al-A'yan* Vol. I. P*234*
(3) Ibn al-Jazari* (Ihayat al-Nihaya ^i Tabaqat al Qurra'* 
Vol. I* p.207.
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it to posterity. One of them was the son of Abu 'Ali’s
sister* Muhammad Ibn al-Husain Ibn 'Abd al-Warith al-Farisi
/1 \
al-Hahawi with the Jfcunya Abu'1-Husa.in, ' His uncle sent
• *
him to al-Sahib Ibn 'Abbad in Rayy who, probably with 
• •
regard to the high prestige of his uncle, treated him with
great honour. Later, he became the Wazir of the Amir
Isma’il Ibn Sabaktakin in Ghazna and Hishabur and finally
went to Jurjan where he died in 421 A.H./1030 A.L. He
has written Kitab al-IIija’ and Kitab al-Shi’r.^^
According to ’Ali ibn Yusuf al-Qifti, Abu ’All 
-(3)al-Farisi 1 had also another nephew, Zaid Ibn 'Ali
al-Rahawi al-Farisi, with the Kunya Abu' 1-Qasim^^.♦
Al-Qifti is the only source to state the relationship;
*
other authors merely mention the fact that he was the
pupil of Abu’1-Husain. On the authority of Ibn 'Asakir
in Tarikh Dimashq and Ibn al-Hadim in Tarikh Halab,
(5)Suyuti says that ' he was an expert on lexicography and
0
grammar as well as many other sciences. He wrote a 
commentary to Abu 'Ali al-Farisi's Idah and to theo *
Hamasa of Abu Tammam, and taught grammar in Aleppo
according to Abu ’All's Idah relying on the transmission* •
(1) Suyuti, Bughya, p.38.
(2) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol.VII, p.3.
(3) Al-Qifti, Inbah al-Ruwah, Vol.II, p.17.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Suyuti, Bughya, p.250,#
of Abu al-Husain. Ho also lived and taught in Damascus *
and died in Tripoli in Dhu al-HiJJa or Dhu al-Qada in
467 A.H./1074 A.D, Abu al-Husain, who was generally
•
recognised as the nephew and spiritual heir of Abu 'Ali
al-Farisi, enjoyed a higher reputation than Abu al-Qasim
whose prestige mostly derives from the fact that he was
Abu al-Husain's student. Both these scholars, Abu
al-Husain and Abu al-Qasim, propagated Abu 'All's
grammatical theories and spread the fame of the Idah
• •
wherever Arabic was read and studied.
His character and personality
The composite image of Abu 'All al-Farisi's 
personality, as far as it can be reconstructed from 
contemporary history of which he was part on the basis of 
his friendship with famous people, teachers and students, 
rulers and scholars, can be further eked out by some 
casual references scattered in the works of authors such 
as Suyuti and Yaqut which illustrate particular features 
of his character. Several of these references are of 
the anecdotal kind.
The first anecdote found in Suyuti's Bughya proves 
that he was naturally quick-witted, Abu al-Qasim 
'Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn Jarw could not articulate^ and, 
according to Suyuti, pronounced it guttUrally like t .
Abu 'All said to him: "Insert the nib of your pen under
58.
your tongue and push your tongue up with it and do it
frequently while repeating a word containing J> * He did
as his teacher advised and the came forth faultlessly
(1)from his mouth”.
The second anecdote deals with his reputed truthful­
ness. Yaqut relates in Irshad that Abu ’All once said:
"I came to Abu Bakr al-Sarraj to study Sibawaihi’s Kitab 
under him. I took him what I could /of money/* ^hen I 
was half way through the book, it was difficult to finish 
it /for financial reasons/. I left him because I had 
acquired /some knowledge/ of the book. Then I said to 
myself after a whiles ’If I go to Kars and am asked whether 
I have finished the book, if I say yes then I shall be a 
liar, and if I say no, the chain of transmission will be 
discredited. Thus necessity prompted me to go (back) to 
him and I took a bag Zof mone to him.1 "^^
On closer scrutiny, this anecdote proves fairly 
revelatory. First, it points to young Abu 'All’s immense 
conceit. He thought that he had acquired all the informa­
tion contained in Sibawaihi's famous work without even 
finishing it. But it also indicates that he was too 
truthful to pretend that he had accomplished his purpose 
when this was not the case, and too concerned about his
(1) Suyuti, Bughya, p.520.
(2) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol.Ill, p.18.
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trustworthiness as a scholar to suffer the chain of 
transmission to be broken by his own fault if he could 
avoid it. Finally* it shows that he was generous enough 
to make a financial sacrifice in the cause of science.
It must be added here that his truthfulness is attested 
by a number of other sources. Ibn Hajar states in Lisan 
al-Misan: "Abu 'All was truthful by nature.
The third anecdote is less complimentary. Shaikh 
Abu al-'Ala' relates: "Abu 'All went to 'Iraq and acquired
a high rank at King 'Adud al-Dawlah's (Court). It so 
happened that some people from Ma'rrah were in need of 
Abu 'Ali's help in 'Iraq* and they took a letter from the 
judge Abu al-Hasan Sulaiman to Abu 'All al-Farisi. When 
Abu 'All al-Farisi had read it he said: 'I have forgotten 
al-Sham and its people * and did not pay any heed to the 
letter". ^ ^
This anecdote can be interpreted in more ways than 
one. It might be taken to indicate that he was callous 
and unhelpful, or what is even worse* guilty of ingratitude 
and even disloyalty to people whose hospitality he had 
enjoyed. Such faults it would be difficult to condone.
But it must also be remembered that Abu 'All had suffered
(1) Ibn Hajar, Lisan al-Misan, Vol.II, p.195.
(2) Yaqut Irshad, Vol.Ill, p.19.
in Aleppo grievous wrong at the hands of Ibn Khalawaih 
whose intrigues had driven him from the Ham.danid Court, 
so that he probably still harboured a great deal of 
resentment against al-Sham itself and would have liked to 
banish the memory of his stay there altogether from his 
mind.
On the whole* Abu 'All al-Farisi's morals appear to 
have been controversial. Though honest and serious to 
excess where his science was concerned - it is generally 
admitted that he was dedicated to his work - his personal 
conduct was, especially in its moral aspect, not entirely 
irreproachable. According to Abu Hayyan, v cJxjpt
V.— y^----\ oolc-3 (A35?
Abu 'All used to drink and perform acts of buffoonery and
(1)
deviate from the ways of scholars, theologians and ascetics. 
It seems almost certain that he was unmarried, and celibacy 
is rare and somewhat suspect in a Muslim. Moreover, though 
there is no evidence to support it, there are some indica­
tions that he might have been more attracted to his own than 
to the opposite sex.
It might be said in defence of Abu 'All al-Farisi that 
he was, in this aspect of his life, a true son of his time, 
for the contemporary moral climate can only be described
(1) Abu Hayyan al-Iawhidi, al-Imta ' wal-Mu'anasah,
Vol.'ll, p.132. 0
as lax. 'Adud al-Dawlah himself, the seriousness of whose
attitude towards matters of government and scholarship
is stressed by many sources, is said to have been careless
in some points of Islamic law. The palaces of kings and
nobles were teeming with concubines; it is said that the
tax 'Adud al-Dawlah imposed on the immoral earnings of
women in Persia contributed a considerable sum to the
revenue of the state. To quote Adam Me3: " 'Adud al-Dawlah
was un-Islamic enough to tax prostitutes and dancing girls
in Pars and to lease out the tax".^^ Wa^ir Ibn al-Furat
used to spend his huge income, which amounted to two
million dinars yearly, on riotous living. The practice
of homosexuality was widespread and quite openly indulged
in at that time; there are several mentions of that in
contemporary works of history. It is related that Sayf
al-Dawlah had a mignon in Aleppo, called by a female name,
(2 )Thamil, to whom he was greatly attached. ' There is some 
probability that Abu 'Ali had similar tendencies. Little 
though is known about the circumstances of his life, 
there is evidence that he had a favourite among his pupils, 
a boy named Muhammad al-Qasri, on whom he lavished costlye •
gifts. Yaqut who has recorded this fact states explicitly
(1) Adam Me«± The Renaissance of Islam, translated by 
Salahuddin Khuda Bukhsh and D. S. Margoliouth, p.362.
(2) Ibn Miskawaihi Tajarib al-Umam, Vol. II, p.44; Adam Meza 
The Renaissance of Islam, p.358.
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Abu 'All loved him (i.e. al-Qasri) when he was young and
0
gave him presents and took care of him. He also used to
dictate to him his grammatical questions and derived the
title of one of his books, al-Masa'il al-Qasriya, from his
■
name.  ^ '
Another detail of Abu 'All's life seems to support 
this assumption. Having been in all probability unmarried,, 
he had no direct descendants. The fact that he died 
without issue is confirmed by the circumstance that he left 
his grammatical theories not to a son, but to two 
relatives.
His religious beliefs
Was he a Shi*ite? Only one source, A'yan al-Shl’ah,
the biographical dictionary of Shl'ites of the Ithna'ashariyah
sect, compiled by the prominent Shi'ite Muhsin Ibn ’Abd
al-Karlm al-HusainI al-'Amili, mentions that Abu 'All was
(2)
a Shi'ite, stating that he was one of the Imamiyah;
Several circumstances suggest that this statement might be
(1) Yaqut Irshad, Vol. VII, p.15.
(2) 'Ayan al-Shi'ah, Vol.XXI, p.16.
true. There is, first, the fact that there is a copy of 
his Shirasiyat, annotated in his cwn hand, in the library of 
Amir 'All in Najaf^^ who was a well-known Shl'ite.
Secondly, Sharif 'Umar ibn Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-'Alawxa
is known to have read, after Abu 'All's death, the book
—  —  (P )al-Idah in Aleppo in the year 455 A.H./1063 A.D. } which 
• •
owes to him much of its popularity. The intensive 
campaign of publicity he conducted for Abu 'All as a 
scholar and grammarian indicates that Abu 'All was also a 
Shl'ite, for Sharif 'Umar would hardly have taken so much 
trouble for an author of different convictions. Some of 
his favourite students, the famous Ibn Djinni and al-Raba'I 
were Shl'ites. Finally, his patrons Sayf al-Dawlah and 
'Adud al-Dawlah were Shl'ites. Especially the latter 
would hardly have bestowed his friendship and lavished his 
gifts on a man of a different persuasion, whatever his 
merits. As an intimate friend of 'Adud al-Dawlah, Abu 
’Ali al-Farisi was steeped up to his neck in the atmosphere 
of Shi'ah, and it is difficult to see how he could have 
escaped its influence.
Was he a Mu1tazilite? There are indications that 
Abu 'All al-Farisi was a Mu'tazilite. First, there are 
numerous mentions of his connection with the Mu'tasila in
(1) 'Abd al-'Asiz Maiman. Iqlid al-Khisana, p.101.
(2) Al-Qifti, Inbah al-ruwah, Vol. II, p.525.
the biographical works. Secondly* there is a very close 
connection between the Mu'tagila and the philological 
school of Basra to which Abu 'All belonged and whose
(1)representatives in general taught Mu'tasilite doctrines. }
Thirdly* it was the Mu'tasilites* whose part in the exegesis
of the Qur^an was considerable* who introduced the strictly
grammatical method of interpretation of the Qu'ran* a
classical example of which* later developed by al-Zamakhsharl*
(2)the last theologian of the Mu1tagila* (d.538) is found
in Abu 'All's work. Indeed* Abu 'Ali himself commented
upon the exegesis of the Mu'tazilite Muhammad al-Djubba'i
(^ )
in a lost work called al-Tatabbu'. '
It is true that what most available sources hint at
in almost identical terms* is a mere suspicion of
Mu'tasilism. Yaqut* al-Qifti and al-Khatib al-Baghdadi are• *
unanimous on the fact that* as they say* "he was accused of
being a Mu'tazilite". Ibn al-Athir phrases it slightly
differently* saying in al-Kamil: "They say that he was a 
(5)Mu'tasilite".v^J Characteristic of both these statements*
(1) The Mu'tasilite doctrine rested on five bases (usul):
1. The Unity of G-od; _2. The free will; 3* Promises and 
menaces (wa'd and wa'id); 4. The intermediate state 
(mansila bayn al-manzilatayn); 5. The obligation to
order the good and forbid the evil (al-amr bil-ma'ruf 
wa 1 snahy 'anil munkar) (Ahmad Amin* Dufra al-Islam*
Vol.Ill* p.21). Unlike the orthodox who* either through 
piety or through fear* refrained from discussing 
religious matter which might lead them to transgress the 
limits of human understanding* the nationalistic 
Mu1ta^ilites engaged in speculative dogmatics.
(2) E . 1. 1 Vol.Ill, part II, p.791.
(3) E.I.l Vol.II, p.821; Yaqut,Irshad, Vol.Ill, p.13-
(4) Irshad* Vol*II* p,10: Inbah al-Ruwah* Vol.I* p.274; 
Tarikh Baghaad,Vol_.vil, p.276.
(5) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil, Vol.IX, p.36.
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neither of which is an emphatic assertion* is their extreme 
caution* The fact in question is not stated explicitly* 
hut related and described as a rumour. This may be due* 
less to actual doubt on the part of the above-quoted 
biographers* than to the fact that* as a result of the 
persecution of the open or secret adherents of the 
Mu'tasila by the 'Abbasids* and especially of the severe 
treatment meted out to Mu'tasilite scholars by al-Mutawakkil* 
most of them had gone into hiding* so that it was difficult 
to decide* with any degree of certainty, who was a 
Ma'tasilite and who was not. In this context* the word 
"they say that he was" or "he was accused of" instead of 
the plain and unequivocal "he was" assumes a special 
significance. What speaks against this assumption* on the 
other hand* is that in the fourth century the Shi1a 
flourished and the 'Abbasid power declined* and the 
Buwayhid governors tended to look on the Mu'tasila with 
more f a v o u r . T h e  need for concealment had largely 
disappeared.
Only two authors make more decisive statements. Yaqut
relates in the Irshad that Abu al Fath al-Isfahani counted
‘(2)him among the Mu'tasilite grammarians.' J Abu Hayyan*o
referring to Abu 'All's interpretation of a famous Qur'anic
(1) E.Il, Vol.Ill, Part 2, p.791.
(2) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. I, p.229.
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verse,, states that "it is a Mu'taealite (grammatical) 
analysis,
The implication of Abu Hayyan's words is that Abu 'All
♦
believed in the freedom of human will* a principle
- (2 )characteristic of Mu'tazilite thought. Al-Shahrastani 1 
has defined it as follows: "The Mu'tasilites say that man is 
the creator of his own actions, good and evil, and deserves 
reward or punishment for what he has done on the day of 
judgment. God is far above evil or wrong." In other 
wordsj to uphold their belief in man's freedom of will, 
the Mu'tasilites had to deny that G-od wills all the acts of 
man, good as well as evil. They maintained that God cannot 
will the disobedient acts of men.
The verse to which Abu Hayyan refers is Qu'ran, LVII 27.
^  s *
<A-J> L-)  ^ I (— d Cs1—"e-eJ ^
^ ^  ^ —> S \A-i-- I '-U ^ h*  ^ A J)
The literal translation is as follows; "Then ... Jesus, son 
of Mary, and we have given him the gospel, and we have put 
(ja'alna) in the hearts of those who followed him kindness 
(ra'fah) and mercy (rahmah) and monastic life (rahbaniyah).
It is they who have instituted it (ibtada1uha); we had only 
prescribed it (katabna) for them in order to make (them) 
desire to conform to the pleasure of God."
(1) Abu Hayyan al-Andalusi, Al-Bahr al-Muhit, Vol.VIII, p.228.* ♦
(2) Al-Shahrastani, Kitab al-Milal wa'1-nihal, p.62.
This verse had been interpreted in two senses, in a 
laudatory and permissive one in the first three centuries 
A.H.j and later, perhaps, with the wish to corroborate the
prophetic hadith: \ s— _3 J>
(no monasticism in Islam), in a pejorative and interdictive
(1 ) - - -(2 ) sense. Abu 'Ali quotes in the Idah only part of this
9 •
verse "and we put in the hearts of those who followed him 
(i.e. Jesus) kindness and mercy and monasticism; they 
instituted it" and adds "what Hod has created, men have not 
instituted, for rahbaniya is not the object of ja'alna, but 
in the accusative with a hidden, i.e. understood verb. It 
is from the fact that Abu '.all separates rahbaniva from -Aafah 
and rahmah, describing it as the accusative of a hidden verb, 
that Abu Hayyan concludes in the above-mentioned passage of 
the Tafslrs "This is a Mu'tazilito grammatical analysis, and 
Zamakhshari has followed him in that, and Abu 'All was a
(3) —Mu1tazilite."v J They /the Mu'tazilites/ say that what was 
created by G-od will not be created by men, and ra'fah and
rahmah are of Gfod's creation and rahbaniyah was instituted
« —  ■ - ■■ ----
by men."
(1) This Hadlth was quoted to prove that monasticism was
forbidden by the Prophet and Sufismwas alien to Islam,
and has been suspected of not being strictly authentic
since it was not_exploited by Imamite attacks.
(Khwansari, Rawdat al-Jannat, Vol. II, p.233)*
•
(2) Idah , p.31.
(3) Abu Hayyan, Al-Bahr al-Muhit, Vol. II, p.437.
Abu 'All's intention here is obvious. In separating 
rahbaniya from the first two objects, rafah and Rahmah,_|JTL-. _ I—r .\j_ ^
which he regards as the objects of ja1alna (= put, deposed), 
and anticipating the verb ibtada1uha (= innovated, 
instituted) in the latter part of the verse, he represents 
rahbaniyah as the object of an understood verb with the 
meaning "instituted" or "innovated". Thus, describing to 
men the freedom to "institute" or "innovate" and implying 
that they have the power to do so, he reveals himself as a 
Mu’tazilite. This is corroborated by Abu 'All's words in 
the Masa'il al-Shiragiya: "If /a free/ agent wishes to
increase in knowledge or in religion, his will will never
be blamed and he himself will never be blamed for this
(1) - will."v 7 This proves that Abu 'Ali believed in the
freedom of the human will, and that the acts of man are of 
his own creation. Additional support for the assumption 
that he was a Mu'tasilite may also be found in the circum­
stance that several of his students were known as
(2)Mu1tazilites. His most famous student Ibn Djinni was one; 7
- _ - (^)so were Abu'l Qasim 'Ubaidallah ibn Jarw al-Asadiv' 7 and
Muhammad ibn Tuways called al-Qasri, of whom Yaqut says that
• * •
he was one of the students of Abu ’All al-Farisi, and one of 
the Mu'tasilite grammarians.^^ This fact implies not only
(1) Al-Masa'il al-Shlrasiya, fol. 32.
(2) Suyuti, Muzhir, Vol. I, p.10.
(3) Suyuti, Bughya, p*320.
(4) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. VII, p.15.
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that Mu'tasilite grammarians studied under Abu ’All* but 
may also be interpreted in the sense that Abu 'All 
encouraged his students in their way of thinking and that* 
in teaching them grammar* he instilled into them sympathy 
with I'tisal.
Since it may now be regarded as established that Abu
’All was* to all intents and purposes* a Mu’tazilite* the
question remains why he kept the fact so secret and never
admitted it publicly in so many words. The answer to this
question can probably be found in his concern for his
personal safety* even though he spent a great part of his
life under the more tolerant Buwayhids. Besides* the
Shi’ites of whom he was one recognised the validity of
(1)dissimilation as an ethical principle. 1 They believed 
that* in adverse circumstances*, whenever and wherever his 
opponents were in the ascendancy* a believer may not only 
refrain from professing his faith* but may and even must 
conform to the prevailing religious practice as a form of 
protection.
(1) Of. Ph. L. Hitti* History of the Arabs* p.440.
TEACHERS,
CHAPTER II 
STUDENTS, COLLEAGUES AND RIVALS
His teachers
It is not known what or under whose tuition Abu 'All 
al-Farisi studied in Fars before he came to Baghdad in 
307 A.H./929 A.D. at the approximate age of nineteen. It 
can, however, be assumed with near certainty that he 
memorised the Qur'an, studied the Hadith of the Prophet and 
recited Arabic poetry. Since the whole of his early life 
is and will probably remain shrouded in mystery, one will 
presumably never be able to ascertain who his teachers in 
Fars were and what kind of influence he was subjected to in 
that period. As regards his studies in Baghdad, however, 
the position becomes much clearer, so that the picture of 
his formative years can be drawn with greater precision.
The splendour of Baghdad attracted, in the fourth 
century A.H., numerous grammarians who, though rivals, could 
hardly ignore one another, because they shared, more often 
than not, the same studies. In fact, most students could 
and did attend lessons of different masters at the same time, 
and Abu 'All al-Farisi was no exception. Teaching in 
Baghdad at that time were grammarians of great prestige such 
as al-Zajjaj, ibn Duraid, al-Akhfash the younger, Abu Bakr 
ibn al-Sarraj: in short, all the greatest philologists of
the century. Obviously, opportunities for study abounded, 
and Abu 'All availed himself fully of every chance to 
drink at the fount of knowledge. Ondmust not, however,
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equate the great variety of teachers with a great diversity
of the material taught * at least insofar as philology is
concerned. All philological studies at that time, no
matter where or under what teacher, were watched over by
the spirit of the great .grammarian of the second century in
whose immortal Kitab the principles of grammatical science
were laid down: Sibawaihi. Sibawaihi's triumph had been
posthumous. Elevated to unchallenged heights by Mubarrad
who had made his views the basis of all grammatical
discussions, he was regarded in the fourth century as the
incomparable master of philology. His authority was both
unquestioned and immense; his Kitab came to be called Qur'an
al-Nahw, nthe Qur’an of grammar" , His opinions alone
*
were considered valid. "Like with the Prophet of the Arabs, 
conclusions were drawn not only from what he said, but also
from what he left unsaid; thus, what could not be found in
-  (2 ) the Kitab was discarded a priori as deprived of authority". J
Studies which centred on the Kitab were not merely concerned
with the explanation of its often rather difficult text, but
also with its interpretation, the main aim of which it was
to bring into line with Sibawaihi’s Kitab the entire later
grammatical development to which it had given rise,
(1) Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawi, Maratib al-Nahawiyin, p.65.
(2) "On en vint aussi "a conclure non seulement de ses dires, 
mais de ses silences (comme pour le Prophete des Arabes): 
ainsi ce qu’on ne trouvait pas dans le Kitab etait 
d ’avance £cart£ comme denue d’autorite"; Henri Pleisch, 
Traite de philologie arabe, Beyrouth, 1961, Vol.I, p.34.
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1. The doyen of Abu 'Ali al-FarisI's teachers was
Ibrahim ibn al-Sari ibn Sahl (with the kunya Abu Ishaq),
known under the name al-Zajjaj, because he had been a
glacier before he conceived the wish to study philology.
Thus he joined al-Mubarrad to whom he is said to have paid
a lion's share of his earnings to make him proficient in
grammar,^^ When his education was finished he obtained,
through the intermediary of al-Mubarrad, the position of a
tutor in the house of a wealthy man. Further, he became
the tutor of the Wasir 'Ubaidallah ibn Sulaiman's son Qasim
who, when he himself became Waziir, treated him with great
(2 )generosity. J Later he succeeded in establishing a
(*5 )
connection with the Caliph al-Mu'tadid. } Among the
numerous books he left is Ma'ani al-Qur'an which Abu 'Ali 
al-Farisi read under him, and which formed the basis or 
rather the starting-point of a similar treatise written by 
Abu 'Ali, known under the title al-Ighfal (= a book of
(5)
neglect), i.e. "what al-Zajjaj has disregarded in his book."
He died in 310 A.H./922 A.D.
(1) Ibn al-Anbari, Hushat al-Alibba, p.309.
(2) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. I, p.48-50; Suyuti, Bughya, p.179.
(3) Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, Vol.I, p.60.
(4) Gr. Bergstr&sser, Nichtkanonische Koranlesarten im 
Muhtasab des ibn G-innl, p. 19.
(5) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al~A'yan, Vol. I, p.233.
2. The next in order of importance among Abu 'Ali
al-Farisi's teachers was the youngest of Mubarrad's 
(1)assistants* J Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Sari ibn Sahl al-
-  (2)Baghdadi* known under the name ibn al-Sarraj. } His
birth-place cannot be ascertained; he died in 316 A.H./
(3) -928 A.D. ' After the death of al-Zajjaj he occupied the
first place among the grammarians of the school of Basra.
However* he found himself sometimes in opposition to the
f 5)principles of the Basrites. ' His grammatical works were
highly valued. Abu 'All studied Sibawaihi1s Kitab under
(6) —him. ' He also once assisted ibn al-Sarraj in writing a
book on grammar. Abu al-'Ala' al-Ma'arrl states in his
Risalat al-Ghufran that Abu {All al-Rarisi used to say that*
when Abu Bakr ibn al-Sarraj had written the first part of
the Compendium of Grammar ( O -  Jo \ ) for a draper, he
asked Abu 'All to complete it. Abu 'All compiled the
second half of the work from two books by ibn al-Sarraj,
al-Usul and al-Jumal. This does not mean that it was hise
original composition; Abu 'All was merely the compiler and
(7 )not the author of the book in question. When be became a
teacher in his turn* he made his students read al-Jumal and
(1) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol.VII* p«9.
(2) Ibn al-Anbari* Nushat al-Alibba* p.313.
(3) Ibid *, 314.
(4) Ibn al-Nadim* Fihrist, Vol. I* p.62.
(5) Yaqut, Irshad* Vol. VII* p.10.
(6) Ibid.* Vol. VII* p.11.
(7) Abu al-I1Ala al-Mu'arri, Risalat al-Ghuffran* p.357-8.
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al-iVtujaz by ibn al-Sarraj . Among those who studied these
two books under Abu 'All al-Farisi's guidance* still in the
-  -  -  (1)life-time of ibn al-Sarraj* was 'Ali ibn 'Isa al-Rummani. }
3. Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn 'All ibn Isma'il al-'Askari*
usually called Mabraman* was born at Ramhurmuz* and studied
grammar under Mubarrad and, after the latter's death* under
(2 )al-Zajjaj. J He is said to have been a miser and to have
—  (4 )spent only 100 dinars for reading Sibawaihi's Kitab* ' the
book which Abu 'Ali al-Farisi afterwards studied under his
tuition. He died in 345 A.H./956 The most
important among his books were: a commentary on the
quotations in Sibawaihi 's book ^ e o —A* and an
/ (5 )
unfinished commentary on the latter ^  ^r,\ a\ .
4. The grammarian Abu'l Hasan 'All ibn Sulaiman ibn al-«
Mufaddal* surnamed al-Akhfash the younger* who died in 315* o
or 316 AoH. /927 or 928 A.D. in Baghdad in dire need*^^ 
Information about him is not exhaustive. Nor do the 
biographers concur in their opinion on his work. The 
author of the Fihrist lists a number of books by al-Akhfash 
the younger: a commentary on Sibawaihi* Kitab al-Anwa'*
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. Ill* p.12. 
Suyuti* Bughya* p.74.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibn al-Radim* Rihrist, Vol. I* p.60. 
Suyuti* Bughya* p.338.
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-  (1) -  -
Kitfcb al-Tathniya wa’ldjam' etc* } Abu ’Ali mentions in
his Idah that he recited poetry to him.K ;
Colleagues and rivals
As has been mentioned above* the Arabic grammarians of
the fourth century mostly knew each other personally* or*
at least* knew of each other. This led* on the one hand*
to close collaboration and life-long friendship* mostly
resulting from student-teacher relationships such as that
between Abu ’Alial-Barisi and ibn BjinnJ, which lasted for
forty years until Abu ’All’s death. On the other hand* the
clash of personal ambitions was often conducive to
rivalries. Accounts transmitted by the biographers tell
of grammatical disputes which* unlike the great controversy
between Basra and Kufa* were on a personal level* and were9
often characterized by the petty wish to expose the mistakes 
of the opponent and stress one’s own eminence. Thus 
professional jealousy led to frictions which often 
degenerated into personal conflicts* still more exacerbated 
by the fact that every grammarian had his own students and 
followers who were often fanatical in their adherence to 
their master* and eager to find fault with his rival* or 
rivals, Yaqut relates the following comparison said to
(1) Ibn al-Nadim* Bihrist* Vol. I* p.83; Yaqut* Irshad*
Vol. V* p.221.
(2) Idah* pJSfc.
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have been current in Abu 'All's time: '’There are three
philologists in our days: one whose words are quite
incomprehensible* namely al-Rummani; the second, whose
words are only partly comprehensible, namely Abu ’All
Al-Farisi, and finally the third, whose words are completely
-  —  -  (1)comprehensible, namely al-Sirafi.!l' '
In fact, three, not two, grammarians in particular have 
been named by Arabic sources as Abu 'All al-Parisi's main 
opponents„ These were, in the chronological order 
according to the date of death, Abu Sa'Id al-Hasan b. 
'Abdullah al-Sirafi (d.368 A.H./978 A.D.), al-Husain b,
9
Ahmad (with the kunya Abu'Abdallah) known as ibn Khalawaih,
9
(d,370 A.H./980 A eDa) and 'All b. 'Isa al-Rummanl al- 
Ikhshidi al-Warraq (d.384 A.H./994 A.D.).
Abu Sa'Id al-Hasan b. 'Abdullah al-Sirafi, regarded asf
an expert on Sibawaihifs Kitab on which he wrote a famous 
commentary, was, like Sibawaihi and Abu 1 All al-Parisi, of 
Persian origin. Having studied, in his youth, the Qu'ran
under ibn Mujahid, the lugha under ibn Duraid, and grammar
-  ( 2 ) -  under ibn al-Sarraj 'and Mabraman, he was able to lecture
on all the Islamic sciences of that time. His sbudent Abu
Hayyan al-Tawhldl says of him: "Al-Sirafi, the Imam of» •
Imams, a thorough expert in grammar, fiqh, lugha, poetry,
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. V, p.281.
(2) Ibn^Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, Vol. I, p.231;
Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.84; Suyuti Bughya, p.221,
*
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metre, the Qu'ran, inheritance law (fara' idh)* hadith,
dogma, mathematics and geometry, for fifty years delivered
fatwa1s in the mosque of al-Rusafa according to the madhab
of Abu Hanifa, and nobody could prove that he committed a
slip or a solecism”. 7 Owing to his extensive knowledge,
he enjoyed a great reputation in the Muslim world, and even
princes turned to him to consult him on divers problems.
According to Yaqut, his scientific correspondence consisted
(2 )of about 1500 foil, 7 Contemporaries praised not only his 
education, but also his conduct, piety, chastity and 
kindness. He was a Mu'tasilite, a disciple of al-Jiba'i, 7 
though he never openly declared himself as such. Among his 
admirers were al-AndalusI^ ^ and ibn 1 Abbad*^^ On the 
other hand, he did not lack detractors such as Abu al-Faraj, 
who envied him and wrote satires on him, maintaining that
_ _ _ / r \
"neither philosophy nor poetry could come from Sirafi”: 7
v— 3 L.f—> lAc 0 8^ ) _ en j
• p  -- vjh-" ----- n — c « 4 _ j j  1
No doubt, al-Sirafi was generally more versatile than 
Abu 'All, while the latter was better versed in the science 
of 'Arabiyya than in other branches of science, Abu 'All's 
students used to stress his unsurpassed mastery of grammar,
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.86.
(2) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.100.
(5) Al-Zubaidi, Tabaqat al-Nahwiyxn wa1l-lughawiyln, p.130.
(4) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.87*
(5) Ibid., p.103.
(6) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A’yan, Vol. I, p.232; Yaqut,
Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.85; Suyuti, Bughya, p.222.*
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declaring that he was greater and more knowledgeable than 
iVEubarrad * ^ ^  whereas those of Sirafi stressed the 
universality of his interests and education. There were 
two reasons for the malice Abu 'Ali bore Sirafi. First*
Abu 'All resented the fact that Abu Sa'Id had gained a march 
on him by composing a commentary 011 Sibawaihi' s Kitab which 
came to enjoy a great reputation* while he considered himself* 
and was generally considered* an expert on this book. It 
has been so id that jealousy was his motive in acquiring a 
copy of Sirafi's commentary on Sibawaihi in al-Ahwa^ on a 
journey to Baghdad for 2000 dirhams in the year 368 A.H./
978 A.D.^^ Abu 'All's students tried to explain this fact 
away* maintaining that it was not as if he had wanted the 
book to obtain information from it* but that he had bought 
it only to subject it to legitimate criticism. The truth of
the fact of this purchase seems to be confirmed by a report
_ _ „ x) _ _
by Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidiv } who says that Abu 'Ali had a • •
rival in Abu Sa'Id al-Sirafi whose Sharh Sibawaihi was much 
in demand among Abu 'All's students who seemed very interested 
in it* but only endeavoured to find fault with Sirafi's work. 
However* they failed to find any mistakes in the commentary. 
Nor could Abu ' Ali himself* having got hold of the desired
(1) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. II* p.10.
(2) Abu Hayyan al-Tawhldl* al-Imta' wa'1-mu'anasah* Vol. I*
P.131.
(3) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. Ill* p.85.
copy in al-Ahwas, find the expected errors in it. However,
it was too late to contact al-Sirafi;, as he died in that
very year (368 A.H./978 a .D.) in Baghdad.
The second reason why Abu 'All disliked al-Sirafi was
one mentioned by Yaqut in Irshad, namely that Abu ’Ali
was jealous of the latter's successes in dialectics. Most
famous among these successes was that mentioned by the
lexicographer ibn al-Qifti in his notice on the philosopher
- (2 )Abu Bishr, known as Yunus ibn Matta. } The discussion
between al-Sirafi and Abu Bishr is reported at length by
Yaqut on the authority of Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi. Whether■ •
the munagarah in question is historical is difficult to
decide, as Abu Hayyan has often been deemed untrustworthy.
The account seems, on the whole, authentic; Abu Hayyan has
*
taken trouble to establish its historical character by 
fixing its date, 320 A.H./932 A.I)., and enumerating the 
persons present, among them Sheikh Abu'l Fath ibn al-Furat, 
'All ibn 'Isa al-Rummani,Abu Hayyan1s teacher, etc. Of 
Abu 'All al-Farisi, who would have been thirty-two years of 
age at that time, it is stated that he "was not present, 
but might have been". The account is concluded as follows:
"... said Abu Hayyan: 'I asked 'Ali ibn'Isa /.the reporter
(1) Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.124.
(2) JRAS, 1905* P*79; Tbn al-Qifti's Tarikh al-Hukama',
P.323.
6 1 .
of the debate/ how old Abu Sa'Id was at that time? He 
answered that he was born in the year 280. and so was forty 
years of age at the time of the d e b a t e t h e n  I said to 
'Ali ibn 'Isa: 'And was 'Abu 'Ali al-Farisi present?' He 
said: 'No. he was absent from Baghdad, but was informed of 
the scene: and Abu Sa'id was greatly envied /obviously by 
Abu 'All/ for the fame and renown he acquired through this 
famous episode'. Abu Hayyan continued: 'At the end of thiso
narrative, the Wasir said to me: 'You have reminded me of 
something I had in my mind.' and wanted to ask you about, in 
order that I might ascertain it. What was the position of 
Abu Sa'id as compared with Abu 'All. -'nd that of 'All b.
'Isa as compared with them? How does al-Maraghi compare 
with all three? How do al-Marsubani. ibn Shadhan. ibn al- 
Warraq. ibn Hayyan?" This is indicative of the eagerness 
with which one used to discuss and compare contemporary 
grammarians, playing them out against each other.
Al-Husain b. Ahmad (with the kunya Abu 'Abdallah). known • •
as ibn Khalawaih (died 370 A.H./980 A.D.). born in Hamadan 
was. like Abu 'All al-Parisi. a Persian by origin. In his 
youth, he came in 314 A.H./926 A.D. to Baghdad to devote 
himself to science.^ He studied the Qur'an under ibn 
Mujahid and Abu Sa'id al-Sirafi. grammar and adab under
(l) Irshad. Vol. IV. p.4.
ibn Duraid, ibn al-Anbari, and Niftawaih, traditions under
ibn al-1 Attar and the lugha under Abu ’Umar al-Zahid. He 
* « ""
visited Mecca and Medina and taught hadith in Medina. The 
sources do not mention the duration of his stay in Baghdad; 
they merely relate that he went on from Baghdad to Damascus 
and hence, attracted by the fame of Sayf al-Dawlah’s court, 
to Aleppo, where he took permanent r e s i d e n c e . H e  
enjoyed a great reputation, and students came from far and 
wide to study literature and philology under him. He 
engaged in munasarat (discussions) with the court poet, al-
Mutanabbi, and Abu 'Ali al-FarisI.(2> These discussions
often tended to become violent, and those with Abu ’All may
have contributed to the dissension which finally drove the 
latter from the Court of Aleppo.
The quarrel between Abu ’All and ibn Khalawaih was no 
less acrimonious than that between Abu ’All and al-Srrafi.
They met during Abu ’All’s stay at Sayf al-Dawlah’s Court, 
and soon engaged in disputations on matters of grammar and 
language. Ibn Khalawaih may have approached Abu ’Ali with 
a prejudice, as he was the enemy of his teacher al-Sirafi.
Be it as it may, it is said that his intrigues made Abu ’All’s 
stay at the Hamdanid Court very unhappy. Hot even after
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. IV, p.4.
(2) Ibn al-Anbari, Hushat al-Alibba, p.385.
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Abu 'All’s departure from Aleppo did ibn Khalawaih desist 
from denigrating him before Sayf al-Dawlah. The latter, 
however, wrote a letter to Abu 'All, informing him of all 
the accusations ibn Khalawaih had raised against him. Abu 
’Ali refuted them one by one in a reply which has been
(1)
preserved, because he inserted it in his Masa'il al~Halabiya,
Abu ’Ali’s letter to Sayf al-Dawlah has been transmitted, in
- —  - ( 2) - -an extract, by Yaqut in his Irshad. ' This is what Yaqut
has to say about it: "I have read in al-Masa'il al-Halabiya
the text / lit. "the copy// o.f a letter from Abu ’All al-Parisi 
to Sayf al-Dawlah, answering a letter /which had/ come to him 
from the latter refuting certain things in it which ibn 
Khalawaih had imparted to him /= Sayf al-Dawlah/ on the
subject of Abu ’All  .... Said ibn Khalawaih: ’If Abu
'All al-Parisi lived to be the age of 'Noah, he would not be 
fit to study under al-Sirafi’. Abu ’All al-Farisi commented 
on that: ’He /= ibn Khalawaih/ knows that children study 
under ibn Bahaas al-Sirafi; it is obvious /that I am fit to 
study under a teacher under whom children study/. How he 
has confused what he has related about me /maintaining;/ that 
I said that Sirafi had studied under me! I did not say that,
(1) Still unedited and preserved only in manuscript form in 
Cairo; cf. p.IZf below*
(2) Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.20.
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but I said: fHe has learned from me' or 'related on my
authority'; he and others among those who study to-day any
aspect of this science, 'He learned from me' is not equal to
'he studied under me* because you might study under someone
from whom you will not learn and you can learn from one under
whom you do not study. And he said: 'Ibn Bahaas learnt from
me in the days of Muhammad al-Sirri and after him, and this
*
is obvious to any who know me and know him /.such/ o,s 'All
ibn 'Isa al-Warraq and Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Yunus "
• •
Here, Abu 'Ali quotes a number of mutual acquaintances of 
himself and al-Sirafi to prove that the latter had indeed 
benefited by his knowledge.
The logic of Abu 'All's reasoning is indeed compelling, 
and it is quite possible that the position was as he states, 
although it must be admitted, in fairness to both contending 
parties, that the fact of al-Sirafi*s indebtedness to Abu 
'Ali is not referred to in Arabic sources.
The above-quoted passage from Abu 'Ali's letter is not 
only illustrative of the conditions of the life of scholars 
at the Hamdanid Court in general, but also indicative of the 
kind of accusations Ibn Khalawaih used to level at Abu 'All 
in particular. It throws, therefore, some light on the 
roots of the prolonged enmity between the two scholars. So 
would, no doubt, another of Abu 'All's books, entitled Naqd 
al-Hadhur (The Babbler Confounded) of which Shibab al-Din
al-Dulajifetates that it is concerned with the errors
(1)committed by ibn Khalawaih.v ' The nature of this work
is not clearly known* but the title indicates that it was
polemic and aggressive in character. The causes of this
antagonism are still obscure. To state that it is just an
ordinary instance of professional jealousy*as it is common
between scholars of all ages* is perhaps not enough. So
much can be assumed that* if in the enmity between al-Sirafi
and Abu 'Ali the blame seems to have rested for the most part
on the latter* in the bitter quarrel between Abu 'All and
ibn Khalawaih it must have been the converse. The clue to
that may lie in ibn Khalawaih's very mentality. It was ibn
Khalawaih's custom* states Arthur Jeffery* "to reproduce the
work of his teachers with or without comment. The Kitab
al-Shajar which so long passed under his name* is at most
his recension of the work of the older philologist Abu Zaid.
Similarly* the Kitab al-'Asharat* explaining words having
the same beginning* which is frequently given among his
works as his Sharh Maqsurat ibn Duraid* is his exposition
* •
(2 )of the work of another of his teachers."v J The attacks on 
Abu 'All* by which he made the latter's life at Sayf al- 
Dawlah's Court insupportable* may therefore have been due 
to a not unmotivated fear of the rivalry of the talented
(1) al-Falaka wal-maflukun* p.102.
(2) Arthur Jeffery's Foreword to Ibn Halawaih's Sammlung 
nichtkanonischer Koranlesarten* Herausgegeben von G-. 
Bergstr&sser* Bibl. Isl* Vol. VII* Leipzig 1934* P.7.
newcomer whose ability for and skill in philology could not 
but attract his attention, Ibn Khalawaih was no doubt 
safely ensconced at the Hamdanid Court; he could feel sure 
of Sayf al-Dawlah’s favour; surely there was no need to 
defend his position with such vehemence unless he feared that 
the superior intellect of one he considered an intruder 
might jeopardise his status?
'All b, ’Isa al-Rummani al-Ikhshidi al-Warraq. whose 
family came from Samarra, was born in Baghdad in the year 
276 A.H./889 A.D. according to Yaqut and Suyuti^^ or* 
according to ibn Khallikan, ibn al-Nadim and ibn al-Anbarl
in 296 A.H,/908 A.D.^^ He studied under ibn al-Zajjaj,
-  (S')ibn al~Sarraj and ibn Duraid, ' Though he is frequently
given the attribute "the grammarian" he possessed, apart from
a thorough education in grammar and philosophy, also a vast
knowledge of jurisprudence and the Qur’anic sciences. He
was also renowned for his piety, sincere faith, eloquence,
tact, probity and p u r i t y . H e  died in 3^4 A.H./994 A.D.
under the Caliph al-Qadir. Despite his undisputed
philological knowledge, he was accused of mixing the science
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. V, p.281; Bughya p.344.
(2) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A’yan, Vol. II, p.6; Ibn 
al-Nadim, al-Fihrist, Vol. I, p.63; Ibn al-Anbari,
Nttizhat al~Alibba, p.391.
(3) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. V, p.281.
(4) Ibid, p*282.
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of the nahw with logic. Abu 'Ali al-Farisi expressed
the following judgment about his grammatical approach: "If
grammar is what al-Rumman1 means by it, then we have no
part in it; but if grammar is what we mean by it, then he
(o) - -has no part in it." } Suyuti enlarges on that: "Grammar
*
is, of course, what Abu 'All al-Farisi meant by it. For, 
where else are grammar and logic commingled? For there is
nothing of the kind at all to be found in the works of
- (S )al-Ilhalil, Sibawaihi, and their contemporaries."v 1
What is, then, the inference to be drawn from Abu
'All's judgment on a1-Rumman1 as a grammarian? First, it
must be understood that Abu 'All al-Farisi by no means
questioned al-Rummani's grammatical knowledge; he admitted
it without reservation. It is even known that Abu 'All and
his followers gave preference to al-Rummani over al-Sirafi,
insofar as grammatical skill was concerned. Moreover,
al-Rummani himself was one of Abu 'All's students; ibn Djinni
relates the fact on Abu 'All's own authority. Ibn Djinni
states: "Abu 'All said: ' 'All ibn 'Isa al-Rummani read under
me the Kitab al-Jumal and the Kitab al-Mujazz by ibn al-Sarraj
-  (6 )in the life-time of ibn al-Sarraj.' " It is obvious that
a
(2
(3
(4
(5
Ibid, p.281.
Ibid,
Suyuti, Bughya, p.344.*
Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.85. 
Ibid., p.12.
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he could not accuse a man of ignorance for whose knowledge 
he must have felt at least partly responsible* as he himself 
had taught him. It is therefore not as if he denied al- 
Rummani's knowledge of grammar; what he dissociated himself 
from was al-Rummani1s method. Abu 'All’s statement can only 
be taken to mean that grammar* rationalized though it may be* 
should be tackled* not with the arguments of the philosopher* 
but with the proper traditional tools of the grammarian. In 
other words* it is not al-Rummani1s grammatical knowledge 
that he finds deficient; what he criticizes is the 
grammatical approach with which he simply cannot see eye to 
eye. Thus*questioning his method* he chides al-Rummani not 
as one rival to the other* but as a teacher would rebuke a 
gifted student who has strayed from the right path.
In a reference to this statement which he* however* 
fails to ascribe to Abu 'All* Henri I'leisch reasons as 
follows: "Tradition relates a protest against al-Rummani:
mixed logic with grammar. What does this signify exactly? 
Al-Rummani* according to the Rihrist (pp.63 and 173)* 
exercised an extensive activity* not only as a fecund 
grammarian* but also as a jurist* a Qur'anic scholar* a 
theologian. Is it a question here of an intrusion of the 
logic of the philosophers into grammar? To r^ > ly* it would 
be necessary to know his Sharh Kitab Sibawaihi* which has
(Bughya* p.344* 1.15) "he
been partly preserved * but not published (Gf. Fihrist 
al-Majjtutat al-Musawwara, Vol.I, section 17* no. 85-88 
/.P*3887* Cairoa 1954* Ma'had'ihya' al-Mahtutat al-1Ara.biyya). 
Despite this Sharh of the Kitab* al-Rummani has been placed 
in the second category because of this particular position 
in the elaboration of the analogico-rational system.
   \________________________
(l) Henri Pleisch* Traite de philologie arabe* p. 35* n.2:
MLa tradition a rapporte une protestation contre al- 
Rummani: V -i-f' o (Bughya, p.344* 1.15), "il
mSlait la logique a la grammaire". Que signifie ceci
exactement? ..... S ’agit-il ici d^une intrusion de la
logique dans la grammaire? Pour repondre* il faudrait
connaitre son Sharh Kitab Sibawayhi, conserve en partie* 
mais non public (voir Fihrist al-Mahtutat al-Musawwara,
I, section_17* no. 85-88* p.388* Le Caire* 1954*. _ f r
Ma1 had1ihya al-Mahtutat al-1 Arabiyya). ar-Rummani* malgre 
ce Sarh du Kitab a ete place dans la seconde categorie *a 
cause de cette position particuliere dans 1'elaboration 
du systeme analogico-rationnel.H
His students
Like all the other grammarians of his time* Abu 'All
al-Farisi wrote and taught concurrently wherever he took up
his abode* continually imparting the results of his studies
to a number of students* some of whom transmitted them in
their own works. A few of his students attained great fame
as grammarians and philologists in later years.
1. By far the most famous and influential of Abu ’All
al-FarisiTs students and* as it were* his grammatical alter
ego was Abu al-Fath 1Uthman al-Mausili* generally known as
*
Ibn Djinni. He was born* as the name al-Mausili indicates*
in Mosul as the son of a G-reek slave in the service of
bulaiman ibn Fahd ibn Ahmad al-Asdi al-Mausili before
330 A.H./941 a .L,^) Deluding himself that he had already
mastered grammar* he set up as a teacher in his native
city al-Mosul. An account* repeated by most transmitters*
grammarians as well as philologists* tells that Abu ’All*
who was by accident travelling through Mosul in
*
337 A.H./948 A.D.* saw him there in the main mosque 
surrounded by his students and* struck by the extreme youth
of the teacher* asked him a question which ibn Djinni was
(2 ) -  -unable to answer correctly. J Thereupon Abu ’Ali
apostrophised him with the following words: "
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. V, p.15.
(2) Ibid., p.18.
"Btill a green vine, you are already bearing grapes". This
censure is said to have made so deep an impression on the
youth that4 having ascertained the identity of that superb 
(1)philologista ' he gave up lecturing and attached himself to
Abu ’All to achieve a perfect knowledge of grammar. He
followed him henceforward as his faithful disciple and
(2 )companion for about forty years. ' He profited in this
time so much by the master's knowledge that he took over,
on Abu ’All's death, his chair in Baghdad, which was
considered superior in rank to any other chair of that time.
His merits were universally acknowledged by contemporary
as well as later writers who are almost unanimous in their
praise. The account of his life in ibn al-Anbari consists
of a few generally known data which are repeated by other
biographers. According to an article by Oscar Rescher in
(^ )a German periodical on Assyriology, 'this information can 
be further eked out by details provided by his own utterances, 
found scattered in his work or transmitted by others which, 
though unknown to or disregarded by the biographers, are 
often very illuminating. In many of these passages which
(1) According to al-Anbari, Nushat al-Alibba', p.408, he did 
not know__him before, but found out his name; _in that,_ 
al-Anbari disagrees with ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A’yan, 
Vol. I, p.561.
(2) Ibn al-Anbarij Nushat al-Alibba, p.408.
(5) Oscar Rescher, Studien dber ibn Djinni und sein 
Verh&ltnis z\i den Theorien der Basri und Baghdadi, 
Zeitschrift fi!ir Assyriologie, edited by Carl Behold,
Vol. XXII, Strassburg, 1908, p.5*
are the more valuable as they possess the virtue of 
undeniable authenticity, ibn Djinni has stressed how much 
he owes to Abu 'All al-Farisi. He admits in his book on 
phonetics, Sirr al-Sina'a, that he studied under Abu 'All's
i
guidance not only Sibawaihi's Kitab, the starting point of 
all Arabic studies, but also a considerable part of the 
literature on the subject, such as Abu Zaid al-Ansari's
v
Nawadir and Kitab al-Hamg, the work of Abu 'Uthman al-Masini
/by which he means the Kitab al-Tasrif/* and the works of
(1)Ya'qub (i.e. ibn al-Sikkit). } In any case, it is to be
presumed that the dominant influence exercised by Abu 'Ali 
and the association with him in direct personal contact as
well as by scientific correspondence exercised a decisive
—  (P)influence on Ibn Djinni's outlook and working method. ' We
may also assume with absolute certainty the truth of what
"is justly stressed everywhere, that he owed his extensive
knowledge of grammar in the main, if not exclusively, to the 
- - (3)Persian Abu 'Ali."v * His a1-Luma1, a much quoted work, is
(1) Majallat al-Majma' al-'ilmi al-'Arabi, Damascus, 1957j 
Vol. 32, p.669
(2) 0. Rescher, op.cit., p.9. "Zu prHsumieren ist auf jeden
Fall, dass der dominierende Einfluss, den der Perser 
aus'&bte und der langj&hrige Verkehr teils in direkter 
persttnlicher Ber&hrung, teils in wissenschaftlicher 
Korrespondenz nicht ohne entscheidenden Binfluss auf das 
Denken und die ganse Arbeitsmethode seines Schdlers 
geblieben ist."
(3) 0. Rescher, op.cit.,p.5. "Wie dberall mit Recht betont 
ddrfen wir als sicher annehmen± dass er seine ausgebrei- 
teten Kenntnisse dem Perser Abu 'Ali verdankte, wenn 
auch nicht ausschliosslich, so doch der Hauptsache 
nach."
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- - (1) ~almost entirely derived from Abu 'Alis lectures, J Abu
'All's influence on ibn Djinni-, which cannot be gainsaid, 
was extensive and dominant. They were almost inseparable 
for the forty years of this unique student-teacher relation­
ship, They resided together at Sayfu'l Dawlah's Court in
Aleppo and 'Adud al-Dawlah's Court in Shiraz and Baghdad ,*
and their constant scientific discussions are well documented 
in Ibn Djinni's work which contains continual references to 
Abu 'All's opinions and advice. "I asked Abu 'All (about a 
grammatical point in the following lines)
says ibn Djinni and he answered:"
<U \ ], o  ivd' \ i Ou V *
"On another occasion I asked him:
(1) Haji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. V., p.332.
(2) Ibn Djinni, Khasa'is, Vol. I, p.390.
he says "and he answered":
( 1 ) O La-JJI CjJ~ IjjuiJ ^rt—UJ' ot cA^ ^-tx-AID (5U. I i/s O  * cJ-^  Lr 1
He loved and admired him, and always extolled the 
power of his intellect and the vast extent of his knowledge. 
It must he admitted that he is a trustworthy transmitter of 
the information imparted to him by his teacher.
Quantitatively, ibn Djinni1s output surpasses that 
of most of his contemporaries, even those who were known 
as particularly painstaking; it must be added that it is 
also supreme in quality. His philological erudition was 
vast. All the grammatical problems, great and small, 
accumulated in two centuries of philological sbudies, are 
thoroughly examined in his work, with an opinion on all 
of them and a solution to many. As a grammarian, he was 
entirely faithful to Basrite tradition. Though he did not 
actually compose a commentary to Sibawaihi’s book, he 
considered him the unchallenged master whose work he 
explained and defended. On the whole,- he has given, in 
his works, a complete expose*" or rather a synthesis of the 
whole grammatical tradition, and perfected the system of 
the qiyas.
He left a number of scholarly books to posterity:
(l) Ibn Djinni, Khasa’is, Vol. I, p.354.
75.
1. Al-Khasa'is ^  ^ (the peculiarities of the peculiar
principles of grammar)a is still the pride of Arabic
philology for which western orientalists have a high regard.
In the .^preface to this book* he claims to have applied* to
the treatment of Arabic syntax* principles which had before
been employed only in dealing with jurisprudence and
(2)scholastic theology.v y He deals here with all the 
fundamental principles and problems of grammar in the 
tradition of Sibawaihi.
2. Sirr al-Sina!a^^ (the secret of philology)* a 
painstaking work in which he discusses the various uses of
individual letters* their possible positions* modifications*
transitions and metamorphoses* examining every letter as to 
whether it can be asl or sa'id* with quotations of
i ~
interesting ancient dialectal forms. He communicates* 
moreover* the opinions of other Basrite grammarians on each 
letter in a separate appendix to the treatise* expatiating 
simultaneously on the difference between the letter and the 
vowel and the correct position of the vowel with regard to 
the letter in question.
(1) Edited in three vols. by Muhammad 'All al-Hajjar*
Cairo* 1952-6.
(2) Ibn Djinni*Khasals* Vol. I* p.2.
• t
(5) Its first part was edited by Mustafa al-Saqqa*
Cairo* 1954.
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(1)3. Al-Munsif (the impartial one), } a commentary to     • 1
the Tasrif of the Sheikh Abu 'Uthman Bakr, usually called *
al-Ma^ini, in which he takes up the latter’s tradition, and
appears as an expert on al-Sarf (etymology). He has also«
written an original work on the question, namely:
4. Mukhtasar al-lasrif al-Muluki.    *..
5. al-Talqin fi al-Nahw (informative tuition in
syntax), explained in his lifetime by Ahmad ibn Muhammad• •
al-'Askari in a commentary completed in Rajab 396 A,H./
980 A.d I 2)
6* a1-Luma' (the light shining over the syntax), a 
work which is not only extraordinarily important and much 
commented upon, but also especially interesting in this
context, since it is mostly derived from the lectures of
_ „ - (3)
Abu 'Ali al-Earisi. * Of equal interest here are:
7. Sharh al-Maqsur wa al-Mamdud, a commentary to• *
Abu 'All al-Farisi's work entitled al-Naqsur wa al-Mamdud, 
the words ending in a which can be abbreviated or not, and
8. Tadhkirat al-Farisi, an extract from a memorandum 
of his teacher. Relevant in this contect are also:
9. The commentary to Abu 'Ali's Kitab al-Idah:
p *
(1) Edited in two vols. by Ibrahim Mustafa and ’Abdallah 
Amin, Cairo, 1954*
(2) Fltigel, Qramm. bchulen, p. 249*
(3) Haji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. V, p.332.*
on
10. The commentary to Abu 'All's Kitab al-Shi'r 
(Book of Poetry) in which he undertakes a linguistic 
analysis of the Kitab al-Shi'r, and
11, The above-mentioned Kitab al-Muhtasab, Though
 _ “ ' l_'"~ •
intended for the information of the reader of the Qur'an,
it has been neglected by the specialists on Qur'anic
readings, but has been widely utilised in the gramm&tico-
lexicographical literature where its title is also al- 
(1)
Shawadd. It has, presumably, been the source of most 
data of al-Zamakhshari's Qur'an commentary al-Kashshaf.
Muhtasab is one of ibn Djinni's latest works, composed 
after 384 A.H./994 ii.D. and not quite completed, as it 
contains several blank spaces which have not been quite 
filled.
Ibn Djinni survived his teacher and friend Abu 'All 
al-Parisi by fifteen years, and died, according to most 
sources, in Baghdad in Safar 392 A.H./1001 A.D.^^ Among
his students were Abu Ahmad 'Abd al-Salam al-Basri, Abu'l
-  -  -  -  -  (3)Qasim al-Iamanini and Abul Hasan al-Shamsi. '*
(1) G-. Bergstr&sser, Jlichtkanonische Koranlesarten im 
Muhtasab des ibn G-innI, Mdnchen, 193 3 * p. 9*
(2) Ibn al-Anbarl, Nushat al-Alibba', p. 409; Yaqut, Irshad, 
Vol. V, p.15.
(3) Ibn al-Anbari, Nu^hat al-Alibba', p.409; Yaqut, Irshad, 
Vol. V, p.19.
2. Next in order of prominence among the scholars who
derived their knowledge exclusively, or at least in the
main, from Abu 'All's lectures, was a native of Shiraz,
Abu'l Hasan 'All ibn Isa ibn al-Paraj ibn Salih al-Raba'i,• * •
known as 'All al-Baghdadi or al-Raba'i. Born in 328 A.H./
939 A.D., he studied at first under al-Sirafi in Baghdad^
but returned afterwards to his native city where he became
the student of Abu 'Ali, who was staying at the Buwayhid 
Court at that time. He continued his studies under the 
guidance of Abu 'All al-Farisi for twenty years, in the 
course of which he developed into so proficient a grammarian 
that Abu 'All heaped more praise upon him than upon any other 
of his students. Ibn Khallikan relates that Abu 'All once 
said of him: "Tell 'All al-Baghdadi that, if he wandered
from east to west, he would not find a grammarian who was
(i)
better informed than he."x } The same source also mentions 
that, when al-Raba'i was taking leave of his teacher to go 
back to Baghdad, Abu 'All assured him that he had mastered
his science so thoroughly that there was no point left on
(2 ) -  which he required information. ' Al-Raba'i lived to the
ripe old age of eighty-one (he died in 420 A.H./1029 A.D.)^^
(1) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, Vol. II, p.28.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibn al-Anbari, Huzhat al-Alibba', p.416.
79.
The best-known of his books, which were all received with
great acclaim were: an excellent commentary on Abu ’All
~ - _ _ ( )
al-Farisi's IdahA 'which bears the same title as his master's *
main work, and a commentary on the compendium of syntax by
Abu 'Umar Salih al-Jarmi.• *
Besides these two famous grammarians, Abu 'All al- 
Farisi taught about a score of scholars of minor rank whose 
works are well-known and much utilised by later generations* 
They were:
3. Abu Talib Ahmad ibn Bakr al-'Abdl (died 406 A.H./* «
1016 A.D.) who studied grammar under Abu 'All al-Farisi,
_ _ — _ _ (p )
Abul Hasan al-Eummani and al-Sirafi.' } Nothing is known ofm
the particular circumstances of his life apart from the well- 
established fact that he had his domicile in Baghdad where 
he developed into a grammarian of great merit. He is known 
as the author of a much-praised commentary on Abu 'All 
al-Farisi's Idah.^^
4- Abu’l Qasim ’Ubaidallah ibn Muhammad ibn Jarw 
al-Asadi (died 387 A.H./997 A.B.) a Mu'tasilite by 
persuasion, was a native of the city of Mosul, He attended 
in Baghdad the lectures of Abu 'All al-Farisi, al-Rummani and 
al-Sirafi.
(1) Ibid., p.414.
(2) Ibid., p.410; Suyuti, Bughya, p.129.
(3) Al-Qifti, Inbah al-ruwah, Vol. II, p.3B7.
(4) Suyuti, Bughya, p.320.*
He was renowned for his beautiful handwriting and the 
correctness of his orthography. He is said to have been 
well-versed in the different readings of the Qur’an* on 
which he wrote a commentary* and on expert on prosody. His 
works comprise a handbook of prosody and a treatise on 
rhyme.
5. ’Ubaidallah ibn Ahmad al-Fazari al-Nahawi (the• »
grammarian) Abu Muhammad* supreme judge (Qadi al-Qudah) in
* 9 0
—  —  _  _  _ _  ( ]  )
Shiraz* the author of ’Uyun al-I’rab and Sina'at al-I'rab* 1
died or was born, according to Brockelmann* around 350 ^.H./ 
961 A.DO2)
6. AbU'l Qasim 'All ibn Talha ibn Kurdan* a grammarian
from Wasit* who studied under al-Farisi and al-Rummani* and
read Sibawaihi's Kitab under their guidance. In his native
town he was more highly regarded than al-Raba'i and ibn 
- (3)Djinni. 7 He was a renowned Sufi* and is said to have 
compiled a book on I'rab al-Qur’an in fifteen volumes.
He died in 424 A.H./1032 A.D.
Ihe Imam* lexicographer and grammarian, Abu Nasr Isma'il
(5) -ibn Hammad al-Djawhari of Farabw / came to '-$raq where he
— - —  — * —  ( ^attended Abu 'Ali al-Farisi's and al-Sirafi's lectures. ^
(1) Ibid.
(2) Brock.* GAL, -puppl. Vol. I* p.200.
(3) Qifti* Inbah al-ruwah* Vol. II* p.284.
*
(4) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. V* p.226.
(5) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol.II* p.266; Suyuti, Bughya* p.195.
(6) Ibid *
Then he went to the Hijas to study the purely classical
♦
Arabic of the Arabs of the desert. He died in 393 A.H./ 
1002 A.H. His works are: A dictionary AJJJ > ^3 £ i ; 
4n introduction to syntax ^ ; and a work on
7. Muhammad ibn 'Uthman ibn Bulbul, a philologist and 
grammarian who studied under al-Sirafi and al-Karisi whose 
Kitab al-Hujjah he transmitted. His lectures on the book 
are said to have been attended by the grammarian ibn Bushran.
8a. 'Abd al-Baqi ibn Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn 'Abdallah
• •
was interested in philology to the exclusion of any other 
science. He settled in Baghdad and spent there, in all
says, about 390 A.H./999 A.H. Two of his works which have 
come down to us are: a commentary on copulative conjunctions
'— , and "On the word al-dawat (writing
9. 'All ibn ’Ubaidallah al-Simsimi Abu al-Hasan, a 
philologist end grammarian, who studied under both Abu 'All
(1) Suyuti, Bughya, p.195.
(2) Ibid., p.72.
(3) Haji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. IV, p.36.
(4) Suyuti, Bughya, p.294.
(5) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. V, p.271-2.
prosody
He died in 410 A.H./1019 A.H.^^
He died, as Haji Khalifaprobability, his whole life
utensil, inkstand case) and its derivation"
- „ _ (5)
al-karisi and al-Sirafi. ' He was familiar with all Arabic
sciences and an expert on orthography and calligraphy. He 
died in Muharram 415 A.H./1024 A.D.
10. Sa'Id ibn al-Hasan ibn ’Isa al-Raba11 al-Baghdadl 
studied under Abu ’All al-Farisi and al-Slrafl. He was 
expert in all matters of language * literature and narration. 
According to Suyuti* he died in 417 A.H./1026 A.D.^2^
11. Hilal ibn al-Muhassan ibn Ibrahim ibn Hilal al-Sabl*
• m
the grandson of Abu Ishaq al-Sabl. He was a meritorious 
writer* truthful and trustworthy and generally considered 
very reliable. He was conversant with Arabic sciences and 
has been praised for his mastery of the language. He studied 
under al-Farisi and al-Rummanl. He died in 448 A.H./
1056 A.d I 5)
12. Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn 'Umar al-Khallal Abu al-* *
Ghana*im was a philologist. According to Yaqut* he was a 
leading scholar, regarded as very reliable and praised for 
his proficiency in orthography and calligraphy. He studied 
under al-Sirafi* al-Rummanl* and al-Farisi.^^ The dates of 
his birth and death are unknown.
(1) Ibid* Vol. IV* p.266.
(2) Suyuti* Bughya* p.268.
(3) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. VII*pp.255-7.
(4) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol.VI*p.325; Suyuti, Bughya, p.15*-
13. Ibrahim ibn 'Ali Abu Ishaq al-Farisi al-Nahawi.• o
According to Yaqut* he was counted among the prominent
(1)philologists and grammarians.s } The dates of his birth
and death are not mentioned.
14* Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Imam al-Marsuqi 
• « •
Abu 'All from Isfahan (d.421 ^.H./lC^O A.D.)* known for high
(2 ) -intelligence and sagacity. J He read Sibawaihi's Kitab
- - - - (?*)
under Abu 'Ali al-Farisi.
15. Al-Husain ibn Muhammad ibn Ja'far known as al-Khali1 *t *
was a native of Rafiq. He lived in the eastern sector of
-  ( 5 ) -Baghdad and ranks* according to al-Safadi* among the
greatest grammarians. He was also a poet.^^ He died in
422 A.H./1030 A.D.
16. Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn 'Isa* known as al-Khaishl*
• *
a native of Basra. He lived and taught for a while in Wasit*. °
but moved towards the end of his life to Baghdad where he 
died in 438 A.H./IO46 A.D.^^
17. 'All ibn 'Uthman ibn Djinni Abu Sa'd al-Hahawi
studied* according to al-Qiftl* Arabic sciences under his own
»
father, the famous ibn Djinni and Abu 'All al-Farisil8^
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
Yaqut,Irshad, Vol. I, p.280; Suyuti, Bughya, p.184.»
Suyuii. Bughya* p.159.»
Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. II* p.103.
Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. IV* p.91.
Al-IChatib al-Baghdadi* Tarlkh Baghdad* Vol. VIII* p. 105
Suyuti* Bughya* p.235.*
Ibid.*pp.99-100.
Al-Qifti* Inbah al-ruwaft* Vol. II* p.385.
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18. As has already been stated, Abu 'All's only
(1)relative among his students, the son of his sister,v '
Muhammad ibn al-Husain ibn 'Abd al-Warith al-Farisi al-Nahawi,
* * •
with the kunya Abu'l Husain is important as the transmitter
*
of Abu 'All's grammatical theory. He travelled to many 
countries and stayed repeatedly in Nishapur in Khurasan 
where he dictated literature and grammar. In his last 
residence, Djurdjan, he became, among others, the only teacher 
of 'Abd al-Qahir al-Djurdjani, a fact to which he partly owes 
his reputation. His main claim to fame is, however, his 
kinship and student-teacher relationship with Abu 'Ali 
al-Farisi, He died in Djurdjan in 421 A.H./1030 A.D„^^
19. It is also necessary to refer here to a young 
student who is said to have been Abu 'All's favourite, and 
to whom he dictated al-Masa'il al-Qasriya, the above 
mentioned Muhammad ibn luwais, surnamed al-Qasrl, from whose« e •
( 3 )name the title of this book is derived. J
20. Last but not least, mention must also be made in 
this context of Abu 'All's patron and benefactor, one of 
the most powerful rulers in Islam, the Buwayhid 'Adud 
al-Dawlah who, as has been stressed above, proved a most 
attentive and modest student of Abu 'All's grammatical
(1) Ibn al-Anbari, Nushat al-Alibba, p. 417.
(2) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. VII, p.3.
(3) Ibid., p.15.
classes. He acquired excellent grammatical and lexico­
graphic knowledge of the Arabic language and, according to
- - (l )Suyuti, has written praiseworthy pieces of research on it, J
aJ which aro extant.
It has already been mentioned that Abu 'All composed for
him his Idah, Takmila, and al-Hujja. 'Adud al-Dawlah * *
predeceased his teacher by five years; he died in Baghdad 
in 372 A.H./983 A.d I 2)
(1) Suyuti, Bughya, p.374.
(2) Ibid; Ibn al-Jaw^i, Al-Muntasam, Vol. VII, p. 113.
CHAFTFK III
Abu ’Ail al-Farisi's role and
position in the development 
of Arabic grammar
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It is perhaps due to the specific mentality of 
the Arab which sets less store by originality than by 
tradition and authority that no Arabic grammarian has 
ever done completely independent work, entirely ignoring 
his predecessors. In almost every work of Arabic grammar 
all the Arabic grammarians, dead as well as alive, seem to 
have participated. Abu 'All does not differ from his 
colleagues in that he is tied, with very close bonds, to 
the whole confraternity of Arabic grammarians, his 
contemporaries as well as his predecessors and successors. 
He is indebted to them as they are indebted to him.
Neither his work nor his grammatical approach can bo 
considered in isolation, without first assessing the 
extent of this indebtedness. The important place he 
occupies in the unique, complicated though coherent system 
of Arabic grammar cannot be sufficiently defined unless the 
origins and the main trends of the whole development are 
elucidated first*
Traditionally, the grammarians of fourth century 
Baghdad are classed in three categories, described 
conventially though not quite accurately as "schools".
These "schools" are termed, with reference to their origin, 
"the School of Basra", "the School^of Kufa" and "theo
School of Baghdad".
Chronologically the earliest and, paradoxically, the 
one which survived the two others, was the School of 
Basra. Tradition maintains that it was founded by Abu 
al-Aswad al-Du'ali (died 67 A.H./686 A.D.) whom orthodox 
Muslim sources persist in describing as "the father of 
Arabic g r a m m a r . i t  is said that Abu al-Aswad*s
-  —  (p)friend and patron, the Caliph 'Ali ibn Abi Talib, 'was 
troubled by the numerous solecisms in the use of the 
Arabic language which crept in when the Muslim faith began 
to spread and increasing numbers of foreign converts started 
to learn and recite the Qur'an, Al-Suyuti recalls, inx #
al-Mushir, the following statement of the lexicographer
Abu al-Tayyib: "Know that the mistakes offending against*
the rules of the Arabic language were first heard from the
_ (^ )
mouth of slaves and foreigners converted to Islam. ' Some
sources maintain that the Caliph 'All ibn Abi Talib himself
*
drew up a written memorandum containing the outline of the 
Arabic language in terms of a threefold division into 
nouns, verbs and particles, and that he handed it to Abu
(1) Abu al-Paraj al-Isfahanl, Kitab al-Aghani, Vol. XII,
P.297.
(2) Al-QiftI, Inbah al-ruwah, Vol. I, p.16.
*
(3) Suyuti, Muahir, Vol. II, p.396.*
- (1)al-Aswad al-Du'ali' 1 to be developed into a grammatical 
method for the purpose of practical tuition of Arabic.
©e it as it may, there seems to be no doubt about the fact 
that Abu al-Aswad founded a school of grammar in Basra 
which was soon to be emulated by a rival establishment in 
Kufa.
Interesting is the formulation given to this situation
by Oscar Rescher. "...... the more intensive contact of
the Arab conquerors with the subjected non-Arabs ..... 
furnished the impulse for the scholars who lived in the 
intellectual and political centres of Kufa and Basra to 
record the rules and laws of the 'Arabiyya. Naturally, 
they were not at first motivated by abstract scientific 
considerations, but by the desire to safeguard the integrity 
of the pronunciation and interpretation of the sacred 
bookf^ ^ ^
The new science limited itself at first to the 
observation of the language of thi Bedouins who, being of 
unmixed Arab blood, were renowned for the purity of their 
language. While the collection and interpretation of 
poetry and proverbs remained the main task of the Kufites, 
the Basrites began relatively early to co-ordinate the 
collected material. According to Gustav WeiA3t this was
(1) Ibn al-Anbari, Nushat al Alibba, p.4.
(2) Oskar Rescher, Abriss der arabischen Litteratur,
Vol. II, p.112.
(3) Abu'1-Barakat ibn al-Anbari, Die grammatischen 
§treitfra^en des Basrer und Kufer, p.69.
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due, to a great extent, to the fact that the population, 
of Basra was homogeneous and consisted of Arabs with theo
addition of a few Persian scholars, while Kufa contained 
a medley of peoples and races. Thus the Basrites were 
better fitted to undertake the systematic treatment of 
the grammatical material than the Kufites.
The Basrites maintained that language being theQ
mirror of thought, nature and life, the rules of logic 
which govern the latter must also operate in it. Language 
(the Arabic language) is therefore logic translated into 
sound, the expression of reason and w i s d o m . T h e i r  
grammatical scheme has been described as "the analogical 
method of Basra, because they either rejected every form 
of vocabulary or grammar which is not in an absolute sense 
a basic form, or made it conform to the acknowledged norm 
according to the principles of "analogy" (qiyas) and 
uniformity and similarity. However, since the spoken 
language with its characteristic multiformity is not 
compatible with this passion for levelling, the task of 
the Basrite grammarian whose ambition it was to construct 
a viable scheme of grammar proved very complicated indeed.
(l) H. Fleisch, Traite de philologie arabe Vol. I, p.l:
"... le langage est le miroir des phenom&ness choses
et concepts, qui trouvent en lui leur expression5 on
doit done retrouver dans le langage les memes lois 
que dans la pensee, la nature et la vie. Tout ce 
monde organise etant regie par des rapports logiques, 
cette logique devra_se reconnaitre dans le langage."
Of, also Ibn al-Anbari, Luma al'adilla, p,94.
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The analytical method of Kufa regards facts of 
language as justified by their very existence. Here, 
the whole linguistic material is accepted if it is well 
documented in the tradition of the Arabic language,
Its authenticity is assured by the naql, i.e. transmission. 
What the Kufites call qiyas is different from its Basrite 
counterpart; it is no more and no less than a means of
(p )
juxtaposing and comparing two facts of language. ' The 
Kufites were accused of generalising certain irregularities
( ol---------) and representing them as the rule;^ but
Durustawaihi who transmits this about Kisa'I is such a 
fanatical Basrite that this statement must not be taken 
for granted.
The Kufites were, first and foremost, ardent 
researchers, collectors of poetry and vocabulary. They 
deserve credit for having preserved scarce remnants of the 
popular language which the Basrites deliberately suppressed. 
As Gotthold Weil says, "It is possible that they sometimes 
exaggerated and valued a dialectal peculiarity too highly,
(1) G. Weil, op.cit., p.30. "Sie mdssen jede in Sprache 
und Litteratur gut belegte Ausdrucksweise Abnn durch
 ^ ilS*’ Existieren fdr begrdndet genug halten".
(2) G-. Eleisch, op. cit., p.8,
/ — — 5 ^ ^
(3) Suyuti, Bughya* p.336; — 1 <J(— ok of« ^ w
0 L, a^ s. Cj— w j  *» sJ' l3 1
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but the opinion that grammar must be based on language as
it is spoken and written* is healthier and more correct
than that of the B a s r i t e s M o r e o v e r *  as the
Basrites lacked understanding for the organic development
of the language* their approach was arbitrary in spite of
their logic. Thus the Basrites became famous for the
intransigence with which they guarded the purity of the
language. They regarded the Kufites who constructed
rules of Arabic grammar on the basis of frequency as
inferior and unworthy of consideration.
Summing up* it can be said that the ’’School of Basra”
«
is not only chronologically earlier than the ’School of 
Kufa"but also superior to it in its concern for the purity 
of expression and construction of the Arabic language* 
rejecting much of what has been regarded as permissible by 
Kufa.
The sympathies of the traditionists who transmit the
parallel development of the two madhabs mostly side with
the school of Basra to which Sibawaihi belonged. They
relate that the study of Arabic grammar was carried on
concurrently at Basra and Kufa which existed as separate0
schools* the one from Khalil and Sibawaihi until Mubarrad*
(l) Gotthold Weil* op.cit. * p. 42: "Bs ist mdglich* dass
sie manchmal dbertrieben une eine dialektische 
Eigentdmlichkeit su hoch bewertet haben* Auf jeden 
Kail is aber ihr Standpunkt* dass die G-rammatik von 
der gesprochenen and geschriebenen Sprache aus 
gemacht werden mdsse* gesdnder und richtiger als der 
der Basrer.,,"
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the other from Kisa'i and Parra until Tha'lab, that they 
developed separate methods and systems of grammar, that 
they contended with each other in the famous, though
f 1)scantily documented "controversies", J until they finally 
united in the early fourth century A.H. This union is 
said to have taken place through a number of common 
students of Mubarrad and Tha’lab "who studied both methods 
and subsequently united them". What this "union" - or 
"mixing", as it is frequently called - consisted in is not 
known with any certainty, but it does not seem that the 
"mixers" created a third method which, based on but 
different from the opposed methods of Basra and Kufa,o
might have been their synthesis.
Therefore, it is doubtful whether there has ever 
been a "school of Baghdad" which superseded the rival 
schools of Basra and Kufa and represented the sum of their
4
views. There is no basis in solid fact to substantiate 
the claim that the schools of Basra and Kufa ever blendedo
together into a new school and themselves disappeared in
the process. There does not seem to have ever been a
(l) Controversies which are frequently mentioned in 
contemporary sources, but on which there are no 
precise data. All that is known is that it was a 
conscious and bitter feud, resulting from their 
antithetic approach. Many references have been 
made in Arabic grammatical literature to the 
divergences and conflicting theories of the schools_ 
of Basra and Kufa (Ikhtilaf al Basriyyin__wal-Kufiyyin) 
which*were later_collected by Abul-Baralcat 'Abd 
al-Rahman al-Anbari (died in 577 A.H./1181-2 A.D.}, 
a teacher of the Academy of Al-Nizamiyya in Baghdad.
complete merger of the schools of Basra and Kufa in the 
sense that they became integral parts of a third, mixed 
school, and that is the reason why the term "mixed" or 
"eclectic" which has been applied to Abu 'All al-Farisi 
himself is also inappropriate.
There are two very valid reasons against the 
assumption of the existence of an eclectic school of 
fourth century Baghdad which, resulting from a compromise 
between its two rival predecessors, succeeded in smoothing 
out differences and removing points of controversy. First, 
the very tradition that the three schools, the school of 
Basra, the school of Kufa and the school of Baghdad, 
existed side by side in the fourth century, seems to 
dispose of the theory of the amalgamation of the Basrite 
and Kufite systems. If they continued to lead a separate 
existence, how can they have amalgamated? Secondly, a 
synthesis of two opposed methods was not possible for the 
simple reason that, far from there being two contrasting 
systems, there was only one fully developed system, the 
Basrite, a perfected system of Sibawaihi whose main 
exponent was Abu 'Ali, seconded by his student Ibn-Djinni, 
and that this system was opposed by what can only be 
described as the sum of individual decisions by two Kufite 
grammarians, Farra' and Kisa'i, who never evolved a 
coherent grammatical theory. Confronted by the consistent
95.
and logical Basrite system* the Kufites could not survive*
and failed to produce students who would have taught and
practised Kufite concepts. The Kufites ended with
Tha'lab* while the Basrite system* perfected and
consolidated* prevailed in the person of Abu 'All and only
now emerged as a school in the real sense of the word*
continuing to grow with Abu 'All until the system of
qiyas reached full perfection. The name "school of
Baghdad"* on the other hand* neither denotes an ancillary
formation superior to both its predecessors nor* indeed*
a school of grammar at all* but is merely a loose term
embracing* beside the grammarians transmitting from both
teachers* also other contemporary scholars residing in
the capital* among whom there were Jahis* Ibn Qutayba*
Abu Hanifa* al-Dinawari* etc. The assumption that it is
not the "school of Baghdad" but that of Basra that survived*
is further borne out by the fact that* like the Kufites* 
the so-called "mixers" had no successors in the fourth 
century A.H. What survived is the system of Sibawaihi in 
the form completed and perfected by Abu 'All al-Farisi* 
and continued by his most famous student and successor*.
Ibn Djinni.
As a student in Baghdad* Abu 'Ali attended the 
lectures of the two madhabs at the same time. As the 
Basrites had a system to offer* but the one-sided and
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conservative Tha'lab still taught the grammatical ideas
of Farra'* Abu ’All's sharp analytical mind could not
fail;.: to be attracted to the logic * the consistency* the
methodical approach of the Basrites. Close contact with
both groups of grammarians* students as well as teachers*
widened his horizon* the acquaintance with different
opinions and new material made him tolerant in the
acceptance of rarely occurring modes of expression and
deviations from the norm* but this does not stamp him as
a "mixer". It is true that he was by no means blind to
the merits of the Kufite method of research* but he
could not accept their somewhat chaotic theories.
What is* then* the reason or reasons why Abu 'All
al-Farisi has been* at times* ranged with the so-called
"eclecticists"or "mixers" of the school of Baghdad?
First and foremost* there is the fact that at least three
of his teachers were considered by the biographers to have
been "mixers". Al-Akhfash had read under both Tha'lab
11)and al-Mubarrad* and Abu Bakr al-Sarraj* a student of
al-Mubarrad* reputed to be the supreme authority in
(2 )grammar after the latter's death* yis said to have
sometimes opposed Basrite principles and relied on
     *
(1) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. V.* p.224.
(2) Ibid.* Vol. VII* p.10; also Ibn al-Anbari* iluzhat 
al-Alibba* p.313*
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al-Akhfash and even the Kufites. Also another teacher.
— _ _ _ (9)Ibn al-Khayyat, has been described as a mixer by al-Sirafi. J
No other work of Abu 'All proves so unequivocally that he
is a Basrite as the Idah, He is swayed by the spirit of 
• • «
Basra, not that of Kufa. He does not quote a single 
Kufite in the Idah; he transmits exclusively from 
Basrites. The following examples show how strictly he 
adheres to the Basrite fladhab:
(a) Abu 'All concurs with the Basrites in that a 
compound number is rendered definite by prefixing the 
article al to the unit alone, e.g.  *=< Ojfj, w 1 of,
^  ^ U lib * LsU. o-k_x juoJu i
: 1-----t s £, i
(b) He agrees with the Basrites in that — *0
s
and are not nouns, but verbs, and rejects the
Kufite view that they are nouns: ^  U o ^ '  O—
(c) He accepts the Basrite view that the particle
«
-*_> is a preposition and not, as the Kufites maintain, 
a noun;
( 5 ) ^__ __I— —^$ ' ) — 1
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. VII, p.10;
(2) Abu Sa'Id al-Sirafi, Akhbar al-Nahawiyin al-Basriyin,
p. 81.
(3) Idah, p.261; Ibn al-Anbari, al Insaf, p.139*
• •
(4) Idah, p.99; Ibn al-Anbari, op.cit., p.47.• 9
(5) Idah, p.302; Ibn al-Anbari, op.cit., p.354.
(d) He states* in accordance with the Basrite view 
which is emphatically rejected by the Kufites* that the
. ipredicate can precede the subject: } ^ j o i
’  ^L=-—^ d-if^OLJ _^5"lx
1^ ^ o-lJiU t f 6 ^ 0 J»ii‘ tS'-XJ 1 cK^ j) 4j J-fc/
(e) In dealing with forms expressive of surprise
and wonder* i.e. exclamations* Abu ’All inclines to the
opinion that they cannot be derived directly from roots
signifying colour* nor from such denoting black and white: 
_,La' : Js' 3 OLpAot cJAA' ^
yMA1 <3 -S-l?
jU j_A s U» o  ( U-> erlx J i 1, t A  J b
I . , - -  / *> \ - ' ' * r . -
vJ> Llux \ u tll^ -ju uAjjj -u^y o - ^ - ' j> jj>—  \ <3
<y>  ' I jui-1 L» ! u f >  d ~ >  L u D  O-* o-» I 6 b  - <— L o  ^
( 2 ) U.c^/> _> J J- i L-* j> ' O _> 1 * Ly—~A \ 1_p jf
This standpoint is unequivocally Basrite* since the0
Kufites permit explicitly to derive exclamations directly
from words denoting colour* especially black and white*
without resorting to circumlocutions.
(f) Abu ’All adopts the Basrite view that \ j« **
can be preceded by its predicate* which is considered
(1) IdSh* p. '302; Ibn al-Anbari* Insaf* p. 554*
• • *
(2) Idalis p. 117; Ibn al-Anbari. Insaf* p.68.
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inadmissible by the Kufites. He also agrees that O  
can be preceded by its predicate.
(g) Concerning verbal nouns, Abu ’Ali accepts the 
Basrite contention that the object of a verbal noun must 
not precede it, as verbal nouns lack the strength of verbs. 
The Kufites, however, do not object to this construction.
Thus ±t is obvious that his entire basis for
acceptance and rejection, confirmation and negation is that
of the Basrite madhab as established by Sibawaihi. It is
evident that he is neither a Kufite nor a mixer, but a
Basrite; a less narrow-minded, less intransigent, less 
*
bigoted and prejudiced Basrite, but still a Basrite. Abu 
'All's position among the Basrite scholars is exceptional 
in that he adhered, in principle, to Sibawaihi's madhab,
(1) Idah, p,126; Ibn al-Anbari, Insaf, p.73*
« «
(2) Idah, p.206; Insaf, p.99.* *
4 -aJ
cJ L>
but not so exclusively as to reject innovations a priori. 
However* the impulse for these innovations did not come 
from Kufa.
Abu 'All undertook the modification of the Basrite
method not so much under Kufite influence as under the
influence of logic. Logic had been introduced into
grammar early in the fourth century,, when Abu 'All was a
student* by his teacher Abu Bakr al-Sarraj about whom it
used to be said that grammar did not cease to err until
he made it comprehensible by his usul.^^ Another great»"
grammarian of the fourth century, al-Rummanl who, as a
Mu'tasilite, had a strong propensity for logic, generalised
its use even more than Abu 'All. But it is Abu 'All who
used it with success to rationalise the more primitive
aspects of the method of Basra such as it had been*
introduced in Baghdad by Mubarrad in the third century.
He worked out a highly intricate system of grammatical
rules in accordance with Basrite premises. 0. Rescher
•
is right in stating that "Abu 'All exceeded the master 
/Sibawaihi/ by independent research''. ) The rationali­
sation of the Basrite method constitutes one principal 
merit of Abu 'Ali's work. He represents a stage in the
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. VII, p.10.
(2) Oscar Rescher, Studien dber Ibn G-inni,_Zeitschrift ftLr 
Assyriolcgie, p. 48-49? "w&hrend Abu’Ali durch selbst- 
st&ndige Forschung sum Toil tiber den Meister 
hinausging "
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development of Arabic grammar which is connected with
the growth and elaboration of the qiyas system. According
to the consensus of his students, no grammarian was ever
so eminently suited for this science. "What a man Abu
'All was, the mercy of G-od be upon him! For he was skilled
and intimately acquainted with this science as if
he were born for it. This is not strange in a man who
spent seventy years of his life among the leading logicians
of his time." To ccontinue quoting ibn Djinni, Abu
'Ali had a third share in the qiyas, whilst the rest of
(2 ) —it was divided among all his colleagues. ' The qiyas 
became a firm friend to him and his main force; he 
applied it to every problem with which he was faced. '
As he himself said to Ibn Djinni in Aleppo in 346 A.H./
957 A.D. "Many a mistake do I make when I depend on 
transmission, but none was committed by me when the qiyas 
was my guide. It is surely no exaggeration to say
that the development of the qiyas was identical with Abu 
'All's whole scientific career. As the head of what can 
best be described as a neo-Basrite school, he evolved the 
qiyas system which is a profounder, more logical, more 
comprehensive method of Sibawaihi, and it is he who takes
(1) Ibn Djinni, Khasa'is, Vol. I, p.276.
(2) Ibid., p. 208.
(3) Sa'Id al-Afghani, Fi usul al-Nahw, p.69.• •
(4) Ibn Djinni, Khasa'is, Vol. II, p.88.
* J
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the credit for the final victory of the Basrite School 
before which both Kufa and the "mixers" of Baghdad 
disappeared,
CHAPTER IV
ABU 'ALI AL-FARISl1S WORKS
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The Kitah al-Huj.ja is mentioned by most biographers, 
e.g., Ibn al-Nadim in al-Fihrist, al-Khatib al-Baghdadi,in 
Tarikh Baghdad, ibn Khallikan in Wafayat al-'Ayan and Suyuti 
in Bughya. It is also mentioned by Brockelmann and by 
Haji Khalifa; by the latter in two complementary referencest
in two different places of his Kashf al-Zunun, on pp. 93 and 
134.^^ On p. 93, he describes it as a commentary, in three 
volumes, by Abu ’All al-Farisi on ibn Mujahid's Kitab 
al-Sab' . On p. 134, he repeats this statement and adds 
that Abu 'All’s commentary on ibn Mujahid's book was, in its 
turn, expounded and commented upon by ibn Djinni, his student,
in a commentary entitled al-Muhtasab._ , ^
Otto Pretzl has given a detailed description of several
manuscripts of the Kitab al-Hujja in an article on the ’Ilm 
- (2)al~Q,ira’a. ' The first three volumes are Murad Molla 6,
7 and 8. It is dated on page 471 of the second volume, 
Delgada 427 A.H. The third volume is dated on p.501, Dhu 
al-Hijja 427 A.H.^^ The fourth volume, Murad Molla 9, is 
dated on p.507, Muharram 428.
Shehid ’All 26 and 27 contain, more or less, the second
(1) Haji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. V, pp. 93, 134.
(2) Otto Pret^l, Die Wissenschaft der Koranlesung, Islamica 
Vol. VI, p.l.
(3) Islamica, Vol. VI, p.19.
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part of the Kitah al-Hu,i.ia which ends fol. 388 with the
treatment of in Sura 21, 'Aya 32.^^ Faysullah 3
is also the second part of the work from Sura 13 on*
The Egyptian Library in Cairo contains, under Qira'at
462, the photocopy of a very fine manuscript from Alexandria
(2)m  seven volumes, the seventh of which is missing, J
The Kitab al-Hujja fi'X-Qira1 at al-Sab1, " T h e  Book of 
the Seven Readings of the Qur'an1 or "The Book of Convincing 
Argument", is a commentary on the seven readings of the 
Qur1an.
Abu 'Ali's Hujja, the earliest of the preserved Qira'at 
works, belongs to the type of general Qira'at which deals with 
the whole of the Qur'an according to the seven readers to whom 
ibn Mujahid limited himself. In contrast to the majority of 
general Qira'at, Abu 'All is not content with the simple 
presentation of facts, but provides a commentary in which the 
differences of the readers are explained (ta'111). For the 
ta'lit, he relies mainly on Sibawaihi from whose Kitab he has
(1) Ibid.
(2) Eihrist al-Makhtutat: nashrah bi'1-makhtutat allati 
Iqtanatha ^1-Daf Ain Sanah 1936-1955.. V61*. I, p.276, 
Fihris al- M&khtutat al-musawwarah, Vol. I, p*8,a •
(3) Haji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. Vs p.134* states that 
numerous commentaries were written on this book both in 
Mujahid' s__lif etime and after his death; ^ among them was 
one by Abu Bakr Ahmad ibn Kasr al-Sira'i (d»370/980), the 
author of Shamil and G-hayat, and the editor cf the book 
Muntaha,
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derived, often anonymously, a number of lengthy passages.
The Kitab al-Hujja can also be regarded as part of the Tafsir 
*
literature, because it deals, beside the Qira1t, with the
11 rab and, to some extent, also the Ma 'ani' 1-Qur1 an. Apart
from its own intrinsic value, it must be regarded as valuable
because it has preserved the lost text of ibn Mujahid very
faithfully. Beside ibn Mujahid and Sibawaihi, he quotes a
number of authorities, among them Abu Hatim hl-Sigistanl.
The material of the Kitab al-Hujja is arranged, like
that of any other Qira * at work, in such a way that, beginning
with Sura 1, every passage in which a certain peculiarity of
some Qur'anic reader occurs is dealt with in turn. If the
same peculiarity occurs in several passages of the Qur'an,
all these occurrences are dealt with together on the first 
(P )occasion. -/ This arrangement of the Hunja which consists in 
treating general differences together and with the great usul, 
has served as a model for later works.
It has been mentioned that Abu 'All’s Kitab al-Hujja 
became, in its turn, the subject of a commentary of ibn
Djinni's Muhtasab, Haji Khalifa’s Latin translator, Gr.FMgel,~ * ' " T 1B *
is of the opinion that this is erroneous, and that ibn
(3)
Djinni's Muhtasab is a commentary on al-Qina(at al-Shadhdha.
(l)Otto Pretsl Wissenschaft (hr Koranlesung, Islamica, Vol.VI,P*9 
(2 Jlbid. ,P*11.M Im..hu^ ga, ebenso wie in anderen ist der Stoff 
in der Weise angecrdnet, dass von Sire I angefangen der 
Reihe nach jede Stelle behandelt wird, wo eine Besonder- 
heit irgendeines Leser vorlie&t. Erstreckt sich diese 
Besonderheit auf mehrere Stellen im Koran, wurden beim 
ersten Varkommen gleich alle derartigen Stellen behandelt".
(3)Haji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. V,, p.134.
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Flttgel's conjecture is not far off the mark. Ibn Djinni's
Kitab al-Muhtasab (The Supervisor of the Market), a 
«
grammatical and lexicographic commentary on the controversial,
non-canonical readings of the Qur'an, seems indeed to have
been derived from ibn Mujahid's Kitab al-Shawadd which was
primarily intended as a counterpart to the Kitab al-Sab'#
The title of ibn Djinni's book is figurative. It is its
profess®d aim to regulate the treatment of the subject as
strictly as the market supervisor watches over the legality
of the conduct of commerce and the correctness of weights
and measures. The book is interesting in this context as
it throws light on a particular aspect of ibn Djinni's
relationship with Abu 'All al-Farisi which, in the latxer’s
lifetime, was one of exceeding veneration. Towards the end
of his life, however, after Abu 'All's death, when he
composed the Kitab al-Muhtasab, his attitude towards his
master seems to have been tinged with criticism. Referring,
in the preface to the Muhtasab, to the quality of Abu 'All's
handling of the subject, he voices the opinion that he
(1)"exceeded the limits necessary for its treatment".v 1 More­
over, he emphasizes what seems indeed to be true, that he
himself has relied for his method, not on the Kitab a1-Hujja,
«
but on ibn Mujahid's Kitab al~3hawadd.
(l) G-. BergstrMsser, Nichtkanonische Koranlesarten im 
Muhtasab des Ibn Grinni, Mdnchan, 1933. P.17.
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It still remains to be said that there is a book of 
polemics in existence directed against Abu ’All's exegesis,
o
one MS of which is found in a private library in Medina. It
consists of 25 pages in small, largely vocalised script, with
numerous marginal notes. It was written in 707 A.H., and
seems, to judge by the date 707 A.H. and by the number of
pages, to be identical with a work entitled al-Istidrak 'Ala 
- - - (1)'Ali al~Farisi  ^ 'by the same author, a manuscript of which is
(2 )found in Leiden University Library Or. 2576. '
Kitab al-Tadhkira (Memorandum) described by Ibn
-  (5)Khaliikan in Wafayat al 'Ayan atha"compendious work"w 7■ MW* I LiHBk.P ■    I II  ....  •
consisted, according to Haji Khalifa, "of several volumes, the 
best of which was edited in a summary by the grammarian Abu 
al-Fath 'Uthman ibn D j i n n i . T h e  work is also mentioned 
by ibn al-Jasari in G-ha.yat al-Nihayav ; by al-Suyuti in
Bughya^  ^ ibn 'Imad al-Hanbali in Shadharat al-Dhahab ^  ^ and
- _ _ (q ) (q)
Yaqut in Irshad. ' Muhammad ibn Khairv 'states' in his1. -tv ^
Fihrist that it consisted of twenty volumes. Among the
(1) Catalogue de Manuscrits Arabes provenant d'une Biblio- 
theque privee a El-Medina, edited by Dr. Landberg,
Leiden 1885, P*58.
(2) Codices manuscripti VII, Handlisb of Arabic manuscripts in 
the Library of the University of Leiden and other collec­
tions in the Motherlands, compiled by P.Voorhoeve, 1957, 
P.141.
(5) Ibn Khaliikan, Vol. I, p.255*
(4) Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. II, p.257.
(5) Vol. I, p*. 207.
(6) p.217.
(7) Vol.hi, p.89.
(8) Vol.h i , p.15.
(9) Muhammad ibn Khair, Fihrist, Vol. II, p.518.
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(1)western Orientalists* it has been mentioned by G-. FltLgel' }
and W. Ahlwardt. ^  ^ 
the title & i
The latter states: "
It is not a systematic
the eork has
manual* but deals with various difficult grammatical*
especially syntactical* questions and*, what is characteriseic
of works marked ^ 1 1 )  \ - notebook - is that they deal with
details* The work* divided into a considerable number of
chapter-s* deals with these problems invariably under
consideration of verses of ancient poets in which these
grammatical difficulties occur. It is these that are
explained* and not the meaning of the rare words used
therein. Nor is anything said about the poet himself except
the name. Such explanations are the main concern of works
which purposely deal with the evidential verses of
grammatical works
In the following* Ahlwardt refers to the following note*
marginally contained in fol,129a: ’’This is where the 10th
notebook of Abu 'All ends in the original. I £the scribe/
have taken this note from the manuscript of Abu al-Fath ibn 
- (3)Djinni."w ' Then he ciscusses* at length* the problem 
whether the MS represents ibn Djinni's abridgement or a part
(1) G-ramm. Schulen* p. 111.
(2) W. Ahlwardt* Die Handschriften - Ver^eichnisse der 
KCniglichen Bibliothek su Berlin* IV Band XV Buch* Die
(.Trammatik* p. 10
(3) Ibid.* p.11.
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of the original Tadhkira, and finally concludes that it is 
indeed a question of Abu 'All's original work which,, as he 
assumes, consisted of three volumes, in which foil.1-129 
would have been books 8-10 (consisting of 128 foil, in all) 
and the rest, from 129-170 (= 42 foil.), the 11th book. The 
first and second volumes would thus have comprised 7 books, 
in which case each of the volumes would have consisted of 
150 foil. Ahlwardt seems certain that this MS is the final
It consists of 40-44 uncounted chapters, a survey of which 
is given on the fly-leaf by a later hand.
The first part of the Tadhkira seems to be lost 
altogether. The second, extant part, has been traced, in 
more recent times, in the Library of Zindjan in Persia. It 
has been described in the periodical Lughat a1-'Arab in an 
essay entitled: "Les bibliotheques de Zindjan".^^ The 
manuscript described there from which the end part, presumably 
containing the date, has crumbled off, is, to all appearances, 
very ancient. The author of the essay assumes that the copy 
was made as early as the fifth century A.H.
(l) Lughat al-'Arab, 6th year, Baghdad 1928, Part II.
Essay entitled "Les Bibliothbques de Zindjam", p.92; 
published under the direction of the Peres Carmes de 
Mesopotamie, Chje f Editor: Eather Anastase-Marie Carme.
volume of ia J  t (J  J - J
Kitab al-Shi'r. In 1869, a young German, Dr. Johannes
Roediger, publishedan essay on an Arabic manuscript
he had found in the Berlin Royal Library. This is the
description he gives of the manuscript: "Our codex is in
octavo and contains the text on 170 pages with two
additional pages in front and one at the back. The script
is a clear, rather large naskh with 15 lines to the page,
almost completely vocalised and provided with other
diacritic points. Though the codex is damaged by water,
especially in its last pages, everything is easily legible.
Unfortunately, it is not complete ...... If one compares
the page numbers of the note book ( ^  ) with, the
present page numbers, one can see that 25 pages all in all
(2)are missing in different places.v '
(1) ZDlVEGr., Vol. XXIII, Leipzig, Brockhaus, 1869, pp. 302
(2) "Unser Codex is in Octav und enth&lt auf 170 Bl&ttern 
den Text nebst vorn zwei, hinten einem Beiblatte. Die 
Schrift ist ein deutliches, ziemlich grosses Ueshi mit 
15 Zeilen auf der Seita, fast durchgehends vocalisiert 
und mit vielen andern diakritischen Zeichen versehen. 
Obgleich der Codex, vorzdglich in den sp£lteren BMttern, 
durch Wasser gelitten hat, Msst sich doch mit weniger 
Mdhe alles lesen. Leider ist derselbe nicht vollst&ndig. 
Aus der Vergleichung der Z&hlung der Heftlagen .... mit 
der jetzigen Blattz&hlung sieht man dass im Gan^en 25 
Blotter an den verschiedensten Stellen fehlen".
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As the signature shows,, the Berlin MS was written
in 578 A.H./1182 A.I). There is a marginal note of the
scribe on p.129 to the effect that the copy was, for the
most part, derived from one made by Abu-l-Fath ibn Djinni,
*
the famous disciple and successor of Abu 'All al-Farisi.
The extraordinary care and correction with which the extant 
copy has been made leads to the conclusion that it is a 
faithful reproduction of ibn Djinni's copy, and consequently 
of the original itself. Thus one is faced here by a text 
which goes back beyond the year 592 A.H., i.e. the year cf 
ibn Djinni's death, and which is therefore chronologically 
very close to the time of the composition of the work,
Roediger states that the title is written in the same 
hand as the codex, and that the original strokes are still 
identifiable, though retraced by a later hand.^1  ^ The back 
of the title page exhibits, immediately after ^ ^
* without preamble, the beginning of the
text O   ^ --oJ 'JuD
which refers to the purpose of the work.
In 1894* fifteen years after Rcediger's article in the 
ZDMG-, W. Ahlwardt compiled a list of Arabic mnuscripts of 
the Royal Library at Berlin and dealt, among the compendia
(1) ZDMG, Vol. XXIII, p.502.
(1)on morphology and syntax ' under No. 6465* with an Arabic 
MS which* to judge by the number in the Berlin Royal 
Library* We 274* and the description? '171 fol. 8vo* 15 
lines (19t x 13• 14 x 9y cm)* waterstained* text often 
damaged* hardly legible in places* etc., title and author
£LF.l * is obviously identical with the MS described by 
Roediger. However* Ahlwardt seems less certain of Abu 
rAli al-Farisi’s authorship than Roediger. He claims that 
the original title is even more faded than the script of 
the whole work* and written by a later hand. He even 
suspects that it was intentionally falsified* but finally 
inclines to the opinion that it is* indeed* by Abu 'All 
al-Farisi.
The title of the book is not at all indicative of its 
contents which are purely grammatical. Were the book not 
compiled by a grammarian* ore would hardly believe that
grammatical questions are concealed under the title of a
( 2 ) -  -  —  —book of poetry. } Abu ’ Ali al-Farisi deals in it with
the grammatical peculiarities of Arabic poets. He quotes over 
sixty of them; the names of al-Farasdaq* Jarir* al-A'sha* 
al-Aswad ibn Ya’fur* Aus ibn Hajar* Labld* Abu Bu'aib*
(1) W. Ahlwardt* Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse der 
Kdniglichen Bibliothek ^u Berlin* Sechster Band* XV 
Buch* Die Qrammatik* p.10.
(2) "Nisi libellus conscriptus esset a grammatico vix 
crederes sub titulo libri poeseos quaestiones 
grammaticas latere". De nominibus verborum arabicis*
Dr. J. Roediger* 1870* p,2.
al-' A.;j jaj occur most frequently. Besides, he quotes a 
great number of anonymous verses,
In Arabic biographical books, the work is mentioned
under different titles. In Ibn al-Nadlm's Fihrist, Yaqut1s
_ _ (p)
Irshad and Suyuti's Bughya,x } it figures under the title
' ’ ♦ 'rn-i— lTrn: ,l_ -
Abiyat al-'Irab. It is not mentioned by ibn Khaliikan or
Hajl Khalifa* Though comparatively unknown, the work is 
•
undoubtedly authentic. There is no doubt of the authenticity 
of the title or the signature. The signature runs as 
follows: "That is the end of what Abu 'All (God's mercy
be on him) has composed. Ahmad ibn al-Husain ibn Ahmad ibn 
'All ibn Ahmad ibn Musa finished copying on Tuesday, 3rd 
Rajab of the year 578 A.H."^^ But even if both the title
and the signature were regarded as forged - which they
evidently are not - there is suffici nt internal evidence to 
testify to the authorship of Abu ’All al-Farisi. There is,
(1) ZDMGL , Vol. XXIII, p.304.
(2) Fihrist, Vol.I, p.64; Irshad, Vol.Ill, p.13; B.Ughya,p.217 
(3 ) 1 j cXiLd1 rJj w  U; 4-u \ 4-^—- \ ^!uf- L* f 1
i G- cAx. ^  6-^! IB UrJ ^  . AG ^  csU
4! R, 6 U* 4^ 1-l>-' <13V" s U m *.J* ci
y  , /
ZDMG. , Vol.XXIII, p. 302-3, GbLU
firstj the passage in which he refers to his Idah on p.129a:» •
crh: £ U l >j j  i c? ^  s-i/uC ^  Co-L csuu i ^  t
Secondly^ there is an even more definite reference to his 
Mas a1 il al-Halabiya on p. 140b:
i ^
^JlJ, \ (£-■_\___1 I e3 ^ VjsIjC fJ -> ol _p
These two statements obviate any doubt as to the authenticity 
of this Book of Poetry.
It is, nevertheless, surprising that a work of so 
renowned a grammarian as Abu ’All al-Farisi was so little 
known that there are so few traces of it in literature.
It would be quite wrong to say that the book had fallen 
into oblivion. On the contrary, it may be right to say 
that it never became known at all. The most likely
explanation of this fact is that it was unfinished and 
consequently never published. The reference to a non­
existent chapter of the book:
corroborates the assumption that the work was not completed.
(1 )  ZDMGj V o l .  X X I I I ,  p . 303.
Al-Masa'il al-Basriya3 which Abu 'Ali dictated in the
(1)mosque of Basra,x ; deals with grammar and etymology. Asm
he himself statesit came into being as answers to 
(2)questions. There is no connection of any kind between 
the particular questions3 as they treat of various subjects 
from different fields of philology. Al-Masa'il a^-Basriya 
proves that Abu 'All was conversant with Basrite as well as
(3)Kufite madhab. There are many questions in it on which 
Basrite and Kufite opinions are different or even opposite.m
Though a Basrite himself,, he does not absolutely reject *
Kufite views. He claims to stand between the Basrites and4
the Kufites as an impartial judge3 but what he points out is 
the truth of the former and the mistakes of the latter.
He attacks al-Parra* in more than one passage of the Masa'il 
and at times describes some of his statements as nonsense/^ 
Al-Masa'il al-Basriya contains a great deal of poeticalo
quotations from the jahiliya as well as the Islamic era, 
each quotation intended to illustrate the point in question. 
When Abu 'Ali quotes poetry he always takes care to mention 
the author3 an approach which is typically Basrite, An MS 
dated 615 A.H. is found as No. 2516/2 in the Shehid Ali
(1) Al-Masa'il al-Basriya, fol. 45*
(2) Ibid., foil. 72,’76, 77.
(3) Ibid., fol. 64.
(4) Ibid., foil. 57,63.
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library in Istanbul. It is in Maghribi script* in a
fully vocaliced naskh* 88 fol. The name of the scribe who
made the copy is given as Ahmad ibn Tamim ibn Hisham
«
al-Layli. ^ ^
31-Masa1il al-1Askariya takes its name from the camp
('Askar) of Mukram. } This masa’il consists of four
chapters* In the first of them* entitled "The science of 
(a) _ „
'Arabiya'* 1 Abu 'Ali deals with "the components of speech"*
beginning with the noun* the verb and particles* adduces
most of the definitions of the noun given by his predecessors
as well as his colleagues* and proceeds to discuss the verb
and its divisions to finish with the particles. The second
chapter treats of "what is composed of these three /i.e.*noun*
verb* and particles/" namely the combinations of noun and
noun* verb and noun and the particles introducing verbs and
(4)nouns.  ^ >
In the third chapter* he deals with the irregularities
of speech* of the verbs and with what is allowed by
grammarians as well as with poetical licence. The fourth 
chapter is a disquisition on inflection* that is on inflected
(1) Al-Masa'il al-Basriya* fol. 53.
(2) In the 4th century A.H./lOth century A.D.* 'Askar Mukram 
was a town occupying both banks of the Musrukan canal; 
to-day the name of 'Askar Mukram has disappeared from the 
map* and its site is marked by ruins (G-,Lestrange* The 
Lands of the Eastern Caliphate* p.237.)
(3) Al-Masa'il al-'Askariya* fol. 131.
(4) Ibid.* fol. 133.
and uninflected parts of speech* with definitions of both
kinds. Al-Masa1il al-1Askariya is found in the library of 
3hehid 'All under No. 2016/4. The manuscript is in
ordinary*legible * partly vocalized naskh. The name of the
scribe who made the copy is given as Ahmad ibn Tamim ibn
Hisham al-Layli. The manuscript is dated Saturday* the
10th of Jamad II 615 A.h I 1^
al-Masa'il al-Shiraziya is divided into thirteen parts
and consists of forty questions dealing with grammar,
etymology and generaf language problems. This work is more
illustrative of the technique of composition of Masa'il than
any other book of its kind* for it bears the distinct traces
of its origin within the framework of the contemporary method
of tuition. It was obviously written by Abu 'Ali in
epistolary form in answer to questions put to him during his
lectures in his circle at his house or at the mosque* or
dictated by him to his students. There is ample internal
proof that the word was used for teaching. The compiler*
Ahmad ibn Sabur* apparently one of Abu 'All's students* who
claims to have made his oo py from Abu 'All's original
manuscript* states explicitly in the note on the first page
of the Masa'il: oU aSc Oft cP i_U ,
f (  ^ j
(l) al-Masa'il al-'Askariya* fol. 141.
"I have copied this from the original in Abu 'All!s own 
handwriting". The same page contains the copy of a note 
which Abu 'All himself had added to the manuscript owned 
by Ahmad ibn Sabur and which runs as follows:
o  i  ' J - i_ II x i I ' ju£> -"Jp '—  O '  O 5, I ' J 1  O  * 1
G^ laJ * v Cv- \
"Ahmad ibn Sabur has read this book under me" /i.e. Abu 'All 
al“Parisi7 "Abu 'All al-Farisi wrote that with his own 
hand."
On the second page he reaffirms the fact in a general 
prefatory remark to the Masa'il:
. i5 ^ 3 ^ '  C y a J *  I O j O — l A l  (J  I 'cftc cA i__L • o  &  S L r ^ J
lS~i- J> 0*4— "J> . O o C> r-M 1 Q JU. \
"I began reading these Masa1il under Sheikh Abu 'Ali al-
Hasan ibn Ahmad ibn 'Abd al-G-haffar al-Nahwi in the month 
• • .
of Ramadan in the year 363 A.H." The second question is
typical of those the answer to which seems to have been asked
originally* probably orally* in the circle of students.
Abu 'Ali states of it:
& S LaJ /JJ) <J i f l^Lcz-C \ vJLJLU- 1 L sjJ
yoU-P V-—— _p /v^ lk-1—
"I wrote it to the King 'Adud al-Dawlah* God may give him 
a long life and lasting power* and strengthen his rule",^^
(l) al-Masa'il al-Shirasiya* fol. 11.
The third question is written in answer to an inquiry by
Abi Hasr^^ and the fifth problem in answer to Sheikh Abu'l 
(2)Hasan Hamad. ' As a rule*when he says in introducing a 
• *
problem;"I have written it"* it is to be taken to mean that 
the answer was sent in the form of a letter to some prominent 
man of his time* while the words: "I have dictated" 
probably indicate that it was given in answer to a question 
put by a student in the lecture room* wherever it was* and 
that it could have been taken down as a dictation by any of 
the students.
In seven of the problems treated in this book* Abu 'All
discusses verses of poetry from the .jahiliya as well as the
Islamic era* including some written by post-classical poets.
(3)He also quotes the had1th.
The extant copy of the Masa'il al-Shiraziya is stated 
to have been made from one written in 391 A.H. which was 
read under Abu 'All al-Farisi and annotated in his own hand­
writing, It is written in clear* fully vocalized naskh* 
and consists of foil. 157 x 36. It is found as Ho. 1379 in 
the Raghib Basha library in Istanbul.This extant copy
(1) Ibid.* fol.14.
(2) Ibid.* fol.22.
(3). Ibid.* foil. 85* 97.
(4) Fihris al-Makhtutat al-Musawwarah* Vol. I* p.397.
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of the Masa1il al-Shiraziyah dates from the tenth century A.H,*
and was made from a manuscript written in 391 which seems to
have been read under Abu 'Ali and to have been annotated in
his own handwriting.
The title of al-Masa1 il al-Mushkila can best be rendered
as "Ambiguous Problems". In its extant form* the book
consists of eighty questions* about thirty of which are
derived from Sibawaihi, The latter are immediately
recognizable by an introductory remark which sthtess
(1 'I"Sibawaihi says" or "Sibawaihi m e n t i o n s } or "a question
from al-Kitab"* etc.* indicating that they are derived from
or depend on "the Book".
In describing MS no. 2516 of the ’All Shehid Pasha
(9 )library in Istanbul* 0. Rescherv 1 gives its title as "El-
masa’il ol-MuSkila* known as the Baghdadiyat* by Abu1 All
el-Hasan b. Ahmad b. Abdelgaffar el-EarisI." He further • *
states that the octavo volume consists of foil. 169 x 32 of 
yellowish brown paper in car -fully written vowel-less naskh 
which is vocalized in places* well-preserved* and dated 
Tuesday* the second Rajab* 615 A.H,
(1) al-Masa'il al-Mushkila* foil. 14* 17* 18.
(2) MEO* 1912* Vol. V .* Ease. 2* p.521.
Al-Qifti* ibn Khaliikan* al-Suyuti* ibn ' Imad al- • •
Hanbali and Ha.ji Khalifa all speak of al-Baghdadiyat without
(i) _ _
mentioning al-Mushkila.v J Yaqut mentions both works* the 
Baghdadiyat first and al-Mushkila afterwards* obviously
(2)distinguishing between them as between two separate entities. 1 
If it is true that al-Masa1il al-Mushkila is identical 
with al-Baghdadiyat* it would be one of those works of Abu 
'All which are named after the town in which the original 
discussions of certain grammatical questions took place. 
However* there is nothing to corroborate this assumption and, 
as the examination of the photo-copy has failed to produce 
any sign of the manuscript being a combination of two 
different works* one is inclined to assume that it has always 
been one work under two different titles. However* the 
possibility that there were originally two separate works* 
one entitled al-Baghdadiyat and the other al-Masa1il al- 
Mushkila* that one of them was lost and its title subsequently 
erroneously ascribed to the one preserved* cannot be dismissed 
off-hand. Thus it is a question here of either a confusion 
between two books or between two titles.
al-Masa’il al-Manthura deals with grammatical problems.
It seems that the questions were collected and compiled in
(1) Al-Qifti* Inbah* Vol._I* p.274; Ibn Khallikan*Wafayat*
Vol.I,I p.233; Suyuti* Bughya* p.217.t
(2) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. Ill* p.13.
one book after Abu 'All's death. This is suggested by the 
phrase: "Abu 'All* the mercy of G-od be upon him" which
recurs whenever Abu ’All's name is mentioned* a phrase which 
would hardly be applied to anyone who was alive at that time. 
It is unlike other Masa'il by Abu 'All* each of which takes 
its name from the locality in which the questions were 
actually first asked* for the questions contained in this 
book were discussed in various places* hence the word 
manthura (= scattered)* Another point of difference 
between the Masa'il al-Manthura and all other masa'il of 
Abu 'All is that they are rather brief and concise* so that 
up to twenty questions are found on two pages. Despite 
their brevity* they are exhaustive in their treatment of the 
problems in question. Abu 'All quotes the opinions of his 
predecessors on most of the subjects dealt with* and then 
proceeds to expound his own ideas* adducing proof from his 
statements. Quotations from the Qur'an and poetry are 
analysed. The individual questions are in no way connected 
with each other* As to the arrangement of the book* it 
begins with grammatical problems* and ends with etymological 
problems. Al-Masa'il al-Manthura is found in Shehid 'All 
library in Istanbul* no. 2516* dated Tuesday night* 2nd 
month of Rajab 615 A.H. It is in Maghribi script* in 
unvocalized naskh* foil. 27 x 31 lines. The name of the 
scribe who made the copy is given as Ahmad ibn Tamim ibn 
Hisham al-Layli,
Al-Masa'il al-Halabiya* two MSS of which are found in
Cairo* one in Par al-Kutub under No. 5 v w  which* as the
letter suggests* used to "be in the possession of al-Shinqiti*•
and the other under no. 266 in the library of al-Taymuriya in
Cairo. The original of these two manuscripts is in Medina
(1)in Saudi Arabia. J
Al-Masa'il al-Ma,jlisiya (The questions which were 
discussed at assemblies') mentioned by ibn Khallikan* ibn 
al-'Imad and G. Fltlgel.^^
Al-Masa1il al-Haythiya* mentioned by 'Abd al-Qadir
—  _  (3 ) 
al-Baghdadi. '
Al-Ahwagiya* only mentioned by ibn Sidah;^^ no further
details are known.
Al-Masa'il al-Qasriyah* the title of which is derived
from the name of Muhammad ibn Tuwais al-Qasri Abu al-Tayyib• o t
of whom Yaqut says in a biographical note that he was one of 
the Mu'tasilite grammarians and a student of Abu 'Ali 
al-Farisi. Yaqut states that Abu 'All dictated the masa'il 
to al-Qasri* hence the name al~Qasriyah. He adds that
( 5 ) _ _
al-Qasri died young. J Haji Khalifa provides more or less
-  -  ( 6 )the same information as Yaqut. }
(1) 'Abd al-Fattah Shalabi* Abu 'All al-Farisi* p.513i
Fihris al-Kutub al 'Arabiya al-Mawjuda bi al-Par lighayat 
Panat 1925, Vol. II* p.158.
(2) Wafayat al-A'yan* Vol. I* p.233; Shadharat al-Phahab* 
Vol. Ill* p.89; Gramm. Schulen* p.111.
(3) Khisanat al-Adab* Vol. II* p.63*
(4) Al-Mufekam wa'l-muhit al-A'^am Fi'l-lughah* Vol. I* p.15.
(5) Yaqut; Irshad* Vol.'VII* p.15*
(6) Kashf al-Zunttn* Vol. V* p. 518.
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Al-Masa'il al-Lamashqiya., mentioned by Yaqut.^^ 
Al-Masa'il al-Karmaniya, mentioned by Yaqut, al-
Qiftiknd Suyutl.^^
-  (3)Al-Masa'il al-Dhahabiya, mentioned only by al-Qifti.J " ’ 0
Al-Maqsur wa' 1-mamdud, dealing with the final a which 
can be abbreviated at the end of the word,, mentioned by ibn 
al-Anbarl, al-Suyutl, ibn al-'Imad al-Hanball and G-ustav• 4
Fl-agell4)
Pjawahir al-nahw, Mesh. XII 7,19* This book is
(5)mentioned by Brockelmann, 1 but in no Arabic source.
Al-'awamil al-mi'a (the hundred regents) mentioned by 
ibn Khallikan and by ibn al-'Imad.^^ G. Pltlgel^^ 
assumes it is probably identical with Mukhtasar 'awamil9
al-i'rab, the compendium on the parts of speech upon which
grammatical inflection depends.
Annotation to the book of Sibawaihi. AT" ^  ^  ^
No nearer details are known. Mentioned by Suyuti,
(8 )Tasktiprisadah, and G. Pldgal. ' Lost without trace.
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.13*
Ibid.; Inbah al-ruwah, Vol. I, p.274; Bughya, p.217. 
Inbah al-ruwah, Vol. I, p.274.
Nu^hat al-Alibba, p.388; Bughya, p.217; Shadharat 
al-Dhahab, Vol. Ill, p.B9; Gramm. Schulen, p.111.
Brock., GAL., Suppl. I., pt 176.
Wafayat al A'yan, Vol. I, p.233; Shadharat al-Dhahab, 
Vol. Ill, p.89.
Gramm. Schulen, p.111.
Bughya, p.217; Miftah al-Sa'adah, Vol. I, p.139; 
Gramm. Schulen, p.Ill,
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- J1)
Kitab aI~Tar,jama, only mentioned by Yaqut, not to be
found in any other source.
Aqsam al-Akhbar fi al~mafani. According to Fihris
al-Makhtutat al-Musawwarah,^llhis MS is found in the Damad 
• * 0
library in Istanbul No. 41776* It is dated 881 A.H., 
written in beautiful, fully vocalized naskh, and consists 
of 22 medium sized foil,
Abyat al-Ma1ani, the verses on rhetoric, mentioned
-  -  ( o )only by Yaqut. y
Sharh Abyat al-Idah, a commentary to the verses of
. - —    —  ^
al-Idah* mentioned only by ibn al-Nadim and G-. Fltlgel.^^
4 •
Kitab Abyat al-I'rab, mentioned by ibn al-Nadim, Yaqut, 
Suyuti and Flttgel. ^ ^ )
Al-Tatabbu1, mentioned only by Yaqut according to whom 
it consisted of 100 foll.^^ It was presumably a commentary 
on the exegesis of the Mu'tazilite Muhammad al-Djubba1 i. Its 
full title seems to have been al-Tatabbuf likalam Abi 'All 
al-Djubba’i fi al-Tafsir.
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p. 13*
(2) Vol^ I, p.379*
(3) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.13-
(4) Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, Vol. I, p.64; G-. Fldgel, Fie
grammatischen Schulen, p.111.
(5) Ibn al-Nadim* Fihrist,_Vol. I, p.64; Yaqut, Irshad,
Vol. III, p.13; Suyuti, Bughya p.217; Fldgel, Die 
Grrammatischen Schulen^ p.111.
(6) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.13.
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It is not quite clear what was the nature of a book
entitled. Naqd al-Hadhur (The Babbler Confounded)♦^^ Shihab
al-Din al-Bula^I states that it was concerned with proving
(2)the errors of ibn Khalawaih. '
Al-Awaliyat fi al-nahw (A primer of grammar). A mention
of this book is found only in Al-Dari’at ila tasanif al-shi1 ah
- -(3)by Muhammad Muhsin al-Tihraniwy who says that there is a
♦  * 9
manuscript of this book in the library of al-G-harawiyah in
Nadjaf. Al-Tihrani adds that the manuscript is annotated 
in the hand of Abu 'All’s nephew.
Al-Ighfal fima aghfalahu al-Zaj fja,j fi ’ 1-ma1 ani.
According to Fihris al-Makhtutat al-Musawwarah,^^ the 
manuscript dates back to the sixth century. It is found in 
Dar al-Kutub Library, ho. 52, and consists of 229 foil, in 
Maghribi script. The book has been described by ibn 
al-hadlm as a masa’.il, namely, "al-masa’il al-musliha, known~r' " " -~mwvurJ-^ ri™ p ‘ "V"
- - - - i 5)as Ighfal" transmitted by Abu ’Ali from al-Zajjaj. J
According to G-. Fltlgel^^ the book deals with "the rectified 
points in question" and is known under the title "Al-I^hfal",
i.e. "the things that have remained undetermined" ors as ibn
(1) Ell Vol. II, p.802; Yaqut, Irshad, Vol.Ill, p.13.
(2) Al-Falaka wa11-maflukun, p.102.
(3) Vol. II, p.481.
(4) Vol. I, p.20.
(5) Ibn al-i'iadim, I'ihrist, Vol. I, p.64.
(6) 0. Elttgel, Dio grammatischen Schulen, p.111.
Khaliikan and Haji Khalifa have it* "the things left 
undetermined".^^ Eldgel states that the book deals with 
ideas al-Zajjaj left undiscussed in his work in "a trans­
mission from the mouth of al-Zajjaj". This just clearly 
be taken to mean that Abu ’All utilised oral information
given to him by al-Zajjaj* but not contained in the latter’s
(2)written work. In Brockelmann* v ' the book figures twice 
under two different titles. It is entered first under 3 as 
K. al Hujja waI-Ighfal and secondly* under 4* as al-Ighfal.As
9
ho. 3* it is obviously confused with another of Abu ’All's 
works entitled al-Hujja* which deals with the seven readings 
of the Qur'an* a subject which has nothing to do with the 
Ighfal. There is no Kitab al-Hujja wal-Ighfhlat all; there
t —1-1
is only a Kitab al-hujja and a Kitab al-Ighfal* two completely
p
different works on totally different subjects. Even Rabin in 
the EI?^^ wonders* obviously in reliance on Brockelmann* 
whether there might be a huj j a wa11-ighfal.
(1) Ibn Khallikar*Wafayat_al-A'yan* Vol. I* p.233; Haji 
Khalifa* Kashf al-Zunun* Vol. I* p.369.
(2) Brock.* GAL.* Suppl.* Vol. I* p.176.
(3) Eli Vol. II, p.802.
CHAPTER V 
THE TDAH
130.
The place of the Idah in Arabic literature; a comparative 
assessment. * *
Among Abu 'All's works * the Idah enjoyed the greatest
« «
p r e s t i g e A late eulogy on the Idah, composed in
-  -  (2)Andalusia by al-Hasan 'Ali Ahmad ibn Khalaf al-Nahawi 1 }
a • o
says that grammar had been an enigma plunged in obscurity,
before the morning dawned with the appearance of the Idah.* *
It was worth recording on slates and being read off them, as
the Qur'an was read. According to Abu Shuja1, the Idaht •
provides, despite its small size, as much information as
larger works of its kind; it is well and skilfully arranged
(*>) -and very well written. ' Whenever Abu 'Ali is mentioned
by ibn al-Athir, Abu al-Pida and others, it is as the author 
of the Idah.^ ^i t
When ibn Khaldun says that short bocks for students
were later written by Abu 'Ali al-Farisi and Abu al-Qasim
- - (5)al-Zajjaji in which they followed Subawaihi's footsteps, '
he refers, no doubt, to the Idah. As to the reception the
* t
Idah found with'Adud al-Dawlah to whom it was dedicated, the 
• * •
information available is somewhat controversial. Two stories 
transmitted by the traditionists are contradictory. There is 
the anecdote communicated by Abu Shuja1 in the Kitab Dhail
(1) Haji Khalifa, Vol. I, p.513*
(2) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. Ill, p.16.
(3) Abu Shuja’, Dhail Tajarib al-Umam, Vol. Ill, p,68„
(4) Ibn al-Athir, al-Kamil fil-Tarikh, Vol. IX, p.36; 
Abu'l-Fida, al-Mukhtasar fi Akhbar al-Bashar, Vol. II, 
p.131.
(5) Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddimah, p.500.
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Tajarib al-Umam, and attributed to Abu Talib al-'Abdi, which 
relates that 'Adud al-Dawlah treasured the book and guarded 
it jealously, wanting to be the only man to know its contents. 
But one day a man gained access to it by a subterfuge in 
order to copy it with his own hand. When the intruder was 
caught red-handed, 'Adud al-Dawlah gave order for his hand 
to be cut off because the book was so precious to him and 
"so sweet to his heart". However, someone interceded on 
behalf of the transgressor and he was pardoned. } This 
conflicts with the other account transmitted by both ibn 
al-Anbari and Suyuti, and repeated by TasMprizadah, to the 
effect that 'Adnd al-Dawlah dismissed the book with an angry
(p )
shrug as "suitable for children only", ' a criticism to 
which Abu 'All reacted by composing the Takmilah. After 
p >rusing the latter, continues the account, 'Adud al-Dawlah 
commented as follows: "The angry Sheikh has brought something
that neither we nor he himself can understand". These two 
conflicting stories are so hard to reconcile that it is 
almost impossible to avoid the suspicion that the Amir never 
actually said these words, but that they were put in his mouth 
by Abu 'All's adversaries who were anxious to minimize the 
importance of his main work. This interpretation would seem
(1) Abu Shuja', Dhail Tajarib al-Umam, Vol.Ill, p.63.
(2) Ibn al-Anbari, Wuzhat al-Alibba, p.389; Suyuti, Bughya 
p.116; Miftah al-Sa'adah, Vol. I, p.139.
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to tally with a statement of Qadi Shuhba al-Asadi who said
that ’Adud al-Dawlah received the book with appreciation when *
Abu ’Ali first brought it to him.^"^ Moreover* though no
mean scholar himself* and no doubt perfectly capable of
independent criticism* 'Adud al-Dawlah also prided himself
on being Abu ’All’s faithful student. It has been shown
(2 ) -  -above ' how highly Abu ’Ali rated in his esteem; this is a
fact repeatedly stressed by the traditionists. A man who
reputedly once stated: "In grammar* I am the servant of Abu
, (30
’All*" who surrendered to him his own seat in the most
distinguished place of the room and sat reverently at his
feet on the floor like any other student* who read the book
in the presence of Abu ’Ali ’’like a student before his
teacher”* w h o  so adamantly refused to share it with others,
cannot possibly have criticised it so disdainfully. This
utterance of ’Adud al-Dawlah is therefore probably not«
authentic* and was fabricated by Abu ’All's enemies to 
detract from the importance of the work. However* even if 
one assumed that ’Adud al-Dawlah really uttered these words* 
they must have been said in jest rather than in earnest.
This assumption can also be substantiated, Abu 'All's and
(1) Qadi Shuhba, Tabaqat al-Huhah* fol. 295* MS 2146* Dar 
al-Kutub, Cairo,
(2) See page Zl above.
(3) ya<£Ot ■> jrshacf rVolJIf ^ pr /0-
(4) Fltlgel, op.cit. * p.lll.
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"Adud al-Dawlah1s relationship was intimate* and it is very
well possible that one used to tease the other. Ibn Taghri
- (1) - _Bardi relates in al-Hujum al-Zahirav 'that Abu 'Ali made the
following remark on 'Adud al-Dawlahfs assumption of the
*
title Shah-in-Shah, i.e.* the King of Kings: "He was not
satisfied with the title of King of Kings; he also praised
himself in the following verses:
< viU*, Jji vIjll* U J j  o-'j i
' 'Adud al-Dawlah, son of Rukn al-Dawlah 
The Shah of the Shahs, fate obeys the throne.' "
Taken seriously, these words would constitute a scathing 
jibe likely to offend the Amir. How to speak of one's 
sovereign and benevolent patron with a sneer was simply 
impossible in those days. It would not only have been 
irreverent, it would also have been highly dangerous. There 
is no reason whatsoever to assume that Abu 'All was foolish 
enough to expose himself lightheartedly to the risk of losing 
the Amir's favour. It is, on the contrary, much more 
likely, especially in view of the intimate friendship which 
joined the two men, that it is a question here of an 
affectionate leg-pull.
(l) Vol. IV, page 142.
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The controversy about the title
The Tdah is mentioned in Arabic literature under • •
several different titles* It does not figure in ibn al-
Nadlm's Fihrist at all; Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi^^ quotes the
title of the work as al-Idah fi al-Nahw; Yaqut speaks of it
(2)
asv ' Kitab al-Idah al-Nah&wi, and ibn al-Athir refers to
■ ‘ _ (3)
Abu 'All as: Sahib al-Idah (the author of the Idah). The• • < on
basic copy on which the present edition relies, Kdprdld 14573 
bears the title; al-Kitab al-'Adudi; the same title also 
appears on KOprtLltL 1456 which is, obviously, a copy of the 
former. The Dar al-Kutub MS 1120 says: Kitab al-Idah fi'ilm« o
al-1arabiyya. Ahmad III 2256 bears the title: Kitab al-
Idah fi al-Nahw wa al-Sarf. The MS of the Aya-Sofia No.44513
I „  , — . -•*».!_ n- . --- . -jinn
is listed as "Kitab al-Idah, with the edition "known as 
al-Kitab al-1Adudi".
All the above refer only to the Idah and not to the* o
Takmila. Other sources, however, mention the Idah in onet •
breath with the Takmila: ibn Iihallikan speaks of "al-Idah» •
wa al-Takmila fi al-Nahw" Al-Suyuti speaks of "al-Idah" ' ' 1 * « l"'" • * ’
fi al-Nahw" i,* The explanation cf grammar) and of "al-
(5)Takmila fi al-Tasrif"v (Supplement on etymology). Ibn
—  —  (6) —  _
al-fImad al-Hanbaliv 'also speaks of al-Idah and al-Takmila
(1) Tarikh Baghdad, Vol. VII, p.276.
(2) Irshad, Vol. Ill, P-13*
(3) AI-Kamil fi al-Tarikh, Vol. IX, p.36.
(4) Wafayat al-A’yan, Vol. I, p.232.
(5) Bughya, p.216.
(6) Shadharat al-Dhahab, Vol. Ill, p.88,
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as two separate works; so does al-Qiftl.^^ Ibn Kathir
(p' ’
□ ays "Sahib al-Idah wa al~lakmilav y; Ibn al-Jazari speaks 
of "-Kitab al-Idah wa al-Takmila". ^  ^o a
The problem whether the Idah and the Takmila form1 *
together one work, or whether they are two different separate
works, is controversial. One thing is certain, namely that
the Takmila was written as a sequel to the Idah. The above " * # #
quoted account of the genesis of the Idah found in ibn 
al-Anbari points unequivocally to their separate composition 
and presentation to 'Adud al-Dawlah on two different occasions. 
Both ibn al-Anbari and Suyuti relate that, when Abu 'Ali 
presented the Idah to 'Adud al-Dawlah to whom he had dedicatedQ • •
it, the latter became angry and described it as "for children 
only". This criticism gave the author the idea of writing a 
sequel which was, in its turn, described by his royal patron 
as too difficult. This anecdote confirms that, far from 
being one single work, the Idah and the Takmila were intended
1 , 1 " O 71 —'-r-r-r
as two different books, the second composed after an ■ 
appreciable lapse of time. This contention is supported by 
three factsi
(l) The two works are thematically different, the Idah0 0
dealing with grammar, and the Takmila with etymology;
(1) Inbah -.al-Ruwah, Vol. I, p.274.
(2) Al-Bidayah wa'1-nihayah, Vol. II, p.295.
(3) Grhayat al-Dihayah, Vol. I, p.207.
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(2) There is a considerable difference in style, which 
is not accidental, but thematically motivated, the 
style of the Idah being simpler and easier than that• o
of the Takmila which is more sophisticated and 
consequently more obscure; and
(3) each book has a separate introduction and conclusion. 
The fact that they were often thrown together dwihg' 
to their having been copied by a number of subsequent 
scribes in one manuscript under the title "Idah wa
« 9
al-Takmila" has no intrinsic significance.
Abu 'All's grammatical method as observed in the Idah" _ ' ~   ' *   ------ ' 1 1 1 0 r™
Unmethodioal arrangement of topics 
Before Abu 'All, scholars were mainly intent on 
collecting as much information as possible, and imparting it 
to the reader. They did not pare overmuch for the arrange- 
ment of the topics, nor did they treat individual topics 
consistently. Even though the title of a chapter announces 
that it is the author's concern to deal with a particular 
problem, it would be over-optimistic to expect to find it 
actually treated there. The author consistently deviates 
to speak of other, sometimes only remotely related problems. 
Traces of this method, or rather lack of method, are still 
to be found in the Idah. Thus, for instance, when dealing
137.
with the class of deverbal nouns, the nomina agentis
u-/. , _ ,. . , . , . (1 ) i s Ur—  i
cv-LgJ ' y* * anc^ Hie nomina patientis^ '
he strays to the subject of annexation \ - V  1 '
I * o
in the following passage; j
*■ r * . 9 - i£ f f CML-U Vi! jd ch^ —■" L^U djsf* UU 1 <JUj
On another occasion, when discussing the subject of the 
verb O-^ uj* , he strays to the problem of ,
the conflict with regard to government;
1 yi ' /s \ " "
y^jj < A* hu GuO * -> 1— 1 e> L ' -ox '— 1 -2
. . . "  - * . . /
**)[ cj>\ av> (JOA^ ’urh cLulP erU Cit-WJ i i
This anticipation of the subject-matter of a later chapter 
tends to create confusion. Again, referring to the hal 
(state or condition), he deviates to speak of the predicate:
ykd Jj ( hr- \j> Lu- -J->/ -~sl-£> -f J ll i ^
I I ' 1 * \" I '> LlJ> Cuj> I \^-— * ' J^ £>
only to take up the hal again when discussing the adjective:
A L> o 5^ Li* I y^^ aJ f _P \ -^c-AJ \a  Oj - h  O  t J- L/s* 4 5 O  U i_. j■»" V
h ? - ■ „ * , , /
&^*p~£>-p j> I, 0 —U> /— '—LA- £1*^ y/L&
As a result, the treatment of the hal is never completed,
while the discussion of the form ’af'ala1 rS * remains
(1) Adjectives by nature which have come to be used as 
substantives.
(2) The idea of one noun is often more closely determined 
or defined by that of another. The determined
noun is called by Arab grammarians d>Caii "the annexed," 
the determining noun ^  i ytAda "that to which annexation
is made," the relation between them is known as 
, "the annexation."
(3) It denotes pre-eminence which has the signification of
the comparative and superlative.
brief to the extreme. Neither does he exhaust the afore­
mentioned problem of "the conflict in regard to government".
The arrangement of the chapters of the Idah is therefore no
« *
sure guide to the treatment,, which is sometimes desultory.
Use of corroborative quotations
that it is almost infallible. His practice is as follows: 
he first illustrates the grammatical point to be discussed 
by short sentences * some of which he obviously makes up 
himself. Having thus sufficiently stated and elucidated 
his point* he turns for support for his opinion to evidential 
examples from language as he finds it recorded. Like all 
Basrite grammarians* he is convinced that it is impossibleo
to prove a grammatical point or rule in general* or to
question or corroborate the admissibility of a word-form
in particular* without resorting to a quotation or quotations
from a text or texts of reliable grammatical purity. In
adducing quotations in the Idah* Abu ’All al-Barisi conformed*• •
as a rule* to the general usage of the time* according to 
which examples suitable for quotation were derived from 
sources whose reliability was above suspicion* and whose 
limits in time and territory were explicitly stated. This 
was dictated by the concern for the preservation of the 
purity of Arabic. The role of quotations in Arabic 
grammatical argumentation was then considered paramount. In
Abu 'Ali's grammatical method
the heated disputes among the Arabic grammarians on whether 
a word or phrase was correct in the form in which it occurred 
or about the right word to use in a certain place* quotations 
always proved a powerful and often decisive weapon. Indeed* 
it is safe to say that no philological controversy was ever 
settled at all unless the opinion of one or the other side 
was sufficiently confirmed and supported by a quotation the 
purity of which seemed incontestable.
Until the 3rd century A.H.* the Arabic grammarians
derived their knowledge of correct speech from the language
of the Bedouin which was held up to the educated Muslim as
the model to imitate. When the Arabs penetrated into
territories in which other languages were spoken* Arabic
found itself in danger of being corrupted. The policy of
the Caliph 'Umar forbade the Arabs to buy land and settle in
the new provinces to prevent their assimilation by the
numerically far superior indigenous population.. Persisting
in their nomadic way of life also in the conquered countries*
the Bedouin were able to preserve the purity of their speech.
"As a result"* says Fdck* "it was still possible* in early
Abbasid times* to meet Bedouin tribes from the South of
Portugal in the west to Khurasan in the east* and hear from
(1)their mouths unadulterated Bedouin Arabic".v *
(l) J. Thick* Arabiya* p.4 s "Infolgedessen konnte man noch 
ihn frtlh-abbasidischer Zeit von SUdportugal im Westen 
bis nach Chorasan im Os ten Beduinenst^lmme antreff'en und 
aus ihrem Munde unverf&lschtes Beduinenarabisch 
vernehmen",
The period of the conquests in which men of various tribes 
associated in common campaigns and lived close together in 
the cities of the Islamic world* resulted in a greater 
consolidation and uniformity of the Bedouin tongue which 
became the basis of the classical Arabic of later centuries. 
Provenance of quotations in general
As a result* in Abu 'All’s time as well as many 
centuries before and some time after* grammatical quotations 
were considered admissible if they were derived - always 
apart from the Qur'an - from the language of pure Arabs who 
lived in remote places* such as the desert* where they were 
not exposed to the corrupting influence of foreigners. 
According to al-Farabi*^^ philologists derived their 
linguistic knowledge from the language of Qais* Tamim and Asad. 
That is to say* they turned for information* not to Quraish - 
indeed they excluded the language of Hijaz from the field of 
quotation because the people of Hijas* especially those 
living in urban areas* consorted with Romans* Persians and 
Indians - but to the Arabic of desert-dwellers.
One can see from the above that eligibility for 
quotation was defined more or less strictly in geographical 
terms. It was similarly limited in time: a quotation was
decreed preferable if it had originated before the period of
(1) Suyuti* Muzihir* Vol. I* p. 211,
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corruption of the Arabic tongue "which happened after the
Arabs had spread themselves * by their conquests, among
foreignersj in consequence of which their language became
simplified"•^^ Therefore quotations were always given
priority which had been handed down as literally as possible
from the first transmitter to the last.
Prose quotations
Most eligible for quotation was, of course, the Qur * an,
considered the ultimate and most perfect model of language,
supreme in its excellence, a quotation from which was always
decisive and could always be appealed to in any grammatical
controversy, L. Kopf states that it can often be seen in
al-Harxrx that grammatical forms used in the Qur1 an were, in
(2 )principle, preferred to similar non-Qur *anic ones0 The
tendency to assign pre-eminence to the Qur * anic language went 
so far that even forms which did not conform to the 
morphological norm were declared fasih if they occurred in the* o
(5 )Qur1 an. J The view eventually prevailed that every
— - - •- - -   -- -     -   — ■ ——- --- ■ .......
(1) E„ W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, Supplement, Vol.VIII, 
p. 2967.
(2) Cf. L. Kopf, Religious Influences on Medieval Arabic 
Philology in Studia Islamica, 5-8* 1956-57, P.49? Cf. 
also al-Hariri, Durrat al-ghawwas, p.129: "One must say
correctly suqita fi yadihi . „ , . ; eu-qita, indeed, has also 
been transmitted from the ancient Arabs, the former, 
however, is chaster because of the QurVanic saying .
(3) Suyuti, Musjhir, p. 188.
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Qur1anic expression was purer than similar non-Qur1anic onei^ 
As the linguistic superiority of the Qur * an was never 
doubted, a quotation from it was always decisive.
Considered of limited eligibility for quotations were 
prose texts which had not been handed down literally* among 
them the sayings of the Prophet which had bec-n transmitted, 
not in their original wording, but only according to their 
sense. They were declared unfit for grammatical x^ esearch 
in the first centuries of Islam. The main objection 
against quoting them was that some wore transmitted by non- 
Arabs, so that they were exposed to the danger of becoming 
linguistically impure. Ibn al-Dai' and Abu Hayyan state
9
that the early grammarians of Basra and Kufa refrained from
-  ( 2 ) -quoting hadith.v ' However, Abu Hayyan and ibn al-Dai1 err
• 0
there, for already al-Khalil in Kitab al-'Ainlj-^ and after 
him Abu 'Ali in the Idah quote hadith. ^ T h e  attitude of 
the grammarians towards hadith was modified in the course of4
time; the dogma of the unsurpassable linguistic excellence of 
^ e  Qur'an seems to have influenced the grammarians in favour 
hadith. It cannot be determined with certainty when 
full authority In grammar was first ascribed to hadith.
(1) Cf. Ibn Khalawaih in Suyiltl's Muzhir* Vol. I* p.213.
(2) 'Abd al-Qadir al-Baghdadi, Khisanat al-Adab, Vol.I, 
pp. 4-5.
(3) Husain Nassar* al-Mu'jam al-'arabl, Vol. I, p.243.
(4) Idah, p.128,4 9
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A statement by a well-known traditionist proves that 
there was already before Abu 'All a strong tendency among the 
traditionists to declare the language of hadith irreproach- 
able, Yaqut says that al-Uasa'i (830-915 A.P.), when 
consulted on the subject of linguistic errors in hadith, gave
Q
the following answers "If there is anything in it that was 
used by the ancient Arabs, even if it is not found in the 
language of Quraish, do not change, for the Prophet spoke to 
people in their own language: and if it is something not
found in the language of the ancient Arabs /it is not wrong/*
-  (1)for the Prophet of Allah did not speak incorrectly", }
According to Johann Fdck, the Spanish Muslim Ibn Kharuf who
died at the beginning of the seventh century A.H., and whose
commentaries on Sibawaihi's Kitab and al-ZajjajI were very
popular, was the first to use hadith for evidential
(2)quotation. } The famous grammarian of the seventh century
A.H., Ibn Malik, who is said to have been so interested in
hadith that he assisted Yunini in editing Bukhari, devoted a 
*
special work to a number of difficult textual passages in 
(3) _
hadith. y Ibn Malik explicitly broke with the usage4
prevalent in Abu 'All's time, for he considered as the best 
sources of linguistic correctness first the Qur1 an, and
(1) Yaqut, Mu'jam al-Buldan, Vol. IV, p.777.
(2) Johann Pdck, op,cit.,_p.123; Ibn al-Dai', Sharh al-Jumal, 
as quoted in the Khisana, Vol. I, p.5-
(3) ZDMG-, Vol. 92, pp. 81 f.
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secondly the sayings of the Prophet* allotting to the poetry
of the Bedouin only the third place. The author cf the
famous commentary on ibn al-Hajib's Kafiya (written ca0
683 A.H.)* al-Astarabadi* extended the concept of linguistic 
superiority even to the ahl al bayt* the family of the 
Prophet.^  ^
As to Abu 'Ali* there is one quotation from the hadith
*>
in the Idah: ^  ]_^ D^ \  O
4^  ^ uhun "When first born* every creature
belongs to the natural religion* and only his parents turn 
him into a Jew or a Christian". It is used in the chapter 
which treats of the verb "to be"* "to exist"* in order
to illustrate the accusative sentence of which he
states that it is the predicate of ^ ' j \/ as an accusative 
case. The use of a quotation from hadith without observable 
reservation indicates that he considered it admissible for 
quotation.
Quotations from poetry
It has been seen that the choice of quotations from 
prose texts was by no means haphazard* but severely limited 
as to time and place of provenance. Bor was the choice of 
quotations from poetry left to accident or the whims of the
(1) Suyuti * Bughya* p.55.
(2) ' Abd al-Qadir al Baghdadi* Khisanat al Adab* Vol.I* p.4.
(3) Cf. present edition of the Idah* p.123-
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grammarian in question, Grammatical usage* the guardian
of linguistic purity* had defined exactly what poetry was
eligible for grammatical illustration.
As a rule* the suitability of Arabic poetry used to
be assessed according to chronological considerations.
Chronologically* Arabic poetry is divided into four classes:
I. The pre-Islamic poetry of the pagan era; II. the poetry
of the Mukhadramin* who lived in two periods* the Jahiliya
poetg
and the early Islamic era; III. the Islam<ftcs*/who composed
their poetry in the early Islamic period: and IV. the
Muwallads* otherwise post-classical poets.
Early usage considered only the first three groups
eligible for quotation. The poetry of the post-classical
poets* the Muwallads* was not regarded as authoritative in
(1)matters of grammar though* to quote Lanev ' it is difficult
to mark the exact line of distinction between the Islannpes poets
and the Muwallads* so as to be always certain to which of the
two classes a poet belonged. Suyuti* relying on Tha'lab
who* in his turn* relied on Asma'I* states that Ibrahim ibn
Harma(who was born in 90 A.H./708 A.D, and lived until the
late second century) was the last whose poetry was suitable
(2 )for quotation* y
(1) Lane* Arabic-English Lexicon* Suppl.* Vol.VIII* p,2967.
(2) Suyuti* Iqtirah Ei!ilm usul al-Nahw* p.32.
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The Idnh contains a sizjable amount of quotations from
* t
poetry which are mostly derived from the poetry of the
Jahiliya, the Mukhadramfi) and the Islam^pf poets.With one
exception, no use is made of post-classical poetry for
quotation. This single departure from the norm, however,
is highly significant in that it is symptomatic of a general
change of aesthetic judgment and artistic taste which marked
the late third and the whole fourth century A.Gr., and which
entailed a new approach to Muwallad poetry.
At the beginning of the fourth century A.O., the growth .
of Arabic as a literary language was complete-• . It had
become classical, and the archaic beauty of its form outshone
the rough scantiness of the contemporary Bedouin dialects.
Parallel with the changing habits of speech were changes in
aesthetic judgment and artistic taste, including a change of
the attitude of the educated classes towards Bedouin Arable.
To quote Mck again, "The perfect imitation of the language
of the Bedouin which had been still until 200 A.H. the
greatest ambition of the educated town-dweller, came to be
regarded, in the course of the 3/9th century, as pedantry
which was sensed, according to the circumstances, as
(l)artificial, ridiculous,or even unseemly."' y Moreover, the
(l) J. Ftlck, op.cit., p.86: "Die vollkommene Nachahmung der 
Beduinensprache, noch urns Jahr 200 h.der hdchste Ehrgeis 
eines gebildeten Bt&dters, ward im Laufe des 3/9 Jahr- 
hunderts su einer Pedanterie, die je nach den Umst&nden 
als gesucht, als l&cherlich oder gar als unschicklich 
wirkte♦
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Bedouin dialects had, by then, lost much of their purity, 
as the Bedouin had, in the period of transition between the 
nomadic and settled way of life, mixed with the existent 
peasant population, or come into contact with the other 
strata of society. The matter-of-fact naivety with which 
the second century A.H. had regarded every eloquent Bedouin 
as an indisputable arbiter in matters of language, had been 
superseded by a more critical attitude. Grammarians, 
including Abu ’Ali al-Farisi, took objection to the differences 
between Bedouin language and grammatical norm. As to Abu 
'All, Ibn Jinni, who devotes a special chapter of his Kitab 
al-Khasa’is to the mistakes of the Bedouin, invokes in it 
the authority of his great teacher Abu ’AlT al-Farisi. He 
quotes the opinion of Abu ’All on the language of the 
Bedouin to the effect that their occasional mistakes were due 
to their ignorance of the principles (usul) and rules 
(qawanin) of the language. Thus they speak as their nature 
(tiba1 ) prompts them.^^ This proves clearly that Abu ’All 
thought that the linguistic superiority of the language of 
the Bedouin had been overrated< On the other hand, the 
fact that he quotes a Muwallad poet demonstrates that he 
thought that the discrimination of the grammarian who
(l) Ibn Jinni, al-Khasa’is, Vol. III, p.273.* j
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considered Muwallad poetry unsuitable for quotation had gone 
too far. This single instance of quotation from post- 
classical poetry in the Idah* adduced in illustration of a» a
r.ule in the chapter which treats of the verb Vftu \/ (to be), 
is a verse of Abu Tammam:
 ^^  ^ ilr ^ UJ • A . qgH"
"He of whose resolutions and intentions the meadow of vain
( o )
desire is the pasture ground* will ever remain poor". '
It has been said that Abu ’All inserted this quotation
to please 'Adud al-Dawlah* who liked the verse and often
(3)repeated it. / However* if 'Adud al-Dawlah1s preference*
influenced Abu 'Ali* it was not his main reason for quoting 
Abu Tammam* but at best a contributory one. The main reason 
lay* as has been pointed out above* in the contemporary change 
of taste which* on the one hand* looked at the language of 
the Bedouin with new eyes* and* on the other* began to 
appreciate post-classical authors* and trust their language.
The latter fact was already pointed out by Abu ‘All's 
commentator al-Qaisi who remarks* in his commentary on the 
quotations in the Idah* that Abu 'All quoted Abu Tammam not« i
to ingratiate himself with 'Adud al-Dawlah* but because he 
respected Abu Tammam!s great literary merits and his
(1) The Idah, p. 129.• 4
(2) As translated by de Slane* Wa,fayat al-A'yan* Vol. I* p. 380.
(3) Ibn Khallikan* Wafayat al-A'yan* Vol. I* p.233.
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proficiency in the science of the Arabiya.^^ Many years 
later., al-Zamakhshari justified his own quotations from the 
same poet with the remarks "Though he was one of the post- 
classical poets whose poetry is not suitable for quotation in 
/questions of/ language., he was one of the scientists of
Arabiya; place therefore what he versifies on an equal level
( 2 ) -  with what he relates.,lV y Al-Zamakhshari adds that
scholars illustrate examples in their work quoting Abu
Tammam’s poetry* because they find him trustworthy, "Did you
see the words of the scholars?" he asks "they support texts
in their books by verses from Hamasa, and are satisfied with
it [~ his poetry/ by reason of the trustworthiness and
(1)accuracy of his transmission". } As a matter of fact* Abu 
Tammam's (ca 190-251 A.H, ) poetry is linguistically 
extraordinarily smooth. He was witty and original* his style 
abounded in bold metaphors* his approach to his subject was 
often unconventional* which in itself may have appeared 
objec-ionable to many critics. But though he was much 
attacked in his liietime and after his early death* he was 
never accused of incorrectness in language. In that* he was 
always found trustworthy. Thus it can be said that AbS 'Ali
(1) Al-QaisI* Idah Shawahid al-Idah* MS Escurial* Wo. 45. 
fol.21.
(2) Al-Zamakhshari* Al-Kashshaf* Vol. I* p.35.
(3) H. Derenbourg* Les Manuscrits Arabes de l'Escurial*
Vol. I,pp.178-9.
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quoted Abu Tammam* because he found him trustworthy* and
his poetry linguistically correct. There is also evidence
to prove that not only 'Adud al-Dawlah* but Abu 'All himself
was fond of Abu Tammam's verses. Hartwig Derenbourg's work
(1)on Arabic manuscripts in the Escurial^ 1 lists* under 
numbers 290 and 291* two collections of poetry by Abu 
Tammam*, No. 290 shows* on fol. 134 G- \
<3) : "All that Abu 'All has transmitted from the
poetry of Abu Tammam." Derenbourg identifies "Abu 'All" 
with Abu 'All al-Earisi. Prom fol. 134 until the end* the 
collection contains additions coming from al-Suli. No. 290
is also* according to Derenbourg "also after Abu 'All and
-  -  (2) -  -al-Suli. f The fact that Abu 'Ali was interested in Abu
Tammam to the extent of engaging against his wont in the
less philological than literary activity of transmitting
his poems* proves how highly he valued him.
Thus* in quoting Abu Tammam* not merely to pis ase
'Adud al-Dawlah* but because he found his poetry enjoyable 
*
and his language trustworthy* Abu 'All became* though
perhaps not the very first - Mubarrad quoted Abu Tammam
(3)before hinr ' - but one of the first-exponents of a new - 
and juster - approach to Muwallad poetry. It must be
(1) H. Derenbourg* Les Manuscrits Arabes de l'Escurial*
Vol. I*pp. 1*78-9.
(2) H. Derenbourg op.cit.* Vol. I* p.179* "egalement 
d'apres Abou 'Ali et As~Souli",
(3) Ibn Barri* Sharh Shawahid al-Idah* MS* Cairo* No. 30** 
fol* 10*
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added,, however, that this attitude is less revolutionary 
than might appear at the first glance. It is true that 
early Arabic grammarians had held fast, with great 
intransigence, to the principle that poetry had reached, in 
early Islamic times, a perfection which later poets could 
not hope to emulate, so that only early Islamic poetry 
could be considered linguis tically pure and suitable for 
quotation. But great post-classical poets, such as Abu 
Tammam, al-Buhtari, ibn al-Mu’tas^ and al-Mutanabbi were, 
in respect of language, the immediate heirs of their 
predecessors and wrote excellent Arabic. Moreover, if one 
considers that it was the main ambition of the Muwallads 
to produce as elaborate a reproduction of ancient master­
pieces as possible, 'nd that they were praised for the 
skilful imitation of the ancient odes, it is obvious that 
there could be no material difference in the quality of the 
style of pre-Islamic and good post-classical poetry. This 
is a complete vindication of Abu 'All’s quotation from Abu 
Tammam.
Anonymous quotations from poetry in the Idah
• «
The last point to be discussed about pee tical 
quotations in the Idah is their authorship. Beside theO o
poetry the authors of which are named, there is a certain 
proportion of verses quoted anonymously. This raises a 
problem of some importance. Early scholars maintained,
not without justification* that it was not allowed to quote
verses or prose of unknown provenance for fear that they
might have been composed by authors whose eloquence could
not be trusted. How is, then* the lack of references
to the authorship of the verses quoted in the Idah to be
• «
explained?
To give an adequate reply to this question* it is
first necessary to state that the bulk of quotations in the
Idah is divisible into two groups: (a) quotations taken* >
from Sibawaihi's Kitab: (b) and quotations not found in
Sibawaihi's Kitab. The authors of some quotations derived
from Sibawaihi are not mentioned in the Idah for the simple
• #
reason that they are already anonymous in Sibawaihi who
(?\
habitually refrained from referring to the poets' names. ' 
In view of the high prestige which surrounded Sibawaihi* it 
was not necessary to ascertain the author's name to consider 
a quotation admissible; Sibawaihi was generally implicitly 
trusted and so was everything he quoted* whether its 
authorship was known or not. Al-BaghdadI* for instance, 
states in his Khiz,ana that all the verses in Sibawaihi's 
Kitab are exact quotations. "Rely on them" he says* 
"ancestors and descendants* in spite of there being some
(1) Suyuti* Al-Iqtirah Hi'ilm usul al-Nahw* p.32.• • • 9
(2) 'Abd al-Qadir al-BaghdadI, Khisanat al-Adab* Vol. I*
P.178.
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whose authors are unknown ....  and no blame will be
attached to those who transmit them1'. ^  ^ Thus it can be 
assumed that there was no need whatsoever for Abu 'All to 
concern himself with the authentication of the quotations 
taken from Sibawaihi* as he adduced them on the authority 
of one whose reliability was beyond doubt.
As to the versos of the second group,, it is highly
probable that their authors were not named because* for 
some reason or other* they were not known as poets. If 
a poet had not written any verses apart from those quoted* 
a reference to his name was not likely to strike a chord* 
and was* for this very reason* unlikely to be useful or 
helpful in any way. If* on the other hand* a poet was so 
famous that verses were immediately recognizable as his 
work when quoted* any mention of name was clearly 
superfluous.
How far it is still possible to authenticate any of
the anonymous quotations in the Idah will depend on the
■ •
individual case. As has been already mentioned* it was 
not Sibawaihi's wont to stress the origin of his quotations.
The author of al-Khizana states explicitly that 
Sibawaihi did not mention the author when he quoted a verse. 
As to the verses which are ascribed to their authors in his
(l) Al-Baghdadi* Khizanat al-Adab* Vol. I* p.8.
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"book* they were authenticated after him by Abu 'Umar 
al-Djarmi who says: "I have studied Sibawaihi's book.
I have found one thousand and fifty verses in it. I knew 
the authors of one thousand verses and have recorded them
(1)in the book; as to the fifty* I don't know the authors."v }
Obviously* Abu 'All's quotations in the Idah which are
• •
derived from Sibawaihi's Kitab can be authenticated only 
insofar as their authorship has been ascertained by 
al-Baghdadi. Unfortunately they came* for the most part* 
from among the fifty verses to which no attribution could 
be made at all. As regards the quotations of the second 
group* i.e.* those not to be found in Sibawaihi* some of 
them can be attributed to more than one author* while others 
will presumably hav_- to remain entirely anonymous. However* 
it can be assumed that no uncertainty as to their provenance 
existed in Abu 'All's mind: he knew their poets' identity
and considered them trustworthy* or else he would not have 
quoted them.
Attempt to identify the anonymous quotations from poetry 
in the Tdah.• a
A special effort was made to identify the authors of 
the verses left unnamed by Abu 'All by trying to locate 
occasional occurrences in the extant literature: first*
(l) 'Abd al-Qadir al-Baghdadi* Khiaianat al-Adab* Vol. I*
p.178.
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in the diwans; secondly* in the larger anthologies.; 
thirdly* in other grammatical works; and finally* by 
consulting the various commentaries on the Shawahid in the 
Idah* insofar as they were accessible. Additional
4 O
references are found in the footnotes to the Arabic text. 
With regard to Qur'anic quotations* the numbers of the 
Surah and the text have invariably been ascertained.
Details on authors who s eemed of special interest because 
they were connected* in one way or another*with Abu 'All 
al-Earisi or the history of the Idah* or are referred to in 
^ e  14ah* hare been given* whenever ascertainable* in short* 4
biographical or explanatory footnotes to both the English 
and the Arabic text.
Editorial approach
As far as the text of the Idah itself is concerned it
4 »
was treated* on the whole, with the utmost respect. Any 
divergences between the "basic copy" and the other versions 
are listed in the footnotes* but in view of the reliability
it
of the basic copy" there was hardly any need to change its 
readings. In general* all that was required was to 
transpose the literal text into modern Arabic script. The 
vocalization of the "basic copy" has been* on the whole* 
ignored as expendable. It was kept only in Qur'anic 
quotations* quotations from poetry* evidential grammatical 
examples and in certain words whenever it was necessary to
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avoid confusion. Occasional uncorrected mistakes of the 
scribes* which are found in the subsidiary copies and are 
due to wrong vocalization or erroneous spelling, have been 
rectified in the footnotes with reference to the manuscript 
in question.
finally* words not occurring in the "basic copy", but 
found in one or more of the subsidiary copies* have been 
supplied in square brackets / J . What is found in the 
"basic copy" but in none of the subsidiaries* has been 
marked < > . All the marginal notes and interlineations
of the basic copy as well as the subsidiary ones have been* 
without exception* treated as footnotes* with reference to 
the place of occurrence. All the evidential examples have 
been underlined.
Transmission of distant sources and authorities
in the Idah.
• «
It is generally known that Arabic grammar is normative 
and that non-conformists among Arabic grammarians are rare. 
None whatsoever are found among those of the Basrite group. 
The Arab's characteristic regard for authority which lays 
stress on the reliability and trustworthiness of the person 
he derives his information from to the detriment of 
originality of approach* is necessarily reflected in his 
grammatical method. The chain of transmission is therefore 
no less important and equally valid of proof for the
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grammarian as for the chronicler or the traditionist. In 
this paramount regard for authority* Abu 'All does not 
materially differ from his colleagues* predecessors or 
successors. When he quotes the opinion of a scholar in 
support of any grammatical statement* his concern is with 
the truthfulness and general reliability of the scholar in 
question no less than with his knowledge.
The authorities and transmitters he refers to in his 
Idah can be divided into two groups: those whose influence
is immediate* derived from personal contact* i.e. his 
teachers and other contemporary scholars* and those by 
whose knowledge he benefited in studying their works* but 
who were not personally known to him* mostly for the reason 
that they were not his contemporaries. The transmitters 
of the first group have been dealt with in detail in a 
separate chapter on teachers and students* so that only 
those referred to in the Idah are of interest here: Abu« m
Ishaq al-Za;j jaj * Abu Bakr ibn al-Sarraj and Abu al-Hasan■ o
al-Akhfash the younger. The second group comprises
Sibawaihi* Abu Zaid al-Ansarl* Abu 'Umar al-Djarmi and
Abu 'Uthman al-Mazini. Strongest of all was the influence
of Sibawaihi. Sibawahi's impact on the Idah seems so
* •
vivid and immediate that* though almost two centuries 
separate him from Abu ’All* one feels almost tempted to
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count him among his actual teachers. Indeed* so pervasive
is his presence in the Idah that one might describe him as* *
its spiritual father,
Sibawaihi's dominant position in the field cf Arabic 
grammar is a general phenomenon. The recognition which 
he was denied in his lifetime was more than generously 
accorded to him after his death. His Kitab occupied the 
first place in Arabic grammar as the most scientific and 
most comprehensive of Arabic grammatical works, It was 
commonly described by antonomasis as "the book". The 
Andalusian scholar Sa'id ibn Ahmad al-Djiyani states 
"I know of no scientific works which completely exhausted 
their domains except three* namely Ptolemy's book on 
astronomy* Aristotle's book on logic and finally Sibawaihi's
~ _ _ (p) — -(S) il)Kitab on philology", Yaquto } * Anbariv ; and ibn Khallikan 
quote the following account by Jahiz: "Once I intended to
visit Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Malik (ibn al-Zayyat) and wanted 
to take him a present. I found nothing more suitable than 
Sibawaihifs Kitab ..... and presented him with a copy from 
Parra*' s estate with which he was very pleased", A certain 
ibn Rustam relates: "I spent a night in study and finally
dozed off. In my dream* I saw a number of Djinn who were
(1) Irshad* Vol. VI* p.82.
(2) Ibid.* Vol. VI* p.85.
(3) Nuzhat al-Alibba* p.74.
(4) Wafayat cnl-~A!yan* Vol. II* p.103.
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conversing about fiqh* hadith* mathematics* grammar and
*
poetry. Since I myself take an interest in philology*
I asked the 'Df~jinn on whom their 1 Ulama' relied in this
(i )
science3 whereupon they replied: ron Sibawaihi' ",x J
It would go too far to quote here all the opinions of the
early scholars on Sibawaihi, May it suffice to state that
—  (2 )the work used to be described as "The Qur'an of grammar". ' 
It is well-known that Abu 'All taught the Kitab to his 
students. Al-'Abdi states: "I remember a day when*
attending the circle of Abu 'All* I counted thirty or more 
men studying under him Sibawaihi's Kitab and other books of
(s ) -  -comparatively small sise". y Abu Hayyan says that "Abu 
'All preferred the book to any other book and was always 
bent over it".^^ In ibn Sida's Mukhassas there is a 
remark to the effect that Abu 'All used to compare different
copies of the Kitab with each other* obviously to obtain the
(6)
( 5)perfect text. J Silvastre de Sacy has had in hand a
manuscript of Sibawaihi's Kitab in the Paris Royal Library 
which* as he says "contains a number of critical notes* 
variants* additions or annotations made by the most
(1) Ibn al-Anbari* Nuzhat al-Alibba* p.77.
(2) Baghdadi* Khisana* Vol. I* p.179.
(3) Al-Qifti* Inbah al ruwatu Vol.II* p.387.
(4) Abu Hayyeh al-Iauhidi* al-Imta' wa'1-mu'anasah*
Vol.81* p.131.
(5) Ibn Sida* al-Mukhassas fi'1-lughah* Vol. XIV* pp*145*180.
(6) Silvestre de Sacy* Anthologie grammaticale arabc*
p. 381 fft
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celebrated, grammarians who had made this book the basis of 
their studies. Sacy also quotes the note found on the 
first page of the manuscript:
1 ed-cL- di-LaP crLc <3 l cG-"3 I ea-* \ v— cha-
i/li- ' n k
1 y*Le I I Cs'Lc ^ *3 t ,^ .Lc Oj L 65t_J ' 1 C-h^ 5* 1 C_b—*
/ > ^ . /• 1
<LLtMc ok C  ^ o> -JG'1 o_r*J- * 4G* J/U 0-> L> L-
1 vJ> ii— J cA, <?UjJl Gk- 1 R*1 ^  C
c G - lib  - o tk s  J (G LfG-U C_ab> 4e i OLiJj> jj A G 1 4_s'L j<3_.. CjtG
i-k-fj 4 .^ _xux^> 6e>Ge 0>^J^'t-^> NG-ob h_GG3 J' cJy-^ h * Gy Le
<f-j _JJ 6"^b LJ>\ 4_L— k 4c, LJ^Uke f CyUy i cGn L c g  kG-xtx
co i-d do3 L^ -5 hf_j G L» _j> (3— - Gsk i  ^4_=— ■—1 J^ G-1 i
\ - ^ # -  V
LfiS- A~- Cb I ' - ^ 0 _j> ■ O— "-■ kk> o k e  ct^ ~^  e 4-i^ - j^u zj?
ci-G4> j> 4^ B j> L_^ cd-> 6 1* lG 4- d  C3 w<£-*-- _A- jp i e» —A- t3 f
Ldj> cxix c£ I yipb Lx-^ 4- G IB 4GG xii b L- ^  . oq_icc. <Li^  etAs-
cA u (j— ^G3 i O  cj LB - L- J <LG b ,’ 4l UP <LG_M-C o -l4> c h ^
t ‘ f ^ 1 ' ■ ( s 1C>^ Lr' O * J , de- U O-’ 4^.* _i^ U 4iJC j? '-AjjD j> ' L- d —
t u>'j/Jf<oJ ' <3-^ ck- u>_31 hj L-*» o Cxi t o-* ^ — J cs i
G  U3 G o h G -0 * 4G-'-"J cG °_y-^ V ck j. ^^ L_U * <3 L yk
k J 1 1 5 - I r k  j> a J jr jA ' 1 < T ~ "^  /\~~—'  /t^ C  dG— J  d lh  M x  O  lG
O ^ o iG  O —'O  G  ^  j> a - C i n d x jp  I 4 -  e S p  L t d>-<- C j
d> L> . k-Ly-T” 4_G^ <ih j4aj> UJ U- <yk \ &» oal u J> ’j^ .. cK
^  C iX LK ok cAx a Sjx_r&^ ^ 0 it cG _Cji Ok*- b o-“ 1  L K 4-G- >lx
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"The present copy has been made" says de Sacy* "of 
a copy which had itself been made from an original 
belonging to Abu 'All al-Farisi* and which had been used 
for his lessons. One reads there the following note which 
is quoted here as it was written. I have copied the 
following article from the original of Khadhari* a man 
whose authority Abu 'Ali respected. Know that what is 
marked k is taken from the copy of Mubarrad* written 
in his own hand; what is marked £ comes from the copy
of Ishaq al-Zajjaj; it was a copy corrected by Zajjaj's«
own hand* and had come into the hands of Abu 'All: for
Zajjaj owned two copies: the former had been collated by
Isma'il al-harraq /with his own copy/* and he had identified 
the additions he noticed there. Abu 'All also collated 
the second copy of Zajjaj* and indicated the additions 
offered by the latter by the sign £ . The same Abu 'All 
also collated his copy with another which belonged to Abu 
Bakr ibn al-Sarraj which the latter had made from a copy of 
Abu'l 'Abbas; and he indicated the additions found in the 
copy /of Abu 'All/ by the sign . Abu 'All read his 
copy in the presence of Abu Bakr while the latter was 
following him in his own copy; and he indicated the 
additions found in the copy /of Abu 'All/ by the sign
As to what bears the sign li * it is Abu 'Ali himself 
who speaks there; he makes use of this sign to say:
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d Z iij-t is i who have explained this".
Abu al-Hasan 'All* son of 'Isa* has given us another *
explanation of this sign; according to him* it signifies 
Fars. For one must know* he tells us* that Isma'Il 
al-Warraq has only copied the preface of the book of 
Sibawaihi; and a part of what concerns the agent of the 
verb* from the copy of Kalabedhi in Bas*ra; as for the
4
rest of the book* he copied it from the copy of Za^jaj and 
read it in the presence of Zajjaj. What was indicated by 
the word 4.^ — ^  was taken from certain copies of unknown 
origin; some of them were found in the province of Fars;
Abu 'All collated his copy from them* and the lessons he 
derived from these copies are those to which he put the 
sign li ; others from which he similarly collated his copy 
were found* not in the province of Fars* but in Baghdad*
and the sign which indicates them is the word OO--
without any addition. What bears the sign is taken from 
a copy found with a family of the Banu-Tahir* and which had 
been used for the lessons of 'Ali* son of 'Abdallah* son 
of Hani.
On the margin of the same leaf is another note; 
cf 40.33 u'bL'j aJij?; 4A—* £  4033 Oh h
j y f  ^  ^  ^  ^ y
40 O  b 3 j, (f. 0—J' sL c3 i Cm' -O3 o -ui j>) (—> Ola . 3  O (
L> 4 0 *  3 3 U  I? h j  • L id  I G> hfi * 3  ’ O r— 3 e O  3  La (3
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t-us—" (j I Ch l 1 cAs 5 _£
i j O—j
* ‘ I hK /^
4__5— cj-^  £> l1> h L-
V -“»
* Jt
What bears the sign comes from the copy of MubarraxL
written in his own hand.; the sign C indicates what is
taken from the copy of Zajjaj, and the sign or the
word what is taken from that of Abu Bakr (ibn al)
Sarraj. What is taken from the copy of the QadI Isma'Il,
*
son of Ishaq, is distinguished by the sign (j) , and the»
sign li indicates what belongs .to Abu fAli. The sign £— ■
indicates what is taken from a copy of the library of Abu
Bakr al-Ikhshidl in Khwarism, a copy of which was used, at
the lessons of the two Sheikhs Abu Sa*id al-Sirafl and 'All.
son of 'Isa, and which is adorned with their subscription.
Finally, the sign vA denotes what has been taken from the
copy of ibn Talha, mad'.; after a copy written by the hand*
of Zamakhshari.M Sacy adds; "It seems evident to me that 
the first of these two notes belongs to a mor3 ancient 
manuscript from which it was copied, and that the second 
applies to our manuscript. "^^
Wo doubt it was generally accepted usage for 
grammarians to mak,; annotations to books, among them to 
Sibawaihi*s text. The body of the Kitab is, no doubt, 
original Sibawaihi recognisable by his unmistakable style,
(l) S. de Sacy, Anthologie grammaticale arabe, p.3&4*
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and containing a fair portion of the work of his own 
teacher al-Khalil. The sign of a post-Sibawaihi scholar 
on a Sibawaihi MS makes it easy to discern what has been 
added, by way of remark and comment, to the corpus of the 
text in later years. As to the marginal annotations,they 
were clearly intended, in the first place,to indicate that 
the scholar who put his sign then ^ had read the book and 
was teaching it. They may signify, however, one of three 
things; (a) that the scholar in question had read the 
book; (b) that he was transmitting Sibawaihi, in which 
case he mostly gave tae chain of narrators who had 
transmitted Sibawaihi before him; and (c) that the note in 
question was an addition to Sibawaihi!s text by way of 
comment or illustration or as an identification of a 
quotation given anonymously by Sibawaihi, by attributing 
it to its author. Abu 'All's annotation, the wording of 
which cannot be ascertained with accuracy without resorting 
to the original MS which is not available, must have fallen 
within one, or all of these three categories.
Next in order of intensity is the influence on the
Idah of the chronologically earlier Abu Zaid Sa'id ibn Aus « *
al-Ansari (died a nonagenarian in 214* 215* or 216 A.11./
about 830 a .B.)* one of the most renowned of the early
Basrite grammarians, a student of Abu Amr b. al-'Ala and
-  (1)also the Kufite scholar al-Mufaddal al-Dhabbi. ' He came
(l) Ibn al-Anbarl, Nu^hat al-Alibba, p.170.
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from the tribe of Khazradj and had his domicile in Basra.»
His students wore numorous; among thorn wore, according 
to Yaqut, Ibn Sallam, 'Amr ibn 'Ubaid, Abu'1 'Aina, Abu
J1)Hatim al-Sigistani, 'Umar b. Shabba and Eu'ba b. al-'Aj ,jaj .•
He was a prolific writer on lexicographical and grammatical 
subjects. The canon of his works varies in the different 
authorities* As many as twenty-five seem to have been 
current and are mentioned by more than one author. But few 
of them were large works. They are tracts rather than 
books* Though he had studied grammar and lexicography
alike, he specialised later in "lugha", al-gharib and
-  ( 2 )  -al-nawadir. ' The bast thenown among his books are al-hawadir
and al-Hams. They were both utilised by Abu 'All in
(x \ _
teaching. } Ibn Khallikan says of him;: "He held the
first rank among the literary men of that time, and devoted
his attention principally to the study of the philology of
(4)
the Arabic language, its simpler terms and rare expressions'.' 
Ibn al-Dadim relates, relying on the authority of 
al-Mubarrad: "Abu Zaid was well-learned in grammar, though 
he did not come up to Khalil and Sibawaihi. Yunus wa,s 
looked upon by Abu Zaid as untrustworthy in matters of
(1) Yaqut, Irshad, Vol. IV, P.23Q.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Majallat al-Majma’ al-'ilmi a.l-'Arabi, Damascus, 1957, 
Vol. 32, p.669.
(4) Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-A'yan, Vol. I, p.370.
lexicography* hut was more learned than Abu Zaid in grammar.
Still* Abu Zaid was held in higher estimation than either
al-Asma'i or Abu ’Ubaidah in grammar. For this reason he
is called Abu Zaid al-tfahawl (the grammarian)”.
Al-Ansari is generally praised for his great knowledge
and trustworthiness. R. J. H. G-ottheil remarks* in his
treatise on Abu Zaid's Kitab al-Matar that "in the strife*
which divided the Basra from the Kufa school* al-Ansari
* *
(? \
seems to have been catholic in his choice of authorities". '
Most scholars consider him trustworthy (thiqa).
Leading traditionists such as Abu D~1 ud and al-Tarmidhi had
no objection to transmitting from him.^^ Ibn Munadir^^
states with regard to him to Sufyan al-Thawri: "I shall
tell you my opinion about your comrades; al-isma’I is the
one with the best memory; Abu ’Ubaida the one with the most
comprehensive knowledge and Abu Zaid is the most reliable."
It is assumed that* whenever Sibawaihi says that he has
"heard it from a trustworthy authority" he means Abu Zaid 
- - ( 5 )al-Ansari. ' Al-Mubarrad utters the following judgment 
on Abu Zaid: "He knows grammar well* but not like al-Khalll
(1) Ibn al-Nadim* Fihrist* Vol. I* p.54.
(2) R. J .H. G-ottheil* Kitab al-Matar by Abu Zaid Sa’id Ibn 
Aus al-Ansari* transcribed from a manuscript in the 
Bibliotheque Rationale* Paris* and edited with notes 
in JAOS.* Vol. XVI*1896 . p.315-
(3) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. IV* pp. 238-9.
(4) Ibid.* p.238.
(5) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. IV* p.238.
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and Sibawaihi. In the lughat Abu Zaid1s knowledge 
corresponds approximately to that of Yunus, while the latter 
is superior in grammar. But Abu Zaid is again superior in
Ibn Djinni, who states in Sirr al-Sina'a (Phonetics) 
that he studied under Abu ’All al-Farisi a considerable part 
of the grammatical literature, including Abu Zaid's Nawadir, 
testifies vividly to the strong influence the book had on
"He/^Abu lAlJ7 was almost praying to Abu Zaid's 
Bawadir, to exalt it, when I was reading it under him, and 
said to me: 'It has not a letter in it unless it has a
purpose, because it is crowded with witty remarks and
There is no doubt that Abu 'All owed much to Abu Zaid. 
In spite of ibn Djinni’s statement, however, the extent of 
this indebtedness must not be over-estimated, Abu Hayyan 
once expressed the opinion that Abu 'All did not exceed, in 
his knowledge of the language, what was contained in the
(1) Ibn al-Anbari, Hushat al~Alibba, p.175.
(2) Zeitschrift fdr Assyriologie, Separat-Abdruck aus
-  -  (1 ) this science to Asma'i and Abu 'Ubaida."v J
Abu 'All:
4-ci U- v
hidden secrets
Bd. XXII, p.52
books of Abu Zaid. This statement is in fact so unfair
that it seems almost malicious, for Abu 'All's erudition in
grammar was vast.
Salih b. Ishaq al-Djarmi, of Yemenite origin, lived 
• • •
first in Basra and then in Baghdad where he studied grammar, 
particularly Sibawaihi's Kitab, under al-Akhfash and Yunus 
b. Habib, and its lexicographic part, the lugha, under Abu« it".■■■■a
Zaid al-Ansari, Abu 'Ubaida, al-Asma’i and other scholars
of the same category. In Baghdad, he met al-Farra and
(2 )engaged in learned disputations with him. 7 According to
the testimony of al-Mubarrad, none of his contemporaries
knew the book of Sibawaihi so well as al-Djarmi, and that
is why ho had many students. To judge by the opinion of
his teachers, he had mastered philology completely, and his
books which prove this mastery were held in great r spect
by his contemporaries. Abu 'All taught one of them, the
Compendium of G-rammar for Learners, al-Mukhtasar fi al-Nahw,
and said in its praise that whoever studied it became
(3)proficient in grammar.Abu 'Ali himself paid a good deal 
of attention to this book. Besides, he sometimes refers to 
al-Djarmi in the Idah where he also adduces a poeticalo 0
quotation from him.^^
(1) Ibn al-Nadiin, Fihrist, Vol. I, p.57; Yaqut, Irshad,
Vol. Iv, p.268; al-Qifti, Inbah al-ruwah, Vol. II, p.80.
(2) Ibn al-Anbari, Nushat al-Alibba, p.201.
(3) Ibn al-Anbari, Nushat al-Alibba, p.199.
(4) The Idah, p.221,
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Abu 'Uthman Bakr b. Muhammad b, 'Uthman al-Masini0
(died 249 A.H./863 a .D. or 236 A.H.) from Basra, the son of*
Muhammad b. Habib* a, grammarian and a reader of the Qur'an*
• •
according to Mubarrad* the best expert in grammar after
Sibawaihi. ^7 Mostof his numerous works are lost* his
Kitab al-Tasrif* however., has been preserved in a commentary
by Abu 'All's student ibn DjinnI who stresses in his Sirr
(3) - -al-Sina'a 7 that he studied it under Abu 'Ali and profited«
by this study a great deal.
Editorial approach
Collation of the available Manuscripts 
£.
c \— =^>3 1 ___ uS 3 "The basic Copy" .
In collating the text of Kitab al-Idah* five MSS
• •
were utilised. The present edition is based* in the main* 
on an MS which is the copy of a manuscript once demonstrably 
in the possession of al-Djawaliqi^^ who lived in the fifth 
and sixth -century A.H. This manuscript is found in the
(1) Ibn al-Nadlm* Fihrist* Vol. I* p.57.
(2) Irshad* Vol. II* p.'3Sl.
(3) Majallat al-Majma1al-'ilmi al-'Arabi* Vol. 32* p.669.
(4) Al“Djawaliql* often referred to by his kunya Abu Mansur* 
was a student of al-Tibrisi* the famous commentator of 
the Hamasa* and his second successor in the chair of 
philology at the Niaamiya. He owes his reputation*
in the first place* to the explanatory lexicon Kitab al- 
Mu'arrab and was* according to his student al-Anbari*
"a better lexicographer than__grammarian" (Nushat al- 
Alibba^ p.475)^ al-Djawaliqi lived* .according to_ibn 
al-Athir (al-Kamil* Vol. XI* p.70) and Abu al-Feda 
(al-Mukhtasar* Vol. Ill)* p.18)* from 465-540 A.H./ 
1072-1145 A.D. or* according to ibn Khallikan (Wafayat 
al-A'yan* Vol.Ill* p.37)* from 466-539 A.H./1073-1144 A.D.
KGprtLltt library in Istanbul (No.1457). This manuscript* 
which was made available in the form of a film-roll* and is 
referred to in the following as the “basic copy11, was 
preferred to the other four on the ground of its antiquity. 
In the colophon on p.87 (fol.77 of the edited text)* the 
date of completion is given as Wednesday 14th Jamada II .. 
528 A.H./1133 A.D. The entire colophon reads as follows:
J dJU-3 J) cJ j> A j  i
h 3 J ,J * csh^> cAx ^  i^ L^> _j> cAD- l=j ) ^
. 4i. Lr-f? UlrjAf ol?
The manuscript gives* in every way* the impression of 
being the best and keeping most closely to the original. 
Though numbered in Arabic figures from 1-87* it consists of 
only 77 actual foil, of the Idah. This discrepancy is due
V - ' ri*“
to the erroneous inclusion of 18 pages of the Takmila (fol. 
16b-fol.25a)„ The error was discovered when collating the 
basic copy-with the other four* in particular with Kdprdld 
1456. The latter manuscript* made almost a century later* 
in 620 A.H.* also from a manuscript owned by al-Djawallqi* 
does not contain the pages in question. Otherwise* the 
pagination of the basic copy is in correct sequence. As a 
result* all the foil, following 16b had to be re-numbered* 
so that the last page of the present edition* which 
corresponds to No, 87 of the basic copy* bears No. 77.
The title-page contains* first* the title of the book:
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l-SwK— — - ^ I— ' vLulT^ followed by the name of the
■ S \ 5 * f -author ; 1 -33 I --'Lid' ^us 6^M-J* \ O' c>—^* csix 3^ i -^^ 3 L.
and secondly; -*-33 ®>*£*a/>L3 -wJL>i ^ iuji r’baJt dfjji <>fJi A-U^
3^* 1 6k ^j^ LX I til ALAj> 3 ^
CS^ -Oj^ 1 *— _3 ftl^  <£th» La3 J r^v1, f j) _C3-1^ U1 waJaA f Cs^  ClCs^
/J- 1> C_y^~—^ jD  ^ — " 4/'t'*2-3 e* C2> hj/o.<i3 \ _^-J dpd^d ^ y^""' h3 * 3  I (0^ ~~  ^*
I ■ i f i (O^Tcii J^>Jt-3*ip 0*b o^ B-P <A 1 °_^ £^  >
K^J \ (J^  I j J^j, i AjL_-.aU I y*1-^  LL<^  V*— J <3* dA"£jl
V  ^\^jj\ i lu£> 6 AjdL> ^  ^ -iia ^*-tf (s~^ 1 (J L^2-a_J I p. LeJ. I t_3 3
. yUU—■> t /B LA* 1 _j> CJ-*> LrB 0>Lr 43—- v_4 Hs33J
— ~ — — ( 1 )This is obviously an isnad going back to Tibrisi. J
This chain of transmission begins with Abu Mansur Mawhub
ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn al-Khidr al-Djawaliqi who 
* • *
transmits from Abu Zakariya Yahya ibn 'All al-Khatlb al~
Tibrisi who, in his turn, claims to have read it under the
Sheikh Abu al-Qasim al~Fadl ibn Muhammad al-Qasabanl in
* * #
Basra in 454 A.H./1062 A.D. from the beginning to the 
chapter on numerals inclusive, and from there to the end of 
the book under Abu al-Qasim ibn Burhan. Both the title and 
the chain of transmission are by the same hand as the body
of the book. i.e.. by that of the unknown scribe. However,
the title-page bears, directly below the chain of transmitters, 
a memorandum which does not appear to be in the same hand 
as the rest of the manuscript. It is a kind of certifica- 
tory statement which runs as follows;
(l)Al-Iibrlal (born_421 A.H./1030 A.D., died 502 A.H./1109
A.D.2* Abu Zakariya Yahya b.^'Ali b. Muhammad b. al-Hasan 
(Yaqut adds; b.Muhammad b. Musa), b. Bistan al-Shaibani_ 
al-Khatib, a celebrated Arab philologist, (ibn al-Anbari, 
Hushat0 al-Alibba, p.445*- Yaqut, Irshad, Vol.VII, p. 286).
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C it f  U£> i J U i ^ J U S . t >  i3 L*> jum -«  <f Ls^j>J I  d ^ u J  i <~*f* Id  * o h
L-*U >a-/ h> £Aij> 4-* Lo i 2>^' <J-2j jt £> s h-5 i d l  — h, * l
^ ?igLoOa)1 L4^ JJ cUb" Ck* £> 12j> o-U* y_2h- C^ric cdcf' 1 _dj o I f
* /i^1 j.«— O^yVj,  ^4l^ — L^-(?-d i CJ-*' Cylj - l^ *it /-*
The words; L*-i J p kyi Ua-1- indicato that It
was written by al~Djawaliqi himself. In this memorandum,
al-Djawaliqi confirms that Abu Shuja* Sa1 Id ibn al-Hajib
Safi ibn ’Abdalla h al-Hammali read this book under him from * »
the beginning to the end in the year 532, and adds that he 
himself read the book under Sheikh iibu Zakariya who read it 
under ibn Burhan and al-Qasabanl. This statement, dated
V
532 A.H./1137 A.D., proves that al-Hammall read this copy 
four years after its completion.
The MS, written in partly vocalized naskh, consists of 
77 folios with 17 lines to the page and circa 19 words to 
the line, and is arranged in 160 chapters. The scribe seems 
to have been a careful, conscientious craftsman who wrote 
in a steady hand, in medium-sized characters in naskh, 
without excessive crowding. He revised and corrected the 
manuscript throughout, crossing out his own not infrequent 
mistakes, either in the course of writing, putting the 
desired form beside or on top of the incorrect, deleted 
(crossed out) word, or apparently retrospectively, in the 
course of a later revision - in the margin. Sometimes there 
is a sign in the text indicating that a word has been 
omitted, and has been supplied in the margin. Apart from
173 *
the corrections made by the scribe, the manuscript is 
frequently annotated. These notes, both marginal and 
interlineary, often bear al-Djawaliqi's initials, which 
are of two kinds , and . The notes in the
margin are sometimes introduced by the word; 
and end with: — 2— or . The interlineations
begin and end in the same way.
Little is known of the history of the manuscript apart 
from what can be inferred from the notes on the title pag$. 
i.e., that it was made from a copy of the Idah which was in 
al-Djawaliqi1s possession, and was read under him by 
al-Hammali in 532 A.H./U37 A.D. How it found its way into 
the Kttprdld library is unknown.
The basic copy has been collated with four other MSS.
_______  ^ U  ^  ) The four subsidiary manuscripts.
p
The second MS, referred to in the following as | , is
found in Dar al-Kutub library in Cairo under No. 1120. Its
value in the preparation of this edition is chiefly 
confirmatory and is due to its chronological proximity to 
the basic copy as, according to a colophon on the last page
hi—U-oP* i f— d-ath-jp o— <3 L_ixJ nP > '—• LlJ
hugHjp) h, 4- UJ1 yti L— (jt, U ij I 41—- td (t
—rV> fjj i L —^ j>
the MS was completed in 581 A.H./1185 A.D.
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The title page contained,, in the centre * the title
of the book , J j^ Lc. \_S> Liu no i ,— ■ and the
name of the author; cAl ti \ ^ Lo L"
Directly under the name of the author there is the name of 
the scribe,, Ahmad ibn Shuja' al-Takwinl. Above the title 
there are two ex-libris which mention the names of two 
successive owners of the MS. The first indicates that 
the MS found itself, at some unspecified time, in the 
possession of 'Abdulqadir ibn ’Umar al-Baghdadi, the author 
of the Khisanat al-Adab. The second ex-libris states that 
it was, probably subsequently, the property of al-Haj 
Ibrahim ibn 'Umar. A third note of the same kind, found 
under the name of the scribe, names Yunus ibn Qais ibn 
Mar^uq ibn ’Abd al-Razsaq al-Shafi’I as a later owner of 
the book. Each of these three notes is in a different 
handwriting. In a still different hand are some hardly 
legible lines, apparently verses of poetry, which may have 
been added as a motto by a later owner or donor. They 
run as follows;
At the bottom of the title-page there is the following
It is hardly more than a scribble and seems therefore 
irrelevant.
note ; i y jbeJ- i t cJ Lie- U j> LD* i ! o^L>
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Since the MS was available only in the form of a 
photo-copy* neither the size of the page nor the colour 
of the ink could be ascertained. The MS consists of 57 
foil, with 20 lines to the page* and with approximately 14 
words to the line* in partly vocalized naskh. Ahmad ibn
9
Shuja' seems to have been much less careful than the 
excellent unidentifiable scribe to whom we owe the ’basic 
copy". He made a number of errors* chiefly in the form 
of wrong vowelling* grammatical mistakes and omissions.
His knowledge of grammar seems* on the whole* to have been 
rather deficient* even to the extent of distorting 
quotations from the Qur'an* not to mention misquotations 
of poetry and grammatical explanations. These mistakes have 
mostly been left uncorrected, There are only very few 
glosses in the margin.
MS No. 2256* Ahmad III in Istanbul* referred to as lj j
* *
was available in the form of a photo-copy. Written in 
fully vocalized naskh* it consists of 31 foil, only* as the 
script is very small and rather crowded* so that there are 
25 lines to every page* with approximately 20 words to the 
line. The writing is* however, very neat and clear and the 
calligraphy excellent* with occasional marginal corrections. 
The title-page bears only the title of the book at the top 
of the page: ^ i * ^3 £ LAu -uu j
176.
and immediately below it the name of the author;
-\__J L l  } s,— ^  Up— ^  LU J kA c \  i> S >
1’he MS is undated but seems, according' to the Fihris 
a1-Makht utat a1-Musawwarah* to have been made in the
* v - ..
(1)seventh century A.H. }
MS No. 1456* Kdprdld Library,, Istanbul* referred to 
in the following as XL * contains 227 foil.* but is composed 
of two parts. The first of them is the Idah* but also« 9
the second* containing the Takmila* is of some interest
here* due to the circumstance that it indicates* on p.227a*
the name of the scribe* Hibatallah ibn al-Hasan ibn Ya’qub
al-Katib* as well as the fact that it was made from a copy
owned by al-Djawaliql;
l csL- cSs \Jj i o t l q  cj— I* <lk lU-i 1 Lfa Si-- C-s-ilj
■ a iL \ f a f a cl' <±w> \ cjL u
Part I* which contains the Idah* consists of 78 foil, with
9 9
15 lines to the page* and an average of 16 words to the
line* in sufficiently vocalised naskh without crowding.
The script is clear and good with rare marginal corrections*
as mistakes are of rare occurrence. The date of its
completion is given in a colophon on the last page of the
Idah. fol. 78b* as Friday* 28 Jumada II of the year • •
A.H./1223 A.D. ^ £]jj\ sfa>» j-L
t' „
1 f a 1 LCufa-J- o-' cot^  tyj-^  cfa 17
(l) Pu’ad Baiyid* Pihris al-Makhtutat al-Musawwarah* 
Vol. I* p.379-380. * *
177.
The title-page is preceded by a table of contents for both 
the Idah* described as part one, and the Takmila, which"""TT
figuros as part two, This table of contents, in a different 
hand, occupies fol, la and lb, so that the title-page is on 
fol.2a. Rather high up on the title-page is the title of 
the book: t he—^ followed by the
name of the author: /-■£■ tod Cy^ J>5 <>d-1* CrU cJ>^ L“
Below the name of the author there are two ex-libris:
a) indicating that the MS was the property of Sa'Id ibn 
1 Abdallah al-Ruml O a / 11 ^ na Jgj: A j *
b) to the effect that the MS had come into the possession
of Ahmad ibn fAbd al-Rahman ibn Sulaiman al-Hanafl,
• *
kl Vlk U  ' O* 1st—* Cy d' i d-1*— * j>
- **-'!>-'—' cA-C _?
MS. No, 4451* Aya Sofya Library in Istanbul, and 
referred to in the following as , consists of 94 foil, 
with 15 lines to the page, and circa 13 words to the line.
It is written in partly vocalised naskh by an unknown 
scribe and undated. The title-page bears the title of 
the book i , . LjlTu <L LLu en >
*  ^ f
and the name of the author: dJd crLc O' ^
yw-Ut (Sj?°x tl1 The name of the author is
followed by a note in a different hand which contains some 
biographical details about Abu 'All al-Rarisi, and is signed 
by al-Sayyid Mustafa. The note runs as follows:
178.
.  ^ . . 5 , * . . . %
 oJ  ^ Uu) \ o d  jp  i O  1- i L>~ O  LA—— O' —Lul-J i --**-£ O'* -aA * \ d * o —*4-
u U  I 1—' y / 1 I O l Ls—" J I C5^*-  ^  ^ J  * iJ  '
os" <_? <tr j - p  3--—  - <*_* UP die ;_&■ \ jj £ \j>_A i A-g—L' O' ~u*A —A-- v3 |
<d_iU3 t O— e* ^ j> <i_^Ja^_j ' .uBh-^ LsS^ js * v^-d \ \— \ _jt
1 I AL&J- t  J j> LH> 5 3 Llo \ U^ ->
/
-:• -J ^ -tAJ J> <2-* <U _P C)-cJ± A*cS j "\
cLt—-- t^> d ^  (jk*-'0 ^  iS ^  <AjP ^7
f / ' y i 4d_p cgTd i o i' <3l d c>oj U z^-JJ 6-U Jd • • L^-^J U> pijeO> c^ a—-
(5 \CaJj)\ c. itl, cMAbjJ1 o ltl> P^*’ C-> \l3 Ji 6j} juA  ) u - l j  * w^vd yiU-J) O^ U_aJ \ t_rJ lU
_> B lB »  -2 ju?J o L ^ / d L ^  O e A d  t&^p I I 0  L b  ^ A J >  ^ (_> b  >^ -- ^ d - d - d j ^
! c ju t - id  I O  H  U - h  d > f  <£$—  ^ f ic  1 j J  •. J  0  a *-*- <-£J>~s ' s  U - ’^  u d  \ O  ^  > 1 -  d  b j>  ^ A - c
1- LaO u 1 Aj> ) t-«ld * LsuJZrP Lo- o b u* C^dd * L-Ajl*aU±
b  ),e c -JJ J? C-tdd" _i0 J d " i d* ll*  L-Z.if jd-/^  \
JL Lit: aJ t- bid 1 L-w J> Ci-i—1 1 ddd
V-5j U i d  ^ <LLL-d c-C j o j  ( f ^ ^ *   ^ & s -^**
In the margin of the title-page there is a kind of ex-libris
V  ^ l | £ /^
•^£\ 4<L- S \ o / btdlu-1' d' 6 ^ ^  ~^d» C^ yjO1 £j>-f>\ hj o^
in the hand of the same al-Sayyid Mustafa ibn al-Sayyid
Muhammad al-Husaini, and is dated 15 Rabif II 1041 A.H.• *
Another marginal note, equally in al-Sayyid Mustafa's hand: 
v A j lA —1 £ £y QlA~Aj> _su^> d b o ^ J 'o -^ -o  o~>
s'
, (3l*J> \ £^>J> y^,JUJ\ l^ld' dU^Li1^ ^/tyl
lists several commentaries to the Idah; by ibn al-Dahhano •
Sa'Id* Sulaiman ibn 'Ubaidallah al-Halawani, Sulaiman ibn 
Muhammad's al-Ifsah* Abi al-Baqa al-'Ukbari's al-Misbah,
and a further unspecified commentary by 'Abd al-Qahir 
al-Djurdjani.
Commentaries on the Idah,* «
As Haji Khalifa relates, the Idah was valued by 
• « ■
numerous grammarians who paid attention to it and provided
it with commentaries and appendices,^ 1  ^ The following
list of the commentaries is roughly based on that given
by Haji Khalifa, but has been completed, whenever possible,*
by occasional information on the number of ^ manuscripts and 
places where they are found as provided by Arabic sources 
as well as Brockelmann, Oscar Rescher and others. Here is 
a list of the commentaries in chronological order.
The first commentary on the Idah was composed by hiso m
disciple ibn DjinnI (d.392 A.H./1001 A.D.), and is found 
in Khali j 'Ali Pasha under No. 932.^^
Abu al-Qasim 'All ibn ’Ubaidallah al-Daqqaq (d.415 A.H./ 
1202 A.D.).
Abu al-Hasan 'All ibn rIsa al-Raba’i (d,420 A.H./*
1029 A.D.) the grammarian who entitled his commentary
e •
Abu al-Husain al-1'arisl, Abu 'All’s nephew and student
(&.421 A.H./1030 A.D.)* commonly called ibn Elukht (the son
(5)of his sister), '
(1) Ha 31 Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. I, p.512.
(2) Brockelmann, GAL., Suppl. I, p.176.
(3) Ha31 Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. I, p.512.
(4) Ibid., p.513.
(5) Ha31 Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. I, p.514.» *
180.
Abu al-Qasim al-F'adl ibn Muhammad al-'Asabani (d.444 A.H./• *
1052 a .D,)s who does not figure in HajI Khalifa’s list* hut
is mentioned by ibn al-Anbarl as the author of a commentary
-  -  ~  -  (1)entitled Hawashi al~Idah.v 7
Abu al-Qasim Zaid ibn 'All al-Qasharl (d.487 A.H./
1074 A.D. ).'2 '>
*Abd al-Qahir ibn 'Abd al-Rahman al-Djurdjani (d.471 A.H./*
1078 A.D.). His commentary* entitled al-Mughnl* consisted
of about thirty volumes. This was later compressed by him
to a single volume under the title "al-Muqtasad’’.
■
Subsequently* he edited a summary of the Idah itself* and
• •
- (3 )gave it the title al-I.jag. }
So far HajI Khalifa. About the most important work 
*
on the Idah* ’Abd al-Qahir's Muqtasad* it can be said that
“ ”V T • •
its second part is found in Dar al-Kutub library in Cairo 
under Ho. 1103 and is* according to the catalogue of the 
library*damaged* with a number of cuts and patches. As 
its end is* according to the catalogue* the end of the whole 
commentary* it is evidently the final part of the book which 
must* therefore* have consisted of two parts. As to the 
manuscript listed by Hartwig Derenbourg as Ho. 44 of "Les 
Manuscrits arabes de I'Escurial" as "a commentary on the
(1) Ibn al-Anbarl* Hushat al-Alibba* p.424.
(2) HajI Khalifa* Kashf al-Zunun * Vol. I* p.512.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Fihris al-Kutub al-’Arabiya al-Mawjuda bi al-Dar li 
ghay a t s an a t 19 2 5 * V 01. li* p. 163 •
exposition and the supplement* work of !Abd al-Qahir al- 
Djurdjanl"* the well-known author of the Hundred Regents.
Derenbourg describes the book as "a commentary on two
- - - - (1)treatises of Abu 'Ali Hasan al-Earisi". 1 It figures in
(2)the same volume as MSS 42 and 44 of the Escurial library. f
A1--D jurd jani ' s authorship of the commentary is beyond
doubt as his name occurs twice* once at the beginning
r '  A  *  *tJ LaJ * sViS hP If yjjihJ' E 1 u- cJ Lf-* 1
and secondly* in a more complete form* at the end of the 
book.
The copy made in Damascus is dated 604 A.H./1207 A.D,
Despite the difference in titles* for the Escurial 
manuscript is entitled
al-Shafl min Sharh al-ldah wal Takmilah (The Comforter)** ~V ’ •  ..
_ ■ *>•
the end of the manuscript: £ Lh--3 JJ1 cJ 1 ^  ujj \ i
/Co \ ( 3 1  Cj~ LoU ^ ju-t _ c_M b i ° '
" ? b’—~~j>  ^ *■  ^cl}-" c. -w-3 _?
"This is the last of the Kitab al-Muqtasad fi Sharh al-ldah*
• i m
dictated by the Sheikh al-Imam Abl Bakr 'Abdul Qahir al-
Djurdjanl* the mercy of G-od be on h i m .....  " indicates
that it is no other than the Muqtasad.
(3)Brockelmann and 0. Rescher^'have listed* as Bayegid
(1) Les Manuscrits Arabes de 1'Escurial* Vol. I* p.30.
(2) Ibid.* pp. 29* 30.
(3) Brockelmann* GAL.* Suppl.* Vol. I* p.176; 0. Rescher* 
ZDMC* Vol. 64, Pt525i
182.
3015* a manuscript of the Idah with a commentary by• *
al-Djurdjani. Rescher gives a detailed description of
the MS which consists of a large folio volume 561 x 23*
in partly vocalised naskh on brown paper, Rescher states
that 'Abd al-Qahir al-Ljurdjani says /cf. the introduction
to the volume/ that he read this book /the Idah/ together• »
with Sibawaihi's Kitab under Sheikh Abu'l Husain b. 
al-Husain /his only teacher and Abu 'All's nephew/ in the 
year 409. The copy is well preserved* but the dates are
missing. Rescher voices no opinion about it* but it can
be presumed that this commentary is identical with the 
Muqtasad. Rescher describes one of the MSS as a large* 
well-preserved folio volume with gold-cut in readable* 
though quite unvocalised naskh with a wide margin on whitish 
paper* containing: I, the complete text of the Idah with a
o e
commentary by 'Abd al-Qahir al-Djurdjani; II. the Shawahid
of this work with a. commentary. The first volume is dated*
at the end* Dhu'l hijja 870. The second is undated. The
second work* which comprises 500 x 33 foil.* amounts to
about approximately a quarter c£ the whole,
Hasan ibn Ahmad al-Misri* known as ibn al-Banna 
• • •
(d.471 -^.H./lOVS A.D.). The date of his death is the
-  -  -  ( 1 )only information found in Haji Khalifa.v J The Catalogue
of the Arabic and Persian Manuscripts in the Oriental Public
(2)Library at Bankiporev 1 lists under No. 2014 the unique
(1) Kashf al-Zunun* Vol. I* p.512.
(2) Vol. XX* p.48.
copy of a commentary on the Idah (foil* 160 x 25 lines).
• #
The name of the author is not revealed anywhere in the hody 
of the MS.* hut there is the following note on the title-
f f , „ / _ - < . (page : b i ( J » j L U ' i u i
L/dlU I
This note* by a scholar who appears to have read the work* 
indicates that he found in the Muftah of al-Sakkaki (died 
626 A-H./1228 A.D,) in the chapter on 1 — * t- and 1 - . p. * 
a passage from which he inferred that the author was the 
Imam ibn al-Banna al-Misri whose commentary on the Idah*
• * o
- - (1)one of his 150 works* is specially noted by Yaqut. '
The work is divided into two parts* the first of which 
ends on foil, 135b with the following colophon:
d v td  ls^ c A  ' \^>s 6 - l I L — u-u— * a L -  c la L a  ^
J fJJ I-Ci- * Cl wr-*fO ^ j" d"  ^ ■ (^ Lx sl_jj ^ J)
1 *<5u—- c3 L id ' C^y 0^' d A a   ^ c3 -J j> O't-- i
' " ^  \ V - • ' " 11* * - v.. <L- ^ tS i ^ LrO-U) \ 0s Vijic-.' . bjr*]/ ce —U> 4!—. ^
The second part begins on foil. 135b* as follows:
 ^ y f / j1
t-Zsuzj, j  i 4aJ> .^ eY_- ^ o leJ. i Cj ' y^ Lx 1 ! o hJ*' o-> 1 ^  V
(l) Yaqut* Irshad* Vol. III* p.24.
184.
Fol. 135a also contains a note,, probably by the above­
quoted scholar, on the subject of the identity of the 
author of the commentary. It appears from the colophons 
of both parts, the MS is a transcription of a copy dated 
590 A.H./1193 A.D., belonging to the Miriya Library of 
Egypt, and written in naskh. It is dated 1296 A.H./
1878 A.D.
Abu Talib Ahmad ibn Bakr al-'Abdl, the grammarian• ft
(d.494 A.H./llOO A.D.) of whom al-Qiftl says that "he
interprets it ^he Idah/ adequately and conclusively, so* •
that they finally said of him that he explained the book 
of Abu 'All in the words of Abu 'All due to extensive study
-  - mof Abu 'Ali's works and notes. 1
Abu 'Abdallah Sulaiman ibn 'Abdallah al-Halawani 
(d.494 A.H./llOO A.D.). ^
Sheikh Abu al-Hasan 'All ibn Ahmad ibn Badish, the0 Q
grammarian (d.528 A.H./1133 A.D.).^^
Sheikh Nasr ibn 'Ali al-Shirae.i, commonly called ibn 
*
Abi Maryam (d.565 a ,h . / 1169 A.D.)^^
Abu Muhammad Sa1 Id ibn al-Mubarak the grammarian 
commonly called ibn al-Dahhan (d.569 A.H./1173 A.D.) His 
commentary consists of as many as forty-three v o l u m e s , ^ )
(1) Inbah al-Ruwah, Vol, II, p.387.
(2) ?7aji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. I, p.512.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Haji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. I, p.513*
(5) Ibid,
According to Yaqut* however,, the work consists of 40 
volumes only. ^
Kamal-al-Din (Abu al-Barakat) 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 
Muhammad al-Anbari* the grammarian (d.577 A.H./ 1181 A.D.$?^ 
Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Ansari* , commonly
9 9
called al-Kh.ida'bb (d.580 A.H. / 1184 A.D. ). ^
Abu 'Abdallah Muhammad ibn Ja'far al-Ansari
♦
(d. 586 A.H./ 1190 A.D.l4)
Abu al-Baqa* 'Abdallah ibn Husain al-'Ukbari* the
* ( , )
grammarian (d.6l6 A.H./1220 A.D.).V '^ A manuscript in the
(6)catalogue of Bar al-Kutub in Cairo* Ho. 207* contains
part one and part two of his commentary in two volumes*
with lacunae in several places. The signature of the
scribe is Ahmad ibn Abl al-Hasan Ahmad ibn Hansala; the 
• * *
date of the completion of the MS is 622 A.H. /1225 A.D.
(7 )The MS in the Brit.Mus.* v 'Oriental 58* contains the second
part of Abu ’All al-FarisI's Idah with al- 'Ultbari's
• •
commentary. The front page bears the title of the work
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
Irshad* Vol. IV* p.241.
Haji Khalifa* Kashf al-Zunun* Vol. I* p.513*•
Ibid.* p.514.
Ibid.* p.515.
Ibid.
ffihris al-Kutub al-'arabiya al-maw,juda bl al-dar li 
ghayat sanat* 1925* Vol, II* p.124.
(7) Catalogues Codicum Manuscriptorum Orientalium Qui in
Museo Britannico Asservantur* Codices Arabici* Appendix 
Altera* p.757.
186.
2  ULJ * < 8  U-- v j  (? '— * iZJ ^  \  i  UD 1 -O-A '
V ~ J t. J J) I 1 <* y” h  _1^ ' ^ --1—-) > ^ —,—-—- 3
« J 8 k1 o -^ 8- A>‘ -'t.t-t .* Uh_J i '---—3 ' 0*uJ * ^  3 i
\ ^ v j 361 x 21 foil, and the name of
the author in partly vocalized naskh. The name of the
scribe* which appears at the end of the MS on page 361*
is Yahya ibn Muhammad al-Takriti; the date of the • *
compilation is 616 A.H./ 1219 A.D.
Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Sulaiman Abu 'Abdallah al-Zuhri9 *
the grammarian* (d.617 A.H./ 1220 A.D.) who does not figure
in Haji Khalifa's list* but is mentioned by al-Suyuti. His 
«
commentary consists of fifteen volumes.
Abu al-1 Abbas Ahmad ibn 'Abd al-Mu'min al-Sharlshi 
(d . 619 A.H./ 1220 A.D.)/2)
Sheikh Djamal al-Din Abi 'Amr 'Uthman ibn 'Umar* 
commonly called ibn al-Hajib (*d. 646 A.H./ 1248 A.D.). He 
composed a commentary on al-I.jag* the above mentioned 
summary of the Idah by Abd al-Qahir al-Djurdjanl. He gave
• o
-  -  (3 )to this commentary the title al-Muktafi 1'ilmubtadi. *
Muhammad ibn Yahya al-Khadrawi* commonly called ibn* 0 t
Hisharn (d. 646 A.H./124S A.D.) who gave his commentary the
title al-Ifsah bi Pawai'd al-ldah/^) According to the
  ~ » * J_ " '# ™
(1) Bughya* p.11.
(2) Haji Khalifa* Kashf al-Zunun* Vol. I* p.513«
*
(3) Ibid., p.512.
(4) Ibid., p.513.
187.
Cl)
catalogue of Dar al-Kutub Library in Cairo, } 31.16
represents the fifth and last part of the work, according
to a statement which indicates that the entire commentary
consisted of five parts, only the fifth of which is extant.
The MS is in Maghribi script,, dated 722 A.H.
Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Ishbili, commonly called ibn » •
al-HajJ (d.651 A.H./ 1253 A.D.)
«
Abu Bakr ibn Yahya al-Maiiql (d.657 A.H./1258 A.d 7 5^»
'Abdallah ibn Ahmad ibn Abi al-Rabi'al-Umawi*
(d.688 A.H./1295 A.D.). Al-Umawi*s commentary was 
summarised by Abu al-Tayyib Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Bustl 
al-Maliki.^^ According to Brockelmann, its title is 
al-Ifsah, and it is found in the Qarawiyin library in Pas 
under number 1189.
Abu al-Hasan 'All al-Warraq, whose commentary is 
valued above others,
Ibrahim ibn Ahmad al-Jasari al-Ansari whose commentary
Ifsah fi 
• *
Abu 'All al-Haibuli. 7 8^
„  ( n \
bears the title al- Uhawamidh al-ldah.v J
(1) Pihris al-Kutub al-'arabiya al-maw.juda bi al-dar li 
ghayat s a n a t 1925.. Vol. II, p.78.
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
Haji Khalifa* Kashf al-Zunun* Vol. If p.514. 
Ibid., p.513.
Ibid.
Brock. UAL., Suppl. Vol. I, p.176.
Haji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. I, p.513.•
Ibid., p.514.
Ibid.
Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Rahman al-Maghribi*
al-Andalusi al-Kafi. This commentary is not listed by
Haji Khalifa. It is* however* mentioned by Brockelmann 
*
as found in Isma'il Ef.'s possession in Istanbul. It
(2 )is also mentioned by Rescherv ~} in connection with a not
otherwise noteworthy copy of the Idah in Kdtdbhane-i-
« •
Feyslye and 'Ashir Effendi III* 1909* as a "commentary
to Abu 'Ali's text* entitled £. vAJ * o~ \— -* <J cj lIj i
by Abu Bakr Moh. b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Maghribi al-AndalusI
/Part 1/." As the name of the author is obviously the
same it is probably identical with the work referred to by
Brockelmann. Since Rescher adds that it is found in
private hands in Istanbul* it may even be a question of the
same MS. Rescher describes it as written in ancient*
completely vocalised naskh* and dated 27 Rabi 654•
Apart from these comprehensive commentaries there are
a number which concentrat * exclusively on the quotations
from poetry contained in the Idah. They are listed below*
* *
arranged in a chronological order according to the date of
death of the author.
Muhammad ibn Hamsa al-Karmani (d.500 A.H./ 1106 A.D.)# «
_ _ (a \
who edited a summary of the Idah.w '
• *
Ibn Tarawa Sulaiman ibn Muhammad ibn 'Abdallah al-*
Maliql* the grammarian (d-528 A.H./ 1133 A.D.). Haji        •_______
(1) GAL.* Suppl.* Vol. I* p.176.
(2) 0. Rescher* ZDMG,* Vol. 68* p.385.
(3) Haji Khalifa* Kashf al-Zunun* Vol. I* p.515.
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-  (1)Khalifa saysv 1 that he raised a number of criticisms
against several passages of the Idah* but was later refuted* •
by ibn al-Saigh 'All ibn Muhammad al-Kinanl (d.680 A.H./
• 9
1281 A.D.). So far HajI Khalifa. According to 
(2 )Brockelmann* 1 who located it in the Escurial as Esc. 1830* 
the title of his commentary is al-Ifsah liba'd ma.ja'a min
i *
al-Khata' fi kitab al-ldah.
i r ' .... "■ j*
Yusuf ibn Sa'i* commonly called ibn Yas'un (d.about
540 A.H./1145 A.B.). His commentary is entitled a1-Misbah• »
- - - ( d )fi sharh shawahid al-ldah. '" • "' nj " 0 V
Abu al-'Abbas ibn 'Abd al-'Asis al-Eihri al-Shantamarl 
(d. 550 A.H./ 1155 A.D./4)
Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn 'Abdallah ibn Maimun al-Qaisi 
al-Qortubl (died 567 A.H./ 1171 A.D.) who gave his work the 
title "al-ldah". This is all the information supplied by» o
Haji Khalifa. } However, the manuscript of al-Qaisi's
(6)work in the Escurialv ' which has been available to the 
author of the present thesis in form of a photocopy* is
entitled " ^ ----- '^ aJi V wiU' „
"Explanation of the verses quoted as examples in the Idah".
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
Ibid.* p.514.
BAL.* Suppl. Vol. I* p.176.
Haji Khalifa* Kashf al-Zunun* Vol. I* p.514.* •*
Ibid.
Ibid.
Hartwig Derenbourg* Les Manuscrits Arabes de I’Escurial*
Vol. I,pp.30-31.
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The name of the author is given in a complete form on
fol. IV: 1 or' 1*-* 1 —LJ‘ O-; Cj— *
The copy is dated 633 A.H./1235 A.D. It begins «-l> +J- t 
j \ O  iJLu-»^  ' It is written on
paper in Maghribi script* and consists of 197 x 23 foil.
Not mentioned by HajI Khalifa is Abu Muhammad
* *
'Abdallah ibn Barri ibn ’Abd al-Jabbar al-Misri (d.582 A.H./ 
1186 A.D.) who wrote a commentary on the verses in the 
Idah entitled C \---— -— —  £ A MS is found* o —
(1 )in Dar al-Jutub library in Cairo No. 30, ' a photocopy of
which has been available for inspection to the author of 
the present thesis. The first page is damaged by a cut in 
the upper half. The name of the scribe is given as Sarim 
ibn Makhluf al-Ansari. It is dated 575 A.H./1179 A.D., 
and consists of 99 foil., with an average of 20 lines to 
the page„
Abu al-’Abbas Ahmad ibn hill al-Hitnsi (d.644 A.H./1246 n.° * *
- - ( 2 ) who versified both the Idah and the Takmila. ’V • *
Abu ’All ’Abd al-Karlm ibn Hasan ibn al-Husain ibn* *
„ (3 )Hakim the grammarian. '
(1) Hihris al-kutub al-’arabiya al-mawjuda bi al-dar 
lighayat sanat, 1925* Vol.II, 'p.128,
(2) HajI Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, Vol. I, p.515.
(3) Ibid., p.514.
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This long and almost continuous stream of commentaries 
from the fourth to the seventh century A.H. inclusive 
indicates that the Arabic grammarians paid a great deal of 
attention to Abu 'Alls magnum opus for more than three 
hundred years. That the grammarians still continued to 
take interest in the Idah by the middle of the 7th century» o
A.H., can be inferred from an account by al-Qiftl^^ who
states that, when he asked two scholars their opinion on
the commentaries of al-'^bdl and al-Djurdjan! on Abu ’All
al-Parisi's Idah, they remained silent for a while, and then « *
one of them remarked that the title al-Djurdjanl had given
to his work, calling it al-Muqtasad, was descriptive of the
*
merits of the book, for the benefits to be derived from it 
were brief indeed. And the other added: w 'AbdI did well 
in the explanation of the regents the treatment of which 
by al-Djurdjani is careless, and both did rather well in 
etymology. Al-Djurdjani's words, besides, are more 
eloquent and moderate'1. As al-Qifti died as late as
ft
646 A.H./1248 A.D., one is fully entitled to assume that
the interest of the scholars in the Idah had not yet begun
• *
to flag by the middle of the seventh century. The last 
independent commentary on the Idah seems to have been that
(1) Inbah al-ruwah, Vol. II, p.387.
192.
by 'Abdallah ibn Ahmad ibn Abl al-Kabi' al-Umawi (died»
688 A.H./1289 A.D.) which Abu al-Tayyib Muhammad ibn 
Ibrahim al-Bustl al-Malikl (d. 695 A.H./1295 A.D.) read , 
under him, and of which he subsequently made a summary, 
Abu al-Tayyib's summary seems to have been the last work 
written on Abu 'All’s Idah.
(l) Haji Khalifa, Kashfal-Zunun, Vol. I, p.513.
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